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Abstract
This thesis is concerned with the synthesis and characterisation of copper
model compounds which are of interest in a biological context.

These model

compounds fall into two main classes; iminopodands and azacryptands.
The

iminopodands are

derived

from the

condensation of

tris(2-

aminoethy1)amine (tren) or tris(3-aminoisopropy1)amine (trpn) and a range of aromatic
aldehydes.

The compounds invariably co-ordinated Cu(1) and the structural

consequences of the flexibility are examined and systematised. Their redox properties
have also been studied and correlated with their stqxture.
The main topic of this thesis concerns average valence dicopper cryptates. The
synthesis has been studied in fuii including a description of likely decomposition and/or
by-products. Considerable attention has been given to the spectroscopy of the average
valence dicopper cryptates; Resonance Raman, ESRENTIOR and solution and solid
state NMR have been described. Two additional properties which have been given
serious attention are the redox chemistry and electron self exchange kinetics because of
the relevance of these properties to the natural sites we are attempting to model i.e. the
CuAsite of cytochrome c oxidase.

In the final chapter preliminary experiments to synthesise a thiolate cryptand
are reported in an attempt to model a S(cysteine) bridging function now known to
exist in CuA.
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Introduction

1.1

Copper Proteins and Copper Enzymes

1

Copper containing proteins and enzymes are known to cany out a wide variety of
important biological functions, including: electron transfer, dioxygen binding, transport and
activation, copper transport and storage, hydroxylation, dismutation and oxidation.’

In an aqueous medium, copper is remarkable among biologically relevant cations for the
fact that redox potentials for the transitions Cu(II)/Cu(I) and Cu(I)/Cu(O) are close together.2
Comparing the Cu(II)/Cu(I) redox potentials of copper proteins with those of other biologically
relevant couples, in particular the Fe(III)/Fe(II) redox pairs in functionally analogous iron
proteins, reveals mostly higher, more positive, potentials for the copper systems.’
Biologically active copper centres from proteins were, for many years, classified as type
1, type 2 and type 3.‘ This classification was originally sufficient to correlate function with
spectroscopic properties. However, these correlation’s can now be refined and extended due
to increasing available structural information. In recent years several additional biological
copper centres have been found that do not fit the conventional type 1-3 classification. These
are the trinuclear centres’ and the Cu, site.6 Tables 1.1 and 1.2 summarise the properties of
the biological copper centres.

T p e I copper sites function as electron transfer centres in blue copper proteins.’ They
are characterised by a strong absorption band (E = 2000-5000 M”cm-’) around 600 nm, a very
positive redox potential and an unusually small (< 65 x 104cm-’) value for the hypertine
coupling constant, A,, in the EPR spectra.’

Type 2 copper sites have less intense electronic spectral absorptions (5 2 500 kl-’cm‘L)
b

than type 1 copper proteins. Copper proteins of this type exhibit normal Cu(I1) ESR spectra (g!
> gi > 2.00, A,! > 140 x 10Jcm-1).9 Type 2 copper is usually involved in oxidative catalysis

during which the substrate reaction intermediate andor products are co-ordinated to the
copper centre.

Type 3 copper centres are characterised by the occurrence of pairs of copper(I1) ions
which are strongly antiferromagnetically coupled, leading to the absence of any EPR signal.
I

chopter 1
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2

Proteins containing type 3 copper are involved in the binding and activation of dioxygen, e.g.
haemocyanin and tyrosinase.Io
A tnnuclear cluster, formed from a type 3 and a type 2 copper site is present in the

active sites of goups of related blue copper oxidases e.g. ascorbate oxidase, laccase and
ceruloplasmin.

C U .is~ a recently discovered dinuclear copper site which is involved in electron transfer.
It has been found in Nitrous oxide reductase (NzOR) and Cytochrome c oxidase (COX)." The
structure and physical properties of mixed-valence dicopper complexes which can function as
models of the Cu.4 site is the main subject of this present work.

Table 1.1

b p e r i i e s of Unoxiàised Copper Centres in Various Biomolecuies

Stmcmral Characteristirs and Spectroscopic Characteristici of the
Table 1.2
Oxidised or Oxygenateclform

Chapter 1
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Cu@)
The copper(I1) ion has a d9 configuration, and consequently contains one unpaired

electron. It is capable of forming complexes with co-ordination numbers of 2 - 8 with 4, 5 and
6 being the most common. In octahedral d9 complexes the odd electron can occupy either the

dd+ orbital or the d a orbital which normally generate Jahn Teller distortions with strongly
tetragonal distortion. Five co-ordinate complexes may be either trigonal bipyramidal, square
pyramidal or quite often something in between.”
Using the Hard-Soft Acid-Base concept, Cu(I1) is classified as a reasonably “hard”
metal i.e. small and not easily polarisable which preferentially co-ordinates to hard bases e.g.
nitrogen and oxygen containing ligands.” Complexes with soft donors, such as ;phosphorus-,
sulfur- and bromine- containing ligands, can be prepared but are more difficult to handle due to
the possibility of redox reactions. These ligands stabilise the softer Cu(1) cation.
The interaction of copper with sulfur-containing ligands such as thiols and disulphides is
of biological interest with respect to the blue copper proteins. If no steric factors prevent
disulphide formation, the general reaction of Cu(I1) with R-SH proceeds according to:”-I6
2Cu(II) + 2RSH

1.3

t)

2 [CuuRS]+ + 2H’

t)

2Cu’ + RSSR + 2H’

Electronic Spectra of Cu (IQ
In the absence of X-ray crystallography, information on the geometries of a transition

metal cation in its complexes, can be revealed by electronic spectroscopy. This arises due to
the nature of the splitting of the d orbital with respect to the ligand field.
Copper(I1) complexes give rise to two main types of&ectronic transitions i.e. pure d-d
transitions and charge transfer transitions. The differences in the intensities of the bands
observed for the transition nieta1 complexes reflect the nature of the electronic transitions and
its compliance with the selection rules which govern these transitions i.e. Spitz and the Laporte
selection rule: Spin selection rules states that AS

=

O for allowed transitions and the Laporte

.

selection rules states that “ I n a cetzhosymmetric molecide or ion the on& allowed tramttiotzs
are those accomputiied by a change

present for the free ion.

Ni

p r z t y ” . Thus, d-d transitions are very weak if at all

chapter 1
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The situation changes upon complexation:Case 1. The ligand field may enforce a metal environment which lacks a centre of symmetry

(e.g. tetrahedral) and in this case, the mixing of the d and p orbitals may result in partially
allowed weakly intense transitions.
Case 2. If the transition metal ion lies in a centre of symmetry, the d and p orbitals cannot mix

and these transitions may only become partially allowed by a much less eficient mechanism
involving molecular vibrations called “vibronic”.

As a result of these rules the intensity of the d-d transitions in tetrahedral complexes
should be substantidy larger than those observeri for a metal ion in an octahedral geometry
since the metal is not at a centre of symmetry.
While a d-d transition involves redistribution of electrons which are mainly localised on
the metal atom, there are transitions in which an electron moves from an essentially ligand
based orbital to a metal based orbital or vice versa. This results in charge being transferred
from one part of the co-ordination sphere to another generating so called charge transfer
bands in the electronic spectra.

For the Cu(I1) complexes, if the electron passes from the negatively charged ligand
based orbital to a metal based orbital it is referred to as a Ligand-to-metal charge transfer,

LMCT. As the electron is not localised on the d orbital these transitions are “allowed”
electronic transitions in every respect

No selection rule is violated and therefore the

absorption intensity is about one thousand times greater than the typical d-d transitions.”
This results in typical extinction coefficients for the band type as follows:

t
Band Txpe

E

mar/ M h d

<I

Spin forbidden
Laporte forbidden d d

Laporte allowed d d
Symmetr). allowed

20

- 100

- 250

. iono-5oooo
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Unlike typical transition metal ions, the Cu(I1) ion is reluctant to take up a regular
octahedral or tetrahedral stereochemistiy.

This is because the 3d9 outer electronic

configuration lacks cubic symmetry and hence yields distorted forms of the stereochemistiy.
The reason behind this lies in the fact that the Cu*' (d9); (tzg)6 (es)' configuration is doubly
degenerate. If Case 1 were to exist then the single electron in the dxZ-J orbital would provide
less efficient shielding and results in the ligands in the xy plane being more strongly attracted
towards the nucleus than the ligands in the z axis and therefore the more screened the
electrostatic interaction of the Cu(Ii) ion.

In consequence the complex undergoes axial

elongation. In some examples the ligand field is so strong that the axial ligands in the z axis
move out to infinity and the four co-ordinate square planar geometry is observed.
Conversely axial contraction holds for Case 2 when the unpaired electron is placed in
the dd orbital, (Figure 1.1).

+
-ft-dx2-dy2

dxy: d u : dxz

Case 1

dxy; dzx; dxz

Case 2

Figure 1.1
&

Consequently d a and da+ become differentiated in energy. This is an example of the
operation of the John Teller effect which states '' that for a noti lineor molecule thui is in an
electronic degenerate state, distortions must ocair so as to lower symmetly. remove
degeneracy and lower the energy".
Which case arises in practice is a matter of energetics rather than symmetry, however
because the axial elongation affects only two bonds and the planar elongation would weaken

Chapter 1
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four bonds, axial elongation is more common than axial compression. This is also more
favoured sterically.

Figurel.2

An energy level diagrum showing the splittings of the d orbitals

according to the ligandjìeld applied

Some Cu(I1) complexes may seem to be undistorted from the octahedral geometry,
however, low temperature ESR studies indicate that in fact both aforementioned distortions are
occurring simultaneously. This hopping from one conformation to another is called the

dynamic Jahn Teller effect.”

1.3.1

Trigonal Bipyramid

e’ dx2-y2;dxy

e” dxz,dyz
b h

Trigonal

bipyrmidil

Figure 1.3

\

?, max d-d uansition; 800-900nm
with a high energy shoulder

Introduction
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In trigonal bipyramid geometry, the d orbital splitting is calculated for Djh symmetry
giving rise to three states: Ai = zz; E
transitions are predicted i.e. dx2-y‘, xy

=

xz, yz, and E’

= xy, X’-$.

+ dz2 and dxz, dyz -?

Therefore only two

dz2. However, due to Franck

Condon vibrational effects these transitions are ‘enveloped’ into one broad band with a poorly
resolved high frequency shoulder.

1.3.2 Square Pyramidal

dx2-y 2

b
2
&Y

al
e

dz2

dxz, dyz

c4v
%=e

pyramidal

A. m a d-d transition; 650-700nmwith

a low energy shoulder

Figure 1.4
,

The square pyramidal geometry has a Cp point group with a dd+ ground state.
Therefore, three transitions may occur but again the spectra observed are broad typically with a
low frequency shoulder.”

1.4

Ø

ESR of Cu(II)
In the absence of magnetic fields, the unpaired electron of the Cu(I1) has two usually’

degenerate spin states MI = % and - %. On application of the magnetic field the degeneracy is
removed because the magnetic dipoles of the unpaired electrons are aligned with the field. The
energy difference is field dependent and when the energy gap gßH equals the frequency of the
microwave radiation applied, a net absorption occurs. This results in a absorption peak being

Chapter 1
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recorded which is usually presented in the first derivative mode to assist resolution as ESR lines
are broad. However, a number of factors, namely anisotropy, nuclear Zeemann and zero field
effects tend to lead to much more complicated spectra.

1.4.1

Anisotropy
The g i, signal is obtained when the magnetic field is oriented along the molecules axial

direction (z axis) and g l signal is obtained when the field is in the equatorial plane (xy) piane.
The g 1 axes are doubly degenerate and consequently the probability of those transitions
are twice as likely as for the g and therefore g typically exhibits twice the intensity observed

in the g //spectrum.
1.4.2

Nuclear Zeemann Effect:

No field

Field0 Ms-I
coupling
Ø

Figure 1.5

If the unpaired electron is associated with a nucleus possessing spin then the energy of
the electron wiU depend on which of the possible nuclear spin states it is coupled to. This gives
rise to hyperfine structure consisting of 2I+1 lines of equal intensity, I = nuclear spin state. The
copper nucleus has a spin state I = 3/2 and thus a hyperhe pattern of four equally intense lines
are produced with hyperfine splitting constant, A, ranging between 120-200 G. The hypefine

Chapter 1
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structure is often observed in the g i/ and rarely in the g i, but this depends on the geometry.
With irregular geometry hyperfine coupling can be seen in both the g / I and g

1.4.3 Zero Field Splitting :

For dinuclear complexes in which the magnetic interactions may be mediated via a
bridging unit, there may also be further splitting observed resulting from zero field splitting of
the triplet state, (Figure 1.6). As a result of the triplet state splitting, in addition to the Am = 1
transitions, the selection rule forbidden transition Am = 2 may also arise as a weakly intense
half band. The half band, being isotropic, usually exhibits a simple seven line pattern (2nT+1
7), n

=

=

number of nuclei interacting, arising from the transitions shown below, with a simple

1:2:3:4:3:2:1ratio of intensities. The hyperfine splitting constant,

4 is typically half that

observed for the mononuclear Cu(I1) spectra, because the unpaired spin is distributed over both

-

nuclei.
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cu(I)

Cu(1) has a filled 3d'" shell and therefore lacks ligand field stabilisation. The large
number of Cu(1) complexes exist in a variety of stereochemistries with co-ordination numbers
ranging from 2-5 with 4 predominating. The most common stereochemistries are linear two
co-ordinate?

trigonal planar three co-ordinate?

and tetrahedral four-co-ordmtez6 with

possible distortions of these geometries arising in the presence of chelating type ligands.
Cu(1) is regarded as being "softer" than CUOI) and therefore binds to ligands which
contain soft basic donors, i.e. phosphorus, sulfur and unsaturated nitrogen containing ligands,
increasing the redox potential of Cu(II)/Cu(I) and so favouring CU(I).~"~Aqueous solutions
of Cu(1) are unstable due to disproportionation of CuQ) to Cu(Q and metallic Cu(O), however
the nature of the solvent can strongly iníluence the stability of Cu(1) relative to Cu(I1). In
acetonitrile it is apparent that the Cu(1) state is relatively stable 29 Reduction potentials for the
Cu(II)/Cu(I) couple tend to be more positive in acetonitrile than in e.g. water or dimethyl
suiphoxide.
Reactions of Cu(Q with thiolates often leads to colourless, insoluble, polymeric
products, such as Cu,iSRs, CusSRlz and CulOSR16 which are of value in modelling copper
metaliothioneins.30
6

1.6

Structural Preference and Reactivity of Copper Oxidation States.
Copper is distinguished by redox potentials for the transitions Cu(II)/Cu(I) and

Cu(I)/Cu(O) being so close together. Comparing the Cu(II)/Cu(I) redox potentials of copper
proteins with those of other biologically relekmt couples e.g. Fe(II)Ee(III), reveals that l h e
copper systems exhibit relatively higher potentials.
As a result of high redox potentials and a tendency for one electron transfer reactions,

organocopper compounds are quite reactive.

Cu'

+ e-

+

Cu

Eo = +0.52V

(1)

CU"

+ e-

-+

CU'

Eo = +O.I5V

(2)
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Giving

Xu'

+ cuo

+.

cu2+

Eo

=

+0.37V

(3 1

As with other cations with variable valence the formal potential of the Cu(II)/Cu(I)
redox couple is dependent on the co-ordination geometty of the metal ion, the nature of the
bulk environment, the types of donor atoms and the proximity of electrostatic influences.

1.7

Type 1 Copper Centres (Blue Copper Proteins)

Type 1 copper proteins are ubiquitous electron carriers found in relatively small
proteins that contain single copper ions such as plastocyanin and

anitin>'

(Figure 1.7), as

well as in complex multicopper oxidases e.g. laccase. The electron is the only known
substrate of the blue copper sites, and the small blue copper proteins are generally thought to
function as electron transferases. This role is w-ell established for plastocyanin which forms
part of the photosynthetic electron transport chain. Anirins, e.g. A . úemrificans, functions

in the electron transport system of certain bacteria which are cultured anaer~bically.~~
~

Met

plastocyanin

Figure 1.7

azurin

Active Sites of Type I Copper Proteins

Type 1 copper centres have attracted much interest due to their unique spectroscopic
properties, (Table 1.3). Unlike ordinary monomeric, tetragonal Cu(Li) centres, the blue copper
proteins show a strong absorption band around 600 nm with extinction coefficientsin excess of
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5000 M-'cm-'. Interest in the origin of this remarkably intense colour sparked much research

into the nature of metal-binding sites in these proteins and has now been assigned to sulfur-tocopper charge transfer. The EPR spectrum of the blue copper proteins exhibit a narrow
hyperfine splitting A of (5O-90)x1OJ em-' suggesting that the unpaired electron is more
delocalised than in other Cu (11) complexes, (Figure 1.8).

Table 1.3
Rotein

Datufor Type 1 Copper Proteins
Eo ímV)(PH)

Blue band

-41

1 (um)

(I 10' em.')

Reference

597 (4500)

63

7

631 (3800)

60

31

E

Plastcq-anin

+ 370 (7.0)

(M-'cm.)

AnirinS

P. tieroginosa

f

Adenitrifjcans

+ 276 (7.0)

619 (5100)

60

1

Stellacyanin

+ 181 (7.
i)

609 (3400)

37

1

Cucumber basic

+ 317 (7.0)

597 (4500)

55

8

Figure 1.8

308

-

(A) shows the low temperature absoTtion spectrum of plastocyanin. The

dashed lines indicate Gaussian bund deconvolution of the spectrum (B) shows the EPR
spectrum of spinach plastocyanin.
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In 1978, Freeman el u/ published the first crystal structures of plastocyanin.33 This
revealed that in the active sites ofthe type 1 copper proteins the copper ion is co-ordinated in a
distorted tetrahedron or trigonal bipyratnid- with two histidine nitrogen atoms, a methionine
thioether and a cysteine thiolate co-ordinating to the copper ion.

The stnicture of

Psc.rrúo/mnn.sucrugitmsc~nmrit.r reveals a quite similar overall protein fold. The copper site is

similar to that in plastocyanin, although the metal is now five co-ordinate, with the cystehate
and two histidines foi-ming a trigonal plane, and a methionine sulfur and a backbone amide
oxygen forming long lz 3 f i ) axial bonds," (Figure 1.9).

Figure 1.9

Crysíul sirucíures of the blue copper site iti (A) plustocyunin from

Enteroniorpliu pro@eru um¿(O) Azuritt front Pseudornoitus uerugiltosu ut pH 5.5
The fast transfer rates (e.g. [CuU (AZ)]
k , = 2.4 (1.0) x IO6 M-I s-1 )35 and very positive
redox potential (Table 1.3) of type I copper sites have been explained by their distorted coordination geometries." It is clear that this ceometry is intermediate between the preferences
for Cu(I1) and Cu(1). This would account for the absence of large rearrangements during
electron transfer which keeps the nuclear reorgaiisation e n e r g at a minimum allowing fast
electron transfer kinetics at low driving

force^.^'
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Type 2 Copper Centres
Type 2 copper sites have less intense electronic spectral absorptions (E = 500 M"cm-')

than type 1 copper proteins. Copper proteins of this type exhibit normal Cu(I1) ESR spectra
with large GI (- 200 x 104cm"). Type 2 copper is usually involved in oxidative catalysis
during which the substrate reaction intermediate, and/or products are co-ordinated to the
copper centre.

1.8.1

Galactose oxidase
Galactose oxidase, a mononuclear Cu(Ií) protein of the type 2 classification, catalyses

the oxidation of virtually any primary alcohol to the corresponding aldehyde. This reaction is
coupled to the reduction of 0 2 to hydrogen peroxide.".

RCH20H

+

0 2

+

RCHO

+ Hz02

It was originally proposed that the catalytically active, oxidised form of galactose
oxidase contains copper ¡p the trivalent oxidation state. The oxidation of the alcohol to the
aldehyde was thought to proceed via a two-electron transfer to the Cu(lIi) form of the enzyme
which is thus reduced to the Cu(1) form. It has now been established (by EPR, Xanes and
magnetism) that the active site contains a free radical coupled copper complex. This radical
complex has been shown by stoichiometric substrate reactions to serve as a two-electron redox
unit in galactose oxidase. j 9
The active structure, revealed from the X-ray crystallographic studies, (Figure l.lO),
shows an unusual protein modification, a cysteine-tyrosine covalently linked at an aromatic nag
carbon ortho to the phenolic hydroxyl group. This unusual amino acid side chain forms one of
the ligands to the metal centre and further evidence supports the identification of this as a likely
candidate for the radical forming site in the enzyme.
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Cgstallographic Structure of the Active Site Metal Compler of Galactose

hidme.
Thus, the complimentary information on the existence and characteristics of a free
radical in the active site of galactose oxidase from spectroscopic and chemical data, and the
recognition of a covalent crosslink in the active site from crystallography, combine to provide
insight into the structure of the redox unit.

1.8.2

Dopamine-Beta-Hydroxylase
Dopamine-Beta-Hydroxylase (DBH) is a type

2 copper-ascorbate-dependent

monooxygenase which catalyses the b e d l i c hydroxylation of dopamine to noradrenaline.@

Figure 1.11

Benzylic Hydroxylation of Dopamine to Noradrenaline

The enzyme contains two non-blue type 2 copper atoms per active site with a total of 8
atoms per tetramer. Despite the requirement for two copper centres per catalytic unit there is

no evidence for short range magnetic interaction therefore it is believed that each Cu(I1) centre
is mononuclear. The co-ordination chemistry of the resting Cu(II), probed by ESR and
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ESEEM, suggests a site composed of histidine residues with solvent accessible co-ordination
positions on one or both of the Cu(I1) centres providing binding sites for exogeneous ligands4'
The mechanism is known to proceed via a redox process in which 2 Cu(iI) centres in
the catalytic unit of the resting enzyme are first reduced by ascorbate to a &(I)

intermediate

within which dioxygen binding and substrate hydroxylation takes place.

1.8.3

Superoxide Dismutase (SOD)
The active site of the mixed zinc-copper enzyme, superoxide dismutase, also contains a

type 2 copper centre. SOD is a highly efficient enzyme which catalyses the dismutation of
potentially toxic superoxide anions to dioxygen and hydrogen peroxide. This is essential for
the oxygen tolerance in many organisms.

X-ray crystallography has shown, (Figure 1.12), that the active site of superoxide
dismutase contains a 5 co-ordinate Cu(I1) atom, bonded to four imidazole (histidine) nitrogens

-

and an axial water molecule, in a distorted square pyraqidal geometry. One imidazole is
deprotonated and acts as a bridge between the copper and zinc, which is four co-ordinate in an
approximately tetrahedral environment. The imidazolate bridge is not essential for biological
activity.'*

-

111,1111

Figure I . 12

Structure of Copper-Zinc Superoxide Dismutase and its Dimetallic Core For

elun@ the uxiul H 2 0is omitted
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Metal ion replacement experiments show that the zinc atom may be replaced by copper
(or other metals) without the loss of function, and the copper-substituted form (CuzCuzSOD)
has been extensively studied as it provides some information not available from the native
enzyme.'

1.8.4 Amine Oxidases

Copper-containing amine oxidases, one of the most widely distributed classes of type 2
copper-enzymes, catalyses the oxidative deamination of primary amines.

RCH,",

+

0 2

+ HZO

+

RCHO +

HtOz +

NHj

Figure 1.13 A Current Structural iVíode1for the Copper Site in Amine Oxidaces."

1.9

Type 3 (ESR non-detectable) Copper

Type 3 copper proteins are characterised by the occurrence of pairs of Cu(II) atoms
which are strongly antiferomagnetically coupled. The dicopper(I1) site is ESR silent due to the
diamagnetism resulting from the strong coupling. Type 3 proteins can act as two-electron
donor/acceptors.
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1.9.1 Haemocyanin (Hc)

Haemocyanins are high molecular weight 02-canying type 3 copper proteins which are
found in molluscs and arthropods.u Two structures for droxyHc have been reported."

The

better resolved structure is that of the L. polyhemus (horseshoe crab) hexameric protein.* The
dioxygen-binding site, (Figure 1.14), consists of two distorted trigonal, almost coplanar
[Cu'(N.His)j] units whose imidazole nngs are staggered acròss a Cu... ..Cu separation of 1.6Å
The same basic arrangement emerges fiom the less accurate structure of P.intermptus (spiny
lobster) hemocyanin."

At the lower resolution, the individual [Cu'(N.His);] units were

reported to be more distorted from trigonal-planar stereochemistry and the Cu...Cu distance is
much shorter (3.5 k 0.3 Å).
The Cu(1) centres have vacant co-ordination sites enabling deoxy Hc to be kinetically
efficient in binding 0 2 . Resonance Raman studies have shown that deoxy Hc reversibly binds

one molecule of dioxygen per di-copper site to give a purple complex [Cu(II>(p-O~*~)Cu(II)].
Instead of the weak d-d transitions at 600-700 nm normally observed for Cu(iI) complexes, the
absorption spectrum of oxyhemocyanin exhibits two characteristic bands one at sz 580nm with
E

.

= 1000 M'cm-' and an intense transition at 350 nm, E = 20,000 M'cm-' both attributable to

02- + Cu(1I) LMCT transitions.'*

The 0-0 stretching vibration determined by resonance

Raman spectroscopy and mixed labelling experiments is unusually low (= 750 cm-') while the v
(0-0)value indicated that the dioxygen is bound to the dicopper site as a peroxide ion in a

symmetric co-ordination mode.49
The two d9 Cu(II) ions are so very strongly antiferrornagneticallycoupled that, at room
temperature, the dinuclear centre is essentially diamagnetic and- undetectable by EPR
Magnetic susceptibility studies showed that this derived fiom a strong antiferromagnetic
coupling between the two Cu(I1). 'This large antiferromagnetic coupling requires orbital
overlap between the two Cu(I1) and since EXAFS indicated that the coppers are = 3.6 Å apart
this must involve a superexchange pathway through a bridging ligand. Crystallography showed
that each copper has three histidine ligands but no bridging ligand. Thus it was concluded that
the superexchange pathway must be formed on binding dioxygen and oxidising the site.'
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Kitajima and coworkers synthesised a model complex in which 2 Cu(Ii) ions were
linked by an $q*p -peroxide as discussed in Chapter 1.15.50.5'The spectroscopic properties
of this complex, including its Raman spectrum, were found to be strikingly similar to those of
oxyhemocyanin. When the crystal structure of L. polyhemus in the oxy form was determined,
it revealed the presence ofjust this type of qzqzperoxide
This is an important example of when a correct structural model compound preceded
the determination of the protein structure.

Dinuclear copper sites occur in several other metalloproteins besides hemocyanin, some
of which fall into the spectroscopically defined type 3 copper category and all of which are
involved in some aspect of O2 metabolism.

Figurel.14

Schematic views of the structures of deoxyhemocyanin (top) and

oxyhemocyanin (bonom) showing the binding of dioxygen ar an $q',u-peroxide

1.9.2

Tyrosinase
Tyrosinase, a mammalian protein, is a mixed function oxidase enzyme which catalyses

the two-electron oxidation of o-&phenols to o-quinones (catecholase activity) and the
monoxygenation of phenols to o-diphenol~.~~
The enzyme contains a binuclear type 3 copper
active site, the reduced form of which reversibly binds one mole of dioxygen to produce
oxytyrosinase which has spectral features similar to oxyhaemocyanin.
Tyrosinase has the additional feature that the site is highly accessible to substrate
analogues which bind directly to a copper centre.

This binding involves a structural

rearrangement of the copper (from tetragonal to trigonal bipyramidal) which is stabilised by a
strong interaction ofthe substrate with the protein pocket.

3

Figure 1.15

Monooxygenation and Oxidation by Tyrosinase.
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Blue Copper Oxidases
The multicopper oxidases, e.g. ascorbate oxidase and laccase, couple the four-electron

oxidation of organic susbstrates to the four-electron reduction of

0 2

to water.s4 To meet the

stringent requirements for multielectron catalysis, these, often dimeric, enzymes contain four
copper atoms per subunit, one centre being a separate type 1 copper ion for electron transfer
purposes. This type 1 centre is also responsible for the typical blue colour of these enzymes.
The remaining three metal ions have a trinuclear arrangement with partially hydroxo-bridged
,

.

metal centres and metal-metal distances between 3.4 and 5.1 Å, depending upon the coordination and on the oxidation state.5s
Spectroscopic investigations have concentrated on l a c c a ~ ebecause
~~
it is one of the
simpler enzymes, containing one of each type of copper site per molecule. Good quality X-ray
crystallographic data (1.9 Å resolution) have been obtained for the fully oxidized form of
ascorbate oxidase from nic~hini.~’Spectroscopic and crystallographic data showed that the
type 2 and type 3 sites are not independent and are better considered together as a single
trinuclear site.
Dioxygen binding takes place at the tricopper cluster ‘and reduction of three copper
atoms is required in order for it to function. The structure of the ascorbate oxidase tricopper
site is illustrated in Figure 1.16. The three copper atoms form an almost equilateral triangle of
sides ca. 3.7 Å The CUIand Cu2 atoms are bridged by OH or O*- and make up the EPR-silent
type 3 pair. Each copper atom is co-ordinated to three histidine residues and the Cu-N(His)
distances are all comparable. In contrast to the heamocyanin active site, the copper ions have
approximately tetrahedral co-ordination geometry and are not in identical environments. The
third copper ion is co-ordinated to two histidine residues and to either hydroxide or water
HIS

OH (or d-)

(H2O or)HO-Cu3
His

I’

His

Figure 1.16

“ i s
HIS
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Structural determination of the oxidised form, the reduced state, the hydroperoxidecontaining oxygenated form, and of bis(azido) derivative have provided the crystallographic
basis for a detailed reaction mechani~m.'~
Starting from the completely oxidised, but not oxygenated form, electrons flow from
the substrate to the catalytic trimer through the type 1 copper centre. After complete reduction
the enzyme reacts with dioxygen to form a hydroperoxo adduct with oxidation of both 'type 3"
metal centres, one of which serves as a co-ordination site for HOO-.Close to the transition
state of the reaction, an additional intramolecular electron transfer from the remaining two
centres leads to 0-0 bond cleavage and to the release of two water molecules.50

Figure 1.1 7 Proposalfor the Caialytic Mechanism of Ascorbate Oxidme.

CUI
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Cytochrome c oxidase resides in the inner mitochondrial membrane and is responsible
(as the terminal enzyme of the respiratory chain) for catalysing the reduction of molecular
oxygen to water according to:

0 2

+ 4Cyt cZ',d

+ 8"

-+

2HzO + 4Cyt c3**.d

+ 4"

The cytochrome c oxidases represent a large family of related enzymes which are
membrane bound and of various compositions. All species have been found to contain three
essential subunits.
Protein subunit I of most cytochrome c oxidases contains two haem A molecules, haem
a and haem a;, and copper B (CUB).Haem a; and CUBform a binuclear centre where molecular
oxygen is reduced to water. Electrons from cytochrome c are first transferred to the CUA
centre which is located in protein subimit II and from there to haem a and the binuclear centre.
The function of subunit

IZI which is present in all mitochondrial and most bacterial terminal

oxidases is uncertain.

Up to ten small additional subunits are present in mitochondrial

,

cytochrome c oxidases.61

1.11.2 Nitrous oxiùe reùucîase (N,OR)

NzOR is the terminal reductase in a respiratory chain converting NzO to biz in denitrifying
bacteria.

NzO + 2e- + 2H'

i,

NZ + HzO

The function of NzO as an anaesthetic is presumably due to some interaction with
cytochrome c oxidase, although N20 apparently does not bind to the metal centres of COX.
Accumulation of N20 in the atmosphere by the action of denitnfymg bacteria has important
environmental effects due to its action as a greenhouse gas and its role in the destruction of the
ozone layer. The chemistry involved in the binding and activation of N20 is therefore of
considerable interest."

1.11.3 Proposed Models of the CuACenter - Pre 1995.

The nature of the CUAsite has long been a mystery.6z As early as 1962, Beinert et al.63
discussed the possibility of different copper valencies in COX, making it very different from any
copper centre studied at the time. There had been two hypothesis about the detailed structure
ofCua before the structures of the COX forms were reported in August 1995. One hypothesis
relied mainly on information from EXAFS59,64while the other was based mostly on other
spectroscopic data.
Detailed low frequency EPR studies established that the EPR detectable sites of NzOR
bear close spectroscopic similarities to the CUAcentre of COX. This has also been proposed
from MCD6’, EXAFS and ESEEM evidence.
[Cu(1.5)...Cu(1.5)],

Kronecli first suggested the dimeric

mixed valence nature of CuA on the basis of the 7-line hyperfine

splitting in the X-band EPR spectra of N20R and the absence of a ‘g = 4’ signal.66 The 7-line
hyperfine pattern is indicative of an unpaired electron which is able to interact equally between
the 2 copper nuclei (I cU=Y2 ).

I

Blackburn et a t 9 suggested a structure based on results of EXAFS of the soluble CuA
domain prepared from Bacillus subtilzs and on comparison to a model compound - a dicopper
complex of the macrobicyclic octa-macryptand ligand of known crystal structure. Like our
previously reported analogue6’, this compound showed a short Cu-Cu distance (2.415 Å) and
also a characteristic seven-line hyperfine splitting pattern. The model however lacked any

sulhr ligands. On the basis of these comparisons the authors proposed a model featuring a
short direct Cu-Cu bond, and two terminal His as well as Cys ligands with a 220 pm Cu-Cys
distance symmetrically disposed on the Cu atoms, (Figure 1.19). It was considered possible
that an additional Met and other unidentified residue were more weakly bound to compiete a
pseudo-4-coordination as expected in analogy to the type 1 Cu centre. This model was
supported by a comparison of the resonance Raman spectra with excitation at 480 run recorded

on the soluble CUAdomain ofB. s ~ b t i l i s . ~ ~ . ~ ~
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Possible Structure for the Dinuclear mixed-valence C U , site
~ of COX and

NZOR proposed by Blackbum et al
Henkel et aí reported findings from EXAFS experiments on intact beef heart COX.
With intact oxidase there was an additional complication of a third Cu atom from CUB.and
particular attention had to be paid to back scattering corrections. They proposed a model
compound which contained two Cys as bridging ligands with two His as terminal ligands. A
Cys - bridged model was proposed as it was concluded that there was more than two Cu - Cys
interactions and this could only be achieved by a bridging
Larsson et al proposed a model which was very similar to that of NelsoniJ3lackbum et

al. They also postulated a Cu - Cu bond but now with asymmetrically disposed pairs of His
and Cys ligand^.'^
Thomson et uZ suggested the same model as Larsson but preferred a model that
contained bridging Cys ligands and terminal His ligands. This latter model was found to be a
correct representation for the CUA site based on the X-ray structure obtained from a
reconstituted purple fkagment from a quin01 oxidase.

Thomson arrived at these model

complexes from calculations based on the MCD features observed with the soluble CUAdomain
of Paracoccus denitrzjìcuns COX. Their preferred choice 'of the bridged model was mainly
based on observations with the alkaline form of the soluble Purucoccus CUAdomain, in which
one His ligand is dissociated, and with a mutant, in which one of the His ligands is replaced
with Asn. Both of these forms showed a mixed valence dimer but with localised valence due to
the inequivalence of the two copper atoms. It was argued that in a non-bridged structure with
one His missing one of the copper atoms would be lost. The only difference of the proposed
model to the native structure was the absence of Met and Glu as more distance ligands.6827'

:
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In the model the Cu-Cu distance is sufficiently short so that direct Cu-Cu interaction is

possible. The model was also supported by extensive resonance Raman studies at 488 nm72
excitation and by normal co-ordinate analysis73of the RR spectra which predicted that in the
model with terminal Cys ligation, both of the v(Cu-S) modes lie between 340-350 ern-',
whereas for the Cys-bridged structure intense vibrations at 260 and 339 cm-' are expected as is
observed experimentally. Woodruff et al studied the soluble CuA domains from Paracocnrs
and B. Subtilzs by far-red RR spectroscopy (850 nm excitation) and concluded that the results
strongly suggest the presence of a direct Cu-Cu bond.74

1.11.4 Crystallographically Determined CUAStructures

Two crystal structures of cytochrome c oxidases, one from Paruccocus úenif.rr@cans(4
subunits) and another from beef heart (13 subunits)75 , both at 280-pm resolution, were
published with a one-week interval in summer 1995. A few months later M. Wilmanns and
coworkers obtained76,what was described by Holm et al as "the most accurate structure of
C U A 'f7om
~
a soluble fragment of a quinol oxidase into which the binuclear site had been
engineered. The structure of this site consists of two distorted tetrahedral co-ordination units
bridged by two Cys-S Ligands. Terminal co-ordination is completed by one His-N ligand at
each copper atom trans to each other, a Met-S ligand at one copper atom and a backbone ûluCO ligand at the other. The Cu - Cu distance was found to be 2.5 Å which is suggestive of a
metal-metal bond. The oxidised site is a purple

Curi CUI chromophore, described as class IiI

mixed valent, (Figure 1.20).

N,

SU.

Figure 1.20

Cua site
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Model Approach to Biological Copper Complexes.

Limited types of modification can be effected on proteins without disruption of protein
structure and/or function. This coupled with their large size and complex structures often
make detailed studies of proteins difficult (e.g. X-ray crystallography). It is therefore apparent
that model complexes must be used to obtain information on structures and reaction
mechanisms which is unavailable directly from studies on the proteins themselves."
The aim of synthetic model studies is to duplicate the spectroscopic features and
ultimately the function of the active site in a low molecular weight complex of known structure.
This is generally a cyclic process as illustrated in Figure 1.21'
As understanding of a particular metalloprotein develops, it is often the case that "last

~
the normal
years model" quickly becomes redundant. As Hill'' and later F e n t ~ n 'remarked,
progression is from speculative models, through corroborative ones to fully functional synthetic
analogues. In modelling metalloproteins, the aim is to mimic the ligation, geometry and
possible environment of the active site in question. If this is achieved it should be possible to
reproduce the spectroscopic and other properties of the metalloprotein.

The relative

importance of each of the above factors varies from case to case, as does the relative
importance of matching particular properties.
I

1

1

1-

Design. synthesise
aodchamctense
model mmplex

Refinement o1 models
and of understanding
of melallopmtein

1

Compare pmpemes
o1 pmtein and model

match

Compare functions
Of model and
melalbpmtein

modity pmposed rlmcture
match

Figure 1.21

undemwd and
function duplicated

1
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Co-ordination Compounds Related to Type 1 Copper

The typical spectroscopic properties of Type 1 or ‘blue’ copper proteins have been
discussed. Both the intensely blue coloured Cu(II) and the colourless Cu(1) forms of these
proteins are remarkably stable.
The structure of the copper binding sites in blue copper proteins was the subject of
much research and debate until the structure of plastocyanin was solved. As crystallograpy has
revealed much about the copper stereochemistry in the type 1 copper proteins, systematic
investigations of the synthesis of low molecular weight copper complexes have gained
importance.”
A long standing research objective has been to correlate the unusual physicochemical
properties of the type 1 copper centres with their structural features. Although significant
insight into the electronic structures of these electron carriers has been obtained through
combined theoretical and spectroscopic studies, definitive integration of structural and spectral
features has been hindered by a lack of suitable model complexes.81
The synthetic difficulties involved in the preparation of a Cu(Iì) complex that
simultaneously exhibits : trigonal planar or distorted tetrahedral geometry, thiolate ligation with
a short Cu-S bond length, and the appropriate electronic absorption and EPR spectroscopic
features are substantial. Often the enforcement of alternative geometry overstabilises Cu(1)

-

only a narrow range of conditions permit the intermediate CuyII stability which is so well
exploited in biology.
The primary obstacle to modelling type 1 copper proteins with low molecular weight
complexes is that the thiolate anion is rapidly oxidised to disulfide in the presence of CuzA.

2Cu”

+

2RS-

+

2Cu’

+

RSSR

Another obstacle is the preference of Cu(1I) to maintain a square planar geometry. If
the ligands are not held in a rigid arrangement, Cu(I1) will dictate the geometry surrounding it,
preferring to adopt a tetragonal geometry.
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For the design of model compounds for blue-copper proteins one should ideally
incorporate two imidazole nitrogen atoms, a thioether sulphur and a thiolate sulphur. The
binding of thiolate groups to Cu(I1) is hard to accomplish in low molecular weight compounds
due to disulphide formation as mentioned previously. The rigid conformation of the protein
with only a single cysteine residue near the copper binding site obviously prevents the
formation of the disulphide. Where this steric restriction is absent the cysteine thiolate function
is often mimicked by a thioether function.
In 1979, Schugar et al succeeded in preparing the first stable CuN4S(mercaptide)
complex, [Cu(tetb)(o-SCa4CO,)].H~O.

Although it was a significant result at the time,

inclusion of a thiolate sulfur was not sufficient to produce the blue copper properties. The
copper (tet b) complex was spectroscopically a “normal copper”, with no intense 600 nm
absorption band and a normal ESR spectrum, and X-ray crystallography revealed a long 2.36Å
Cu-S bond.**
Casella et al reported the synthesis of a model system that “more faithfully” mimics
cysteine thiolate co-ordination.*‘ A series of ligands with N&-donor sets, derived from the
condensation of (lR)-3-hydroxymethyleneborane-2-thione and 2-aminothia-aky-1-methyl
benzimidazoles, give rise to tetrahedrai Cu(I1) complexes on the basis of visible and ESR
spectral evidence. These Cu(I1) systems were the first biomimetic models with N&S* donor
ligands carrying an overall monopositive charge.
The spectral properties of the systems showed that a significant degree of tetrahedral
distortion at Cu(I1) can be imposed by lengthening of the carbon chains. Nthough the
spectroscopic properties of the protein blue sites. were far from being matched, it was noted
that a shift of the LMCT bands towards the red and a decrease in the A,, value change more
than linearly with the degree of tetrahedral twist away from the square-planar configuration of
the Cu(I1) centre. Interestingly, the redox potential ofthe CuIIíí couples for the model systems
reported lie in the range displayed by the blue sites, showing that the extent of tetrahedral
distortion at the metal is not so critical in determining the accessibility to the range of protein
redox couples.
Bouwman er al have synthesised many copper co-ordination compounds with thioether
-imidazole-containing ligands.” They found that bidentate NS ligands yielded a variety of
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copper co-ordmation compounds with mainly distorted octahedral geometry. In most cases the
sulphur atom is co-ordinated to the copper ion at various distances although the sulphur atom

in these ligands is not forced towards co-ordination of the copper ion through the chelate

effect. With the tridentate NzS ligands, 5 co-ordinate copper compounds were encountered,
with geometries varying from trigonal bipyramidal to square pyramidal. The desired N2SS*
chromophore could be obtained with the NiS ligands and an extra sulphur donor atom.

As stated earlier, an ideal model compound for blue-copper proteins should contain two
imidazole nitrogen atoms, a thioether sulphur and a thiolate sulphur. Bouwman proposed that

for the modelling strategy, the N2S ligands in combmtion with a thiol group as anion could be

the best combination. To prevent oxidation of the thiol group to disulfide either the ligand

should contain some bulky groups protecting the thiol function or the thiol function must be

electronically constrained. 4-imidazolyl is an example of an asymmetric tetradentate ligand
which incorporates a thiolate function, Figure 1.22.

Figure 1.22

4-Imitfazoìjl(4Im16)

The spectroscopic properties of [Cu(4Im16)](C104) indicate an approximate tetragonal

stereochemistry. The stability of this Cu(lI) thiolate system is very high, but no crystal
structures have been reported.

In the study of tetrahedral Cu(II) complexes of hindered tris(pyrazoly1)-borate ligands,

a thiolate derivative of the form [Cu(Sbut)L] has been isolated at low temperature by Kitajima

and coworkers.84 The reaction of Cuw(3,5-iPr2p~),]2(OH)~
with 2 equivalents of BUSH

was found to proceed smoothly at -20" C. The visible (strong absorption band at 680 WE >
3500 at -16" C ) and ESR spectra (g,,= 2.21,

=

2.07 and A,,

=

70 G) of the product
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compound are promising for a model for a type 1 copper site, while the X-ray structure of the
more stable analogue [Tp"B"CuC1] establishes the co-ordination environment as tetrahedral.
Although the redox potential was found to be considerably lower than those of the blue
copper proteins, the complexes showed that the s t r i h g spectrosocpic characteristics of the
blue copper proteins can be mimicked by a simple synthetic model. However, the complexes
are very unstable and can be studied only at low temperature (-20" C) and in non-aqueous
solvents. This makes characterisation and functional studies such as electron transfer either
extremely difficult or impossible.
A complete model system for a blue copper protein has not yet been prepared.
However, through model studies, it has been demonstrated that the high redox potential can
easily be obtained when sulfur donor atoms are inserted into the ligand. The real problem is in
obtaining the small hyperfine splitting constant and the intense absorption in the visible region

in low molecular weight model compounds. Some papers report such spectroscopic features
on model systems in solution but those observations were described only at extremely low
temperatures. At higher temperatures reduction of the Cu(I1) ions occur.

1.14

Co-ordination Compounds Related to Type 2 Copper

As discussed in Chapter 1.8, copper proteins with spectroscopic properties
characteristic of normal Cu(I1) co-ordination compounds are considered to belong to type 2.
Several imidazolate-bridged dicopper(I1) complexes have been described in the
literature, but only with open chain or monocyclic ligands. The synthesis of a bis(diene) ligand
by Lippardgsand coworkers resulted in the best model of the [Cu2(II)SOD] active site at that
time.
Dicopper(1) complexes of ciyptands have also been synthesised as possible

model^.^^^^'

This is an important aspect in modelling this active site since during the catalytic cycle of the
superoxide dismutation, the metal in its reduced state remains firmly bound to the ligand.
Few imidazolate-bridged heterobinuclear Cu-Zn complexes have been
They consist of two independent mononuclear complexes, a Cu(I1) and a Zn(I1) complex,
respectively, connected by an imidazolate bridge between the copper and zinc atoms.

Not
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only are these non-macrocyclic complexes less stable, the break of the imidazolate bridge
would lead to three different molecules.
Pierre and co-workersg0 synthesised imidazolate-bridged dinuclear Cu(II) and
imidazolate-bridged heterodinuclear Cu(I1)-Zn(l1) macrobicyclic complexes as models for
superoxide dismutase, (Figure 1.23). The X-ray crystal structures revealed that the Cu-Cu and

Cu-Zn distances are 5.95 and 5.93 Å respectively, slightly shorter than the value in the (CuCu)SOD or in the (Cu-Zn)SOD. Magnetic measurements and ESR spectroscopy of the
dicopper complex have shown an antiferromagnetic exchange interaction with a coupling
constant of -25

=

88 cm-'. Both complexes are stable over large pH ranges but more

importantly are capable of catalysing the dismutation of superoxide at biological pH. All the
results indicate that these complexes act as good models for superoxide dismutase.

c37

Ci:

Figure 1.23

".
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Co-ordination Compounds Related to Type 3 Copper

It is generally accepted that type 3 copper consists of pairs of Cu(I1) ions coupled
antiferromagnetically. Oxygen binds to the binuclear active site when both the copper atoms
are in the Cu(1) state resulting in a Cuc-O:--Cun

adduct. The adduct can further react with the

substrate, such as in tyrosinase, or release oxygen reversibly such as in hem~cyanin.~
Interests in studies of the reactivity of dioxygen with copper ion complexes arises from
the fact that copper-containing enzymes in biological systems9' and copper compounds in
synthetic systems have been established to be essential catalysts in oxidation and 02-mediated
reactions.'2 The structural model approach to a binuclear type 3 active site should provide
binuclear copper complexes which presenr a large antiferromagnetic coupling in the Cu(11)
state and are able to perform a -reversible two-electron transfer. Likewise, binuclear Cu(1)
complexes would be of particular interest for reversible oxygenation or catalytic activity in
reactions involving molecular oxygen.92

1.15.1 Prerequisites for Reversible Binding of Dioxygen by Copper:

Some of the key features required for reversible binding of O2 by Cu(1) have been
reviewed and discussed e l ~ e w h e r e . ~ A
' , ~summary of these is outlined :Eìectronic arid co-ordination requirements :
1. The metal should have filled TC bonding d-orbitals of intermediate energy to allow partial but

not complete electron transfer from Cu(1) to 0 2 .
2. The co-ordination number and/or 'stereochemistry around the metal should be variable and
compatible with Cu(1) for the deoxy-complex (2 or 3 co-ordinate) and compatible with

Cu(1I) for the oxy-complex (4 or 5 co-ordinate).

It is also important to suppress the formation of HO; or H ~ 0 by
2 excluding protons, as
well as preventing reaction with other reductants to eliminate irreversible 0-0 bond cleavage.
Systematic variations on ligand systems and reaction conditions can help in the
discovery of those factors which are important for reversible O2 binding and/or activation. It is
appropriatehnteresting to compare the results of closely related systems.
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Karlin and coworkers were successful in identifymg and characterising discreet
dioxygen-copper adducts. This was achieved by employing ligands and resulting complexes
which allow for facile co-ordination and redox changes for both Cu(1) and Cu(iI) stmctures as
well as using low temperature syntheses and manipulations.
[{(TMPA)Cu)z(O2)]*', (Figure 2.1), was the first structurally characterised Cuz02
It derives from the reaction of [(TMPA)Cu(RCN)]' with dioxygen at -80 C in
EtCN or CHZC12. The binding of dioxygen is reversible with addition of either CO or PPh,
giving the corresponding adduct. The centrosymmetric complex is best described as a peroxo
dicopper(E) species. it contains a trans-~.i-1,2-02group bridging the two Cu(II) ions. The
copper atom is pentacoordinate with a distorted trigonal bipyramidal geometry with the
peroxo-oxygen atom occupying an axial site.
Karlin was able to synthesise a model complex based exclusively on imidazole nitrogen
donors by employing low temperature

technique^.^' The three co-ordinate complex b;Cu]'

reacts with dioxygen to give a brown solution of the peroxo-dicopper(II) complex
[ (L;CU),(O~)]~', (Figure 1.24).

Sorrel1 and coworkers developed analogous binuclear Cue) and Cu(iI) complexes of a
ligand, L2, that is nearly identical to a ligand developed by Karlin, L1. 1-pyrazolyl was used in
the place of 2-pyridy1, (Figure 1.24).

In contrast to the reversible

0 2

binding by LI, a

binuclear Cu(1) complex of L2 reacts at low temperature irreversibly in a Cu:O2

=

4:1

stoichiometry. Two binuclear units react per dioxygen molecule to give complete reduction of
0 2

with 0-0 bond cleavage.98 The Cu(i) complex of the pyrazolyl m-xylyl ligand L3, (Figure

1.24), also shows different behaviour with dioxygen. In methanol an irreversible oxidation

takes place (Cm02 = 4.1) to give a dihydroxy-Cu(1I)z binuclear complex.

L1

Figure 1.23

L2

w
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Casella and coworkersw reported a series dinuclear Cu(1) complexes with the
bis(imines) (derivatives of the condensation of benzene-1,3-dicarboxaidehyde and two
molecules of histidine), which provide two nitrogen donors to each Cu(1) centre.

The

corresponding binuclear 4 co-ordinate p-phenoxo and p-hydroxo Cu(I1) complexes are formed
upon oxidation This reaction mimics the reactivity of the copper monooqgenase tyrosinase.
Regher and coworkers'*' reported a binuclear Cu(1) complex which features a flexible
biphenyl nucleus as a spacer. The latter allows the copper-copper distance to be held at about
3 6 Å so that a dicopper Li-peroxo bridge can be accommodated as in tyrosinase. in the

presence of dioxygen the complex exhibits phenolase and catecholase activity, (Figure 1.25).

Figure 1.25

Tyrosinase Models featuring a Biphenyl Spacm

Kitajima was successful in elucidatins the mode of binding of dioxygen to deoxyHc The
model compounds, sterically hinderedtris(pyrazolylborates), lo' were prepared from the reaction
of

0 2

with the appropriate TpRR'Cdprecursor or via treatment of a dicopper(II)-bis(p-

hydroxo) species with

-02

Initial synthetic efforts focused on using TpbIe2as a supporting

ligand in the attempted preparation of a dicopper(I1)-peroxo model complex However the
copper complex [(TpMe2Cu)2(0,)j, formed was found to readily decompose to the Cu(I1)
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monomer Tp2Me2C~.’02
It was concluded that the 3,s-dimethyl substitution pattern on the Tp
ligand was insufficient for inhibiting L2M formation, so more hindered TpPUand Tpi-RZligands
were examined.
The model compounds [(TpRzCu)z(Oz)J (R

=

Ph or iso-Pr) were found to be

significantly more stable than the Tp’le2 analogues.’” The complex persisted in solution below
-10°C and was sufficiently stable, as a solid, to allow characterisation by X-ray crystallography
at low temperature. The X-ray structure exhibited a novel, planar, side-on-bridged peroxide
(p-q2:q2)bound between two square pyramidal Cu(II) ions and encapsulated by a shroud of

isopropyl groups from the ligands, (Figure 1.26).

Figure 1.26 X-ray Crystal Structure of [(Tp””Cu)z(Od]
The p-qz:qz-peroxo co-ordination mode is rare in transition metal chemistry.
Prevention of a square planar metal geometry in the Tp ligand, combined with the ligand field
driven preference for tetragonal over tetrahedral co-ordination for the d9 Cu(I1) ion favours the
p-q2:q2mode over another reasonable possibility for a symmetric peroxo ligand, trans-p-1,2.

The successful isolation of the p-q2..q2 complexes was possible partly due to the
intermediate steric properties of the Tp’-&’ and Tpm2 ligands. Both have the necessary high
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degree of steric hindrance with which to encapsulate the peroxo moiety and inhibit any
destructive side reactions, but they are able to support 5 co-ordinate metal geometries.

1.16

Co-ordination Compounds Related to Trinuclear Copper Centres

In principle, the parameters involved in designing model complexes for polynuclear sites
are the same as those for dinuclear systems. Metal-metal interactions in polynuclear active
sites can be very complicated and therefore good model systems are necessary for reliable
interpretation of spectroscopic and magnetic data.'

A number of nonmacrocyclic, triangular tricopper complexes have been synthesised and
characterised,'" fiequently showing interesting magnetochemistry. These complexes usually
involve a bridging group, usually p3-hydroxo, which is largely responsible for maintaining the
stmcture. Discovery of the tnnuclear site in the multicopper oxidases has extended interest in
modi@ng these systems so that they model the structure, and ultimately the chemistry, of the
metalloenzyme active sites.
Fenton and co-workers have designed ligands in which two pendant arms are added to
a dinucleating macrocycle.105,106 These ligands, e.g. Figure 1.27A, were expected to coordinate one copper ion in each pyridine-diimine unit, whereas the pendant arms could coof
ordinate a third metal atom in a different co-ordination site. The crystal structure
,
[CU;(OH)(L~~)(HZO)F'is shown in Figure 1.27B. The geometry of the cation is
unsymmetrical with each copper having a unique donor set and approximately square pyramidal
geometry. The major feature of the structure in relation to the copper oxidases is that there is a
p2-hydroxo bridge linking Cul and Cu2 but no direct bridge involving C 3 . The CUI - Cu2
distance is 3.62 Å, with the distances to Cu3 longer (4.9 and 5.9 Å for CUI and Cu2,
respectively). The magnetic moment was reported as 1.66 B.M. per copper, suggesting some
antiferromagnetic coupling between Cui and Cu2. This complex mimics the broad features of
the protein site, a bridged and antiferromagnetically coupled pair of copper ions with a third
copper making up a triangular array.

39

O

Figure 1.27

A. The Bibrachial Ligand HIL47. B1 [Cu3(OH)(L47)(H20)/3'

Karlin et al reported a hexanuclear Cu(II) complex derived from a polypodai ligand.'"
There are two approximately isosceles triangular arrays of Cu(i1) atoms present and each has a
type 3-like pair of copper atoms having a 3.1 1 Å separation supported by an endogenous
phenoxo-bridge derived from the ligand: the third copper is distant &om the pair by 7.78 and
7.46

respectively. Figure 1.28 shows how the tnnuclear Cu(1) complex reacts with oxygen

to give the hexanuclear cluster (2a) in which L has been hydroxylated to L-O and whose

structure has been confirmed by an X-ray crystallographic study of the azide analogue.

Figure 1.28
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Hubberstey et U Z ' ~ * recently reported a tnnuclear Cu(1) cation which has several
structural features more reminiscent of the trhuclear site of ascorbate oxidase. The trinuclear
cation which has approximate two-fold symmetry, is based on a near isosceles triangle of
copper atoms, held together by two approximately perpendicular planar tetradentate ligands.
The structure is compared to that of the active site of ascorbate oxidase in Figure 1.29. They
both contain two different types of copper atom and have approximate twofold symmetry. N ligation predominates in both structures, and the distances between the copper atoms are
similar. As a functional model however, this complex may prove to be limited owing to the
spatial arrangement of the labile monodentate ligands on Cu( I) and Cu(3). However, the fact
that the arrangement of the two cyanoguanidine molecules is distorted to allow hydrogen bond
formation suggests sufficient flexibility to permit incorporation of bridging ligands between
Cu(1) and Cu(3).

5'0

N

A

Figure 1.28

B

A - Tnnuclear Site of Ascorbate Oxidnse, B - Ifubbersiq Modei
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Mixed Valence Copper

Mixed valence complexes are abundant in chemistry

109,110

and biochemistry.111 Such

systems are of interest because their properties are rarely just the sum of the properties of the
two metal ions taken separately. .As with resonating organic molecules, there frequently is an
"interaction" between the metal ions which results in dramatic changes in the physical
properties of the system. Thus, the study of electron transfer in mixed valence transition metal
complexes can provide insight into electron transfer in oxidation-reduction, electrochemical and
biological processes.

Mixed valence complexes were classified into 3 categories by Robin and Day:"'

1. Class I : The ions of differing valences are in sites of very different symmetry and ligand
field strength. i.e. the properties ofthe individual ions are clearly recognisable.
2. Class Il : There is a sizeable interaction between the individual ions but the individual ions
are still clearly recognisable. Delocalisation takes place but the two types of site are still
distinguishable and so the optical electron does not spend equal time on them.
3 . Class

IU : M V complexes in which the valences are completely shared and the individual

ions are indistinguishable.

Mixed valence copper compounds have been known for a long time but only a few
detailed studies have been reported. Many of the complexes belong to Class 1 or 2 including
those prepared both chemically and electrochemicallyby Hendrickson ef aí"', Gatteschi et
and Gagne et

as well as the half met forms of type 3 centres in hemocyanins reported by

Wetmoreland et al."'

Dunaj-Jurco and coworkers provided a comprehensive survey and

classification of the structures for mixed-valence copper complexes in 1988.1'6
The discovery of mixed valence complexes of copper among other redox-active cations,
has lead to a large amount of theoretical work. 117,109 As well as the ability to act as semi and
sometimes even superconductors, class 1 and 2 mixed valence systems are ideally suited to the
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study of innersphere electron transfer.''8 Hush was able to show the close connection to
electron transfer reactions and the relation between optical and thermal electron transfer.

1.17.1 Spectroscopic Properties of Mixed Valence Copper Centres

The most obvious and striking feature of any mixed valence compounds is the presence
of intense absorption in the visible region of the spectrum, not present in compounds containing
either valence state alone.

1.17.2

EPR spectra
Cu'Cun mixed valence copper dimers have an odd number of electrons and exist in the S

= % state.

They are readily classified by the hyperfine structure displayed in their EPR spectra.

In Class I complexes the probability of finding the unpaired electron at the Cu(1) site is
effectively zero and the EPR spectrum resembles that of a mononuclear Cu(Ii) complex i.e.
four lines.

In Class ìl there is a non-zero but unequal probability of finding the odd electron on
either site. This leads to two different sets of hyperfine couplings and many lines can be
observed depending on a given molecular orientation.

In Class ILI complexes the probability of finding the odd electron on either site is
identical. Thus the electron interacts equally strong with both copper nuclei resulting in a
seven-line hyperfine pattern.

The localisationldelocalisation pattern depends on the measurement temperature and
the 'time scale' of the method used to probe it.
complicated patterns can arise.'"

In intermediate Class IUIII situations
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1.17.3 Characteristics of the Four Classes of Mixed Valence Compounds.

CLASS I

CLASS II

C L A S S IIIA

C L A S S mB

(discrete stniaurr)

(extended structures)

Metal ions in ligand

Metal ions in ligand

Metal ions

Aii metal ions

fields of different

fields of almost identical

indistinguishable

indistinguishable

symmetry andor

symmetry.

but grouped into

polynuciear clusters

suength
a = O; valences very

M

Y trapped

a > O; valences

a maximally local

a maximal; complete

distinguishabIe, some

&localisation over the

deldsation

cation snblattice.

No mixedvalence

One or more mixed

One or more mixed

Absorption edge in the

transitions in the

valence transitions in

valence transitions

infr;tred, opaque with

visile region

the visible region

in the visiile or

metallic renectivityin the

NE¿region :

visible region

intfase

Clearly shows spectra

Shows spectra of

of constituent ions.

constituent ions ai very

spectraof
constituent ions not

nearly their normal

discernile

Spectra of constituent iom

not discernible

fresuences
Either ferromametic with

Magneticaliy dilute,

Magnetically dilute,

paramagnetic or

with both ferromagnetic

a high Curie temperarure

diamagnetic to very

and antiferromagnetic

or diamagnetic, +riding

low temperahire

interadionsat low

upon the presence or

temperaiures

absence of local moments

Magnetically dilute
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Mixed Valence Properties of the Cua Site
The recent X-ray crystallographic results along with spectroscopic and biochemical

studies helped to resolve the controversy surrounding the structure of CUX. As discussed in
Chapter 1.11.3 the combined data support a novel dithiolate-bridged delocalised mixed valence
(CU'.~-CU'.~)
resting-state formulation with 4 co-ordinate distorted tetrahedral copper ions in
close proximity (2.6 Å apart)."'

The electronic structure of this novel mixed valence copper-

thiolate centre is of considerable interest.
The elucidation of the structure of the CUAcentre was achieved more readily fiom
experiments on NzOR. Initial experiments on COX had shown that at least two different
species of Cu were constituents of COX and that adventitious contaminating Cu had caused
much of the early confusion.
However, the similarity between the CUAcentres in COX and NzOR became apparent
by comparison of the room temperature MCD spectrum of N2OR and low temperature MCD
1M
. Thomson et al later conñrmed this by comparison of the MCD of N2OR at
spectrum of C ~ A

low temperature. 121

Spectroscopic Characteristics:

1.18.1 EPR

The unusual EPR characteristics of the oxidised CUXcentres had previously been
attributed to the co-orduiation of 2 cysteinate ligands at one Cu(I1) centre.lz2 The possibility
that Cu.4 is a dinuclear copper centre was raised when Kroneck and coworkers demonstrated
that N20R contains, in the resting state, a CuA-likecentre having an EPR spectrum similar to
that of COX but with some resolved copper hyperfine coupling at g , (Figure 1.30).
The seven-line hyperfine pattern has been analysed in detail at several microwave
frequencies and has been shown to be characteristic of a single unpaired electron interacting
with 2 equivalent copper nuclei. '" This indicated that C U .is~ a mixed valence class IIIA dimer
in which both copper ions must be equivalent. Thus the CuAcentre is best described by the

term average valence.

Introduction
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and from X-ray crystallography61veri@ the two-copper nature

of CUA
.".IYB

2.3

0.28

Figure 1.30

2.2

OM

2.1

2

0.32
o34
Cieid imTI

1.9

I

EPR spectrum of N2OR (A) and CU,* of puiple CyoA (B)

1.18.2 Optical Properties

In COX the optical properties of CUAare obscured in part by intense and overlapping
transitions from the two cytochromes, a and a;. The only absorption band which could be
assigned to CUA was a peak at -830 nm.

Thomson used low temperature MCD

characterisation to deconvolute the contribution of low spin heme from that of CuA. The
application of a novel optical microwave double resonance method confirmed the presence of
optical transitions of CuAat480 nm and 520 mn, lying below the heme absorption MCD.
Thomson et al gathered a wide range of absorptions, MCD and CD spectra as well as

EPR spectra for both CuAand CuA*(a CuAbinding site engineered into the soluble domain of
subunit I1 from the quinol oxidase of Escherichia coli) They showed that the electronic
structures of the CuAand CuA* sites are different and identified the likely structural variation
that cause these difference~''~,(Figure 1.31).
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(a) Optical datu of !V,OR V and (b) purple CyoA from 33 O00 cm-'to 7500

emd (A) RT absorbance spectrum, (Bj 4.2 KMCD spectrum (íJRT CD spectrum
1.18.3 Resonance Raman (RR)Study of CuA

As discussed, structural studies show a short Cu-Cu distance -2.6 A which is
unprecedented in bioiogcal copper systems. Woodruff et al addressed the question whether
there is an actual Cu-Cu bond in addition to the 2 thiolate bridges between the copper
The electronic transition of CuA near 830 nm provided the opportunity for excitation of
specific RR observations of the vibrations of this chromophore.

RR experiments were

performed on Cu isotopically substituted, genetically modified forms o f Cu., from Bacillus
silbtilis and Pcrrcrcocczis denitr~jìcaxs. The CuA site of native beef heart was probed for

comparison, (Table 1.4).
The blue RR study of CUA by Sanders-Loehr and coworkers,126showed that peaks
below 200 cm-' were not significantly enhanced and no attempt was made to assign them to
specific modes. However, excitation into the band at -830 nm enhances the peak below 200
cm-' indicating that vibrations below 200 cm-' may be associated with vibrations of a Cu-Cu
bond.
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CuAresonance Raman isotope shift data (reproduced from 126)

Table 1.4

isotope shift&

Cu isotope shift"

P. deniuificans
139

1.9

2.0 (cll-cu)

0.7 (CU-S)
1.1 (Cu-N)
261

1.1

4.2 (Cu-Cu)
1.4 (Cu-S)
2.1 (Cu-N)

339

1.3

5.4 (Cual)
1.8 (CU-S)
2.8 (Cu-N)

2.3
2.0 (cu-cu)
0.7 (CU-S)
0.8
0.8
1.1 (CU-N)
d u e s reported io mits of mi'. bEstimatederror w.3.spredicted isotope shiffs caicuiatedusing the harmonic oscillator
125
258
340

approximation for a diatomic molenile

63165

Cu isotope labeliing experiments indicated that the peaks at 125 and 139 cm-'

contained most Cu-Cu stretching vibrational character.

The RR excitation profiles are

consistent with this assignment. While this evidence is indicative of a Cu-Cubonded structure
neither of these observations constitute conclusive evidence as to whether Cu atoms are
bonded or non-bonded. This is because Cu-S-Cumodes could be expected in similar regions
with similar isotopic shifts to Cu-Cu modes. However, the eequency location of this peak
compared to Cu-Custretching frequency assigned in the model complexes, is not incompatible
with a d u s t Cu-Cubond in addition to the thiolate bridges.
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Synthetic Mixed Valence Dicopper Complexes

1.19

-

Delocalised Mixed-Valence Dicopper Complexes Potential CUASite Models
The identification of a Class iiI mixed valence copper dimer at the CUAsite in N20R

has stimulated the synthesis of four mixed valence dicopper compounds which show
delocalised behaviour.

1.20

Tolman's model

Although several complexes with bis(pthio1ato)dicopper (&I) cores are

fully

delocalised 'Class DI' mixed-valence dicopper (I, E) complexes are extremely rare, and no
example of such a species bridged by thiolates has appeared in the literature. Tolman et U Z " ~
reported the successful synthesis and characterisation of a unique molecule with a [Cu~(pRS)2]' core that closely mimics the resting-state CuAgeometry, oxidation state and high degree

of electron delocalisation as reflected by EPR studies, (Figure 1.32).

Figure 1.31

Synthesis of [CUL*~-]Z'

The complex, [ C U L ~ ~ ~is] ~the
+ ,first
.
example of a structurally characterised
dithiolate bridged mixed valence copper dimer.

1.20.1 X-ray Structure
The Cu& unit is planar with a Cu-Cu distance of 2.92 Å - this is sigiilficantly longer
than that reported for CuA. The geometry of each metal ion is described as distorted trigonal
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pyramidal with N1 and the bridging thiolate sulfur atoms defining the trigonal plane. The coordination geometry for each Cu is analogous to those of the trigonal type l copper protein
sites and model complexes except that a NSz rather than an NzS donor is incorporated. Also
similar to type 1 centres, the ligand arrangement in this thiolate model can be construed to be
intermediate between geometries favourable for Cu(1) or Cu(I1) oxidation levels, presumably in
order to accommodate redox reactions and to stabilize a [Cu (1.5)-Cu( 1.5)] form.

Figure 1.33 X-ray
1.20.2 Optical Spectrum
The electronic spectrum in MeOH is shown in Figure 1.34.

There are 3 visible

absorption bands at h (nm) max = 358 (E = 2700 Ivf'cm-I), 602 (E = 800 M'cm-I), 786 (sh) and
1466 (1200 M'cm-I). The visible absorption bands are red shified and 2-3 times less intense
relative to CuA* (See 1.18.2). They proposed that this was due to differences in the donor
atom set (metal-metal distances (shorter in CUA)or copper geometries (the metal ions in CUA
are similar to tetrahedrally distorted class of type 1 sites).

- 2000

Figure 1.34

soo

1000
Wavelength (nm)

I500
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enabled

the construction of an MO splitting diagram. This is compared to that for CuAin Figure 1.35.

Figure 1.35 Dzpidealised MO spliitings in (u) C U ,and
~ (b) fCuL iprdidJ2+

Xa-SW calculations on [CuLmaWs]~
predicted a HOMO (highest occupied molecular
orbital) involving an in-plane a-bonding combination of Cu monomeric orbitals (ahwith respect
to the metals), the a-antibonding combination (n*) being filled and at lower energy.
Significantly, the greater energy of the nbcombination than its n* counterpart indicates that the
splitting in [CUL~"~]; is dominated by Cu-S interactions and demonstrates that valence
delocalisation in [CuLws];

is mediated by the bridging ligation rather than by direct Cu-Cu

overlap. On the basis of the large Cu-Cu separation (2.9 Å) it has been assumed that oniy
ligand contributions are significant. Similar Cu-S HOMO covalencies were measured for
[ C U L ~ ~and
~ ]CUAand this increase of 2 H a in CuAto 13,000 cm-l is interpreted as due to
a direct Cu-Cu bonding interaction resulting from the significantly shorter Cu-Cu separation in
C U .(-~ 2.5 A).
In contrast to the delocalisation in [CULSrdaiOS]2i,which is mediated exclusively by the

sulphur bridges, the pathway for delocalisation in Cu.4 is seen to contain comparable
contributions from both Cu-Cu and Cu-S interactions. These results provided the basis for
understanding the origin of valence delocalisation in Cu, and [ C U L ' ~ ~ ~The
] ~ delocalisation
+.
observed in [CuLws];

indicates that the value of 2Hm = 5600 cm-l is large relative to the

~a's found to
vibronic trapping energetics of this dimer. Electronic coupling in [ C U L * ~ " ~ ] w
be large indicating that bridging superexchange contribution can be an efficient mediator of
valence delocalisation. Direct 2.5 Å Cu-Cu bonding interaction in Cu.4 is more than double the
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magnitude of ~ H A relative
B
to the already large value found in [CuLiRdacosl2t,thus stabilising
the delocalisation in C U .despite
~
its lower-symmetry protein environment.

1.20.3 Electrochemical Behaviour.

The electrochemical behaviour of [CULiRdafos12+ revealed that the reduction, [CU,]~' --P

[Cu2I2', is completely irreversible and the oxidation is chemically reversible only at high scan
rates (> 1.0 Vs-I). The authors have interpreted this as indicating significant stabdisation of the
mixed valence state. However, it may indicate that there is a change of shape on redox,

suggesting that [CuLmaws12+ .IS not such a good electron transfer agent.

1.21

Nelson Models
Nelson's initial studies indicated that the average-valence copper site is achievable

within a host which constrains the copper-bonding distance (-2.4 A) in a symmetric co-ordinate
environment which is acceptable to both the +1 and +2 oxidation state. Trigonal bipyramidal
co-ordinate geometry arises in the azacryptate host due to redox preferences and the effective
overlap of the dzz orbitals. The three azacrptand ligands are shown in Figure 1.36.

GT

Figure 1.36

RGT

NGT
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1.21.1 Optical Properties

The similarity of the structures allowed the comparative interpretation of the observed
electronic spectra. Each average valence dicopper cryptate shows an intense W absorption
around 300 nm which probably consists of a charge transfer transition. There is also longer
wavelength absorptions at 600-650 nm (E = 1500-3500 M'cm-') and a more intense band in the
region 750-850 nm (E = -5000 M'cm-I).
Ail MCD bands exhibited temperature dependence indicating that they arise from a

paramagnetic ground state. In the 600-1 100 nm region differently signed MCD bands are
observed for each of the complexes. Those between 600 and 950 nm correspond to the
variously allowed electronic absorption bands. The similarity of the MCD and optical spectra,
irrespective of ligand unsaturation, suggests that neither metal-to-ligand charge transfer nor the
opposite is involved in this region. The spectrum can be assigned to transitions within the d-

~
. It was proposed that the unpaired electron ofthe
orbitals delocalised over the C U Z 'assembly
mixed-valence complex is in the antibonding dz2 based molecular orbitals.'28
The similarity of the EPR parameters for three systems which contain different coordination sites (amine versus imine) supports the hypothesis that these signals arise from
delocalisation between the two copper nuclei.IB The SOMO (singly occupied molecular
orbital) is largely composed of the two equivalent dz2 orbitals on copper. The temperature
independence of the ESR parameters show that this is a relatively strong bond.

As the

unpaired electron is in an anti-bonding orbital, the o-bond must be even stronger.

On the basis of pz-S involvement, Tolman's model is the closet available model for CUA.
The complex mimics the electron-delocalisation mixed valence redox state and provides the
bis-thiolate bridging geometry characteristic of the CuAcore. However, the Cu-Cu distance in
the model (2.93 Å) is far from that in the protein (-2.6 Å) with significantly less acute Cu-S-Cu
bridging angles. However, Nelson's azacryptate series all exhibit shorter Cu-Cu interactions.
The lack of any co-ordinate bridging ligands implicates Cu-Cu bonding as the origin of the
strong Cu-Cu interaction.

Both complexes ihirs model drfferent elemenis of the Cu, site
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1.21.2 The Electronic Structure of the [CuzGT]* Cryptate.

There is interest in understanding the newly discovered electronic structures of averagevalence dicopper systems, in order to elucidate the pathways of electron delocalisation within
the dicopper unit and to understand the role that such centres play in long distance electron
transfer between redox centres in proteins.
Thomson and coworkers have presented an interpretation of the electronic transitions
observed in the low-temperature magnetic circular dichroism and absorption spectra of

[Cuz( 1 .S)GT]''.'30

Their approach involves comparison of the electronic absorption and MCD

spectra of a group of fully delocalised mixed valence copper compounds with copper-copper
distances varying between 2.9 and 2.38 4 with and without bridging thioíate ligands. Interest
has been focused on the relative contribution to the delocalisation energy of direct metal-metal
interaction versus that of the bridging ligands. A description of the electronic structure of the

C U . centre
~
led to the identification of the MV transition between the highly covalent bonding
and antibonding copper-thiolate molecular orbitals,'? and Y*, responsible for the electron
exchange. In the case of a mixed valence copper (I, 11) dimer the energy separation of the two
Cu-Cu bonding and antibonding states is a direct measure of the delocalisation energy.
As this study is directly relevant to the mixed valence models investigated in this thesis

the relevant points of the paper will be discussed.
The magnetic properties and optical spectra of the dicopper cryptates can be interpreted
by considering a [Cu$

unit which is perturbed by a trigonal ligand field around each copper

ion. When only the first co-ordination sphere is considered the unit can be considered to have
D;d symmetry. Figure 1.37 shows the axis system used, in which the Cu-Cu direction lies

Figure 1.37
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Opticai and MCD Spectra.

The 4.2 K absorption and MCD spectra between 25 O00 and 7500 cm-' of [Cu2GTJ3+
are presented in Figure 1.38 Interpretation of the electronic data is based on the view that the
visible and near IR spectra of these compounds are dominated by the Cu-Cu entity, the effect

of the ligands being limited to the splitting of the Cu 3d atomic orbitals.

For the MCD spectrum, (Figure 1.38b), all the observed transitions below 22 O00 cm-'

are formally d-d transitions arising from,the d-orbital manifold. It can be shown that nine
transitions are possible within the total d-orbital manifold to the single hole of a [Cuz]'+ dimer.
According to the selection rules of Djd only five of these transitions are electric dipole allowed
although out of state spin-orbit coupling relaxes these selection rules.

A Gaussian analysis of both the absorption spectrum and the MCD spectrum to
determine the position and intensity of the individual transitions was camed out. The fit of the
MCD spectrum obtained, together with the individual Gaussian curves is shown in Figure
1 . 3 8 ~The data are summarised in Table 1.5. Nine transitions have been identified in both the

absorption and MCD spectrum. The observation of formally forbidden transitions under Djd
suggests that the centre of inversion is absent, that the effective symmetry around the copper
ions is lowered from D;d to D; and that inter-state spin-orbit couplig is operative.
The absorption spectrum is dominated by an intense transition at 13 800 cm-' (band 5 ) .
The transition moment integral for transitions from the ground state (gs) to a given excited
state (es) within the copper dimer is expected to be of the form shown in Equation (1) where

u is the coefficient of mixing and RA-Re is the copper-copper internuclear distance.
Equation 1

(ves
I r I we) - (1 - U ~ ) ( LI r ~IL,)

+ CI~(R
- R~ ~ )

The first term represents the ligand contribution to a given transition and the second
150 '
term the contribution of the two coppers A and B. Since Cu-N covalency is small, ligand

contributions to the molecular orbitals are limited and the term (i-cr2) in the transition moment

is correspondingly small. Thus the transition moment will be dominated by the second tem.
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MCD
position

Absorption
position

cm-'

cm-'

9349

9349

Transition

CJD~

State

1.m1 7.595
1623

10972

10972

10877

10877

).WO1

12.822

1.0019

0.588

l.Ow2

0.217

6* + o*

2232

13109

13109

14230

13778

1.MO

15718

15978

0.020

4.03

0.022

0.03

2

n*in

625

16347

16597

18290

18290

2

n*IR

n*+m

1.016
924

1.008

19214

Table 1.5

19614

Summary of Gaussian analysis, identihing nine transitions
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Since this will be zero for transitions which do not involve bonding and anti-bonding molecular
orbital combinations of the same orbital the most intense band in the absorption spectrum
should be assigned to the 'AZ + 'AI (Z*+Z) transition.
The MCD spectrum is dominated by the C-term temperature-dependent behaviour. h
important general result of such analysis is that it predicts that the MCD associated with all
excited states except C will consist of pairs of C terms opposite in sign but equal in intensity.
Therefore, .Z*

+Z

transitions should be recoglisable as the 'odd-man out' in the MCD

spectrum.
The observed MCD transitions between the C' ground state and the Z,

n, ,IT*,A and A'

excited states are assigned according to the energy level scheme in Figure 1.38 and are
summarised in Table 1.5.
The MV transition energy has been used to elucidate the valence delocalisation energy
which is compared with the delocalisation energies in thiolate bridged M V copper dimers. The
delocalisation energy of 7100 cm-' is almost entirely due to copper-copper o overlap at a
distance of 2.36 Å and represents a metal-metal bond (o)*(o')' with bond order of 0.5.

1.22

Localised Mixed-Valence Dicopper Complexes

bíany of the mixed valence complexes reported in the literature belong to Class I or
Class I1 e.g. Hendrickson and Gagne as well as the half met forms of hemocyanin studied by
Westmoreland. In general, localised ground states are favoured by the following factors:
1. Different environments for the interacting sites.

2 . Large intersite distances
3. Strong antiferromagnetic coupling between several unpaired spins on each site.
4. Dissimilar ions.

Gagne first reported an electrochemically generated mixed valence species for an Obridged dicopper macrocycle.'"

Hendrickson"*, Owaka'",

and Zacharia~"~

followed up on this biologically mechanistically interesting research by making small changes to
the ligand but still retaining the oxygen as a bridge between the pair of copper ions. These
macrocycles were used to study intramolecular electron transfer and as models of the mixed
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valence state detected for binuclear copper sites in the cuproproteins described previously. A
brief description of the contribution to mixed valence copper chemistry by the aforementioned
authors follows.
The mixed valence CulCun macrocycle"',

(Figure 1.40a), was generated by the one

electron electrochemical reduction of the binuclear Cu(I1) macrocyclic complex. Solution EPR
spectra were found to be temperature dependent. At room temperature a seven-line isotropic
pattern is evident in the g

=2

region with a separation of 40-45 G. It was observed that on

going from room temperature to liquid nitrogen temperature the seven-line spectrum became a
four-line spectrum.

In contrast, Addison'j6 had earlier reported that the EPR spectrum for a related
binuclear mixed-valence CunCu' complex (Figure 1.40b) invariably exhibited a four-line copper
hypefine pattern at room temperature in solution. This is an example of a mixed valence
complex where the electron is localised and the copper sites are not identical. The X-ray
crystal structure presented may represent one conformational form of the mixed valent species
in solution. The existence of two conformational forms may be instrumental in the solution
intramolecular electron exchange rate.'"
Henrickson et al"'

prepared a series of mixed valence binuclear Cu(II)/Cu(I)

complexes of macrocyclic ligands similar to the one prepared by Gagne13', replacing the methyl
group by ten-butyl substituents. In addition the diamine linkages were varied (Figure 1.40~).

As characterised by EPR, four of the complexes are delocalised at room temperature in
solution and three are localised. Hendnckson and his coworkers systematically studied the
factors affecting intramolecular electron transfer, first devising a means to prepare the mixedvalence dicopper complexes chemically and not electrochemically as Gagne had done. This
was achieved by the chemical reduction of the dinuclear Cu(I1) complexes with sodium
dithionite.
Manda1 et al1" investigated how the stereochemistry, reactivity and redox behaviour of
binuclear copper complexes of the type prepared by Gagne were affected by gradual reduction
of the imine linkages. The complex [Cu~L'(C104)2], (Figure 1.41), was reported to undergo
four sequential one-electron transfers to generate dicopper species with oxidation states
varying &om + I to +3 which was unprecedented in coupled systems of this sort. The solution
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EPR spectra, at room temperature, for the mixed valent form, exhibit four hyperfine lines
consistent with the interaction of the odd electron with just one copper centre. This is in
contrast to the room temperature EPR behaviour of the imine macrocycle which exhibits a
seven-line spectrum.

’“
p’

R‘
(a)

CY

R = H,R = C€D

(b) R = CH3, R = CH3
( c ) R = H,R = C(CK93

Figure 1.40

Figure 1.41

Electrochemical reduction of dinuclear Cu(I1) complexes envisages an intermediate
Cuu-Cu’ species. Reversibility of such a reduction depends on the stability of this intermediate
species. To confirm the stability of the intermediate Cu(I1)-Cu(1) complex species Zacharias et

al”’ attempted to synthesise mixed valence complexes by chemical methods. The mixedvalence Cuu-Cu’ complexes could be synthesised by chemical methods, first by reacting the
mononuclear copper complexes (ML’) with para substituted anilines to give the metal-ligand
system and the subsequent addition of a Cu(1) salt, (Figure 1.42).
Ail the complexes exhibited an intense absorption in the UV region with a band maxima

at around 380 nm, which is due to intraligand charge transfer. The intervalence transfer (IT)
band generally present in the near-IR region of the electronic spectmm is a characteristic
feature of mixed valence complexes. The intensity and sharpness are also a function of the
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extent of delocalisation. All the complexes exhibit a weak IT band at ca. 1000 nm. These
features are characteristic of asymmetric mixed-valence complexes.

i.1

Y

Y

X
LI

H

L3

OMe

Y

H

Figure 1.42
The complexes, even though different in the ligand environment, exhibited a four-line
pattern on the EPR time scale. This indicates that slight asymmetry in the ligand environment
does not affect considerably the localisation of the unpaired electron on one of the coppers.
There were no signs of either mixed-valence species converting from ESR localised to ESR
delocalised over the temperature range ( 298-150 K).
These models involve the dd.yz ground state where interaction can never be as efficient
as in dd. Thus, the advantage of the azacryptates is strongly enforced.

1.23

Conclusion

This chapter has introduced the chemistry of copper in its most common Cu(1) and
Cu(I1) redox states, as well as reviewing mixed valence copper complexes.
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The modelling of copper proteins has been discussed. How research groups have aimed
to mimic the ligation geometry and possible environment of the active site u7 question. If this is
achieved the spectroscopic and other properties of metalloproteins should be reproduced.
The remainder of this thesis describes the synthesis and properties of copper
complexes, both mononuclear and dinuclear, involving macrobicyclic and/or acyclic hosts. The
structure and physical properties of mixed-valence dicopper complexes which can function as

~ is the main subject of this present work.
models of the C U .site

CHAPTER 2
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TRIPODAL LIGANDS

2.1. Introduction

The binding and activation of dioxygen by copper ions is important in numerous and
diverse biological and catalytic processes.'.' Biomolecules having one or more copper ions in
their active sites utilise the oxidising power of

0 2

for re~piration.~ Copper-dioxygen

interactions also play a role in synthetically useful stoichiometric and catalytic oxidative
conversions of orsanic molecules. It is therefore apparent why much research has been centred

on elucidating the nature and reactivity of copper-dioxygen adduct^."^
Examples of such Cu.-02 units in synthetic compounds that have been structurally
characterised by X-ray crystallography are shown in Figure 2.16,',*.

A representative

demonstration of the success of synthetic model compounds is the development of the
mechanism of reversible binding of O2 to hemocyanin as mentioned in Chapter 1

Figure 2.1

Studies on systems a-

..A

type are of importance in the eluc.-+ion

o structure,

spectroscopic and reactivity correlations in copper-diohygen chemistryg. Copper ions serve as
catalyst for oxidative conversion and because of this we are interested in examining basic Cu(1)
and Cu(II)/O2 reactivity e.g. dioxygen binding followed by activation allows for C-H oxidative
processes in a variety of copper monoxygenases such as tyrosinase' and particulate methane
monooxygenase". Dioxygen binding and reduction to hydrogen peroxide or water (i.e. 0-0
cleavage reactions) occur in copper oxidases' and thus the chemistry of

0 2

binding to Cu(1)

centres is also relevant to enzymes such as ascorbate oxidase" and cytochrome c oxidase,"
(reduction of O2 at a dinuclear heme-iron copper centre).
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2.1.1 Cu-01 (1:l) Adducts

Cu-O2 ( I : 1) adducts are of interest since they can serve as precursors for 2: 1 adducts
via further reaction of Cu-O2 with Cu(I).'* Furthermore, recent studies have revealed the
presence of such entities as important intermediates involved in the chemistry of several other
copper protein active sites such as; dopamine ß-hydoxylase," and phenylalanine hydroxylase.lJ
Cu(I)/02 reactions involve some degree of electron transfer as do most metal-dioxygen
reactions. Therefore, the structures and physical properties of Cu(I1) analogues of LCu(1)
species are also of interest as the ligation and co-ordination geometry in such Cu(II) species
may closely resemble that seen in ChO? adducts. 15

2.1.2 Peroxo-dinuclear Copper(ïQ Complexes

The p-peroxo dicopper(I1) (Cuz-O2 (2: I)) adduct complexes are of particular interest as
models for hemocyanin and tyrosinase. Several types of co-ordination modes for the peroxo
group for dicopper(I1) are known': -

2.1.2.1 Trans-p-1,2-Peroxo Co-ordination

Karlin et al established the trms-p-1,2-peroxo co-ordination mode for a complex with
a tetradentate tripodal ligand (tris(2-pyndy1methyl)amine: ThP.4); (Scheme 2.1). Kinetic and
thermodynamic properties have been determined for reactions between

0 2

and the Cu(1)

tripodal complexes, derived from T M P q which show that ligand modifications dramatically
affect the rate of formation and dissociation of the Cu-O2 adducts. 16.11

T r i p a íiganàs
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L

Scheme 2.1

2.1.2.2 p-q*;q*-Peroxo Co-ordination

Kitajima et al followed up this work by establishment of the p-$;q*-peroxo

co-

ordination mode for dicopper@) by using a series of tndentate hindered tripodal ligands
(tns(3,5-diaUcyipyrazolyl)borate).' They demonstrated that their p-q2;+*-peroxo dicopper@)

complexes are excellent stnicturai and functional models for the aforementioned copper
proteins, (Scheme 2.2).

Scheme 2.2
Other types of peroxo co-ordination modes such as an unsymmetnc terminal peroxo, pI,]-acylperoxo and -hydroperox0 co-ordination modes have also been proposed. The fact that
dioxygen can bind in so many ways suggests that the stereochemistry of the perox0
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dicopper(I1) complexes depends on the stereochemical and/or electronic effects of the
ligands."

2.1.3 Tripodal Tetradentate Ligands

A well documented approach to modelling and studying the redox and co-ordination
chemistry of Cu(1) and Cu(Ii) of this type, is to study the complexes of tripodal tetradentate
ligands. Tripodal ligands continue to find extensive use in the synthesis of metal complexes
because of their ease of preparation, the wealth of spectroscopic and X-ray crystallographic
data which has been generated for their metal complexes, and the predictable changes in the
physical properties of the metal as the ligand sets are varied.I9
The utilisation of imidazole (from histidine residues) as a donor to copper in many
proteins2' has prompted the use of unsaturated nitrogen donors in model studies. Tripodal
ligands are expected to impose a non-planar geometry upon the copper ions, also favouring the
reduced state.
There are a number of studies on complexes of tripodal ligands which have considered
the impact of changing the steric features of the ligands on the reduced forms of the Cu(1)CU(II) coupie.'2."~" Differences in the steric features of tripodal ligands can be manifested in a

variety of ways.

These include; differences in the hydrophobicity of the complexes,

accessibility of the substrate (i.e. 0 2 ) to the metal due to steric bulk of the ligand and the extent
of steric match between the substrate and the
Suniki et al'* noted that the introduction of methyl groups to the TMPA ligands at the
6* position of the pyridyl groups significantly affected not only the reactivity of the Cu(1)

complexes with dioxygen but also the stereochemistry and thermal stability of the peroxo
dicopper(I1) complexes.
Canary et nl designed Cu(I1) complexes of synthetic TMPA derivatives for molecular
recognition studies, Figure 2.2. The use of copper ions to organise the organic ligand allows
an opportunity to 'switch' the ligand between two different binding geometries if the [Cu(L)]'
and [Cu(L)I2' complexes display different ligand geometries. One other objective was the
design of electrochemical switches or chemical sensors based on co-ordination complexes.2'

K.D. Karfin wrote ;"There is a great deal of evidence supporting the notion that Cu(1)like environments dominate the co-ordination chemistry of copper in the redox active
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metalloproteins. These include the type 1 ‘blue’ copper centres in copper electron transfer
proteins and multicopper oxidases as well as the binuclear centre in the oxygen carrier
hemocyanin” 24
Because of the interest in Cu(1) complexes with non-planar geometry and unsaturated
sp2 N ligands, we decided initially to examine the products of a [1+3] condensation reaction of
tren and various substituted and non-substituted monoaidehydes as ligands for Cu(1).

TPPA

Figure 2.2

2.2

Tripodal

Ligands

Derived

From

Tris(2-aminoethy1)amine

and

Tris(3-

aminoisopropy1)amine

Podands are open chain ligands which usually do not have a preformed intramolecular
cavity in which a cation can nest. They are, however, capable of assuming a cup shaped
structure with an appropriate cation, during complexation, causing the whole ligand skeleton to
be held in a podate conformation only by the catioddonor interactions. As the cavity is not
preformed, entropic contribution to complexation is unfavourable and is reflected by a decrease
in complex stability, relative to preorganised hosts such as cryptands.
The spectroscopic and structural characterisation (‘H N M R and X-ray crystallography)

of a range of copper complexes of new Schiff-base ligands derived kom tris@
aminoethy1)amine (tren) and tris(3-aminoisopropy1)amine (trpn) is described in the following
sections.
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u 1

L12

Tren smiespodutes

LI*

LI1

L16

117

Trpn series poúutes

The metal-free tren and trpn-based podands were formed by a [if31 Schiff-base
condensation reaction whereby a partially positive.charge on the carbon of a carbonyl proup is
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attacked by an atom bearing a ione pair of electrons on e.g. a nitrogen atom of a tripodal
amine, (Scheme 2.5). The R group of the tripodal ligands was systematically varied with a
view to testing how steric and/or electronic changes imposed upon the copper complex
environment manifest itself in terms of structure, associated spectroscopy and reactivity
patterns.

H

Scheme 2.5

Schiff base mechanism

Initial attempts at the synthesis of &(I) podates, using Cu(I) as template, involved the
use of both aliphatic and aromatic aldehydes e.g. chlorobenzaldehyde. The synthesis was
easiest with aromatic aldehydes. Synthesis using aliphatic aldehydes generally yields green or
blue oils which analyse close to the [Cutren]*' complex.
The series of stable Cu(1) tripodal tetradentate ligands prepared has been shown to
stabilise the &(I) ion, without oxidation or disproportionation to Cu(0) and Cu(I1). It was
hoped that the series might allow the correlation of the Cu(1) structure with 0 2 reactiiw. Any
generalisations relating to the chemistry would be of interest in copper mediated oxidative
reactions and the bioinorganic chemistry of copper
It soon became apparent that if Cu(1) was instead reacted with the preformed free
ligand (where available in a pure state) the Cu(1) podates were easily obtained. This is due to
the fact that the four potential N donor groups are in place and are able to co-ordinate to the
incoming Cu(1) cation. In the template reaction there must be competition between the
formation of the [Cut]' and a [Cu(tren)]*' species, even under a nitrogen atmosphere.
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Metal-Free Tripodal Ligands

Clean, solid Schiff-base products were obtained during free ligand synthesis when tren
was reacted with; benzaldehyde, mesitaldehyde, and naphtaldehyde, giving L1, L2 and U,
respectively Free podands were used in electrochemical experiments which are discussed in
Chapter 2.23. Most other aldehydes produced oily products and these were immediately

.

reacted to form the Cu(1) podates which will be discussed subsequent!+

For all free ligands the presence of a strong imine peak at -1640-1650 cm-' and the
absence of any carbonyl or amine resonances in the infrared spectrum was the first indication
that a [1+3 ] Schiff base condensation had occurred.

2.3.1 No Cu(I) podates Isolable

Attempts were made to synthesise Cu(1) podates from branched and long chain
monoaldehydes. Synthesis was attempted with acetaldehyde, isobutyraldehyde and
butyraldehyde. It was hoped that incorporating a short, bulky, non-aromatic side chain might
allow the interaction of oxygen leading to a 1:l adduct [CuL(02)r which could then react
further with another Cu(1) podate. This is a similar reaction as that reported by K.D. Karlin."
The presence of such groups may also lower the electrochemical potential required for
oxidation favouring dioxygen interaction.
Template and insertion synthetic methods were attempted but in all cases the products
analysed close to [Cutren]".

Another tripodal ligand which failed to co-ordinate Cu(1) is the

L2 ligand.

2.3.2

L2
A white crystalline solid was obtained upon condensation of mesitaldehyde with tren.

The mass spectrum showed only a small peak due to the parent ion (534, 20%) with the major
peak being 376 (100%) corresponding to the loss of C-N=C-Ph(CHjh, a fragmentation pattern
similar to that of the podand made with benzaldehyde.
CHN analysis and 'H NMR confirmed that [if31 condensation occurred. The 'H NMR
shows clearly two signals for the methyl substituents, (Figure 2.3). The ortho substituted
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methyl groups are recognised by a sharp singlet integrating for 18H as opposed to 9H for the
pmu-substituted methyl group. As a consequence of the anisotropic field produced by the
circulating rc electrons of both the imine bond and aromatic residues, the imino signal, which
lies in the deshielded region of this field, is moved downfield to 6 8.55 ppm. The observation
of just one singlet demonstrates the equivalence of the 3 strands of the podand. As in the
cryptand series previously characterised,26the more shielded upfield methylene group (Ha) is
assigned to the CH2 group

CL

to the bridgehead N while that of the CH2 group

(Hb) CL

to the

imine N is assigned to the lower field signals. This is as a result of the local anisotropic field
from the imine group deshielding the Ha protons relative to Hb - next to bridgehead, (Table
2.1).

Reacting the free ligand with Cu(1) resulted only in the uncomplexed free ligand.
Unlike the macrocycles and azacryptands the co-ordination site in podands is not preformed
and the free ligand must adapt a convergent site to ‘wrap’ itself around the incoming Cu(1). In
the case of mesistaldehyde, it is fair to conclude that bulky methyl groups present steric
hindrance, preventing access to the co-ordination site, or alternatively that the necessary
geometry for co-ordination of Cu(1) is not achievable. Attempts at template synthesis were
also unsuccessful.

2.4

Tripodal Ligands Which Co-ordinate Cu’

2.4.1 LI

This free ligand has been previously synthesised by Alyea et

He subsequently

synthesised the [Cu(I)L]* by addition of an excess of NaüPh to a stirred acetone solution of
Cu(OAc)2.2H20 and free ligand. We were able to synthesise the [Cu(1)Lli complex by both
templating on Cu(1) and by insertion of Cu(1) into the free ligand. Our characterisation is
reported in Section 2.7.1
The E1 mass spectrum of the free ligand showed only a small peak at 410 (10%)
attributable to free ligand molecular ion. The majority of peaks were assigned to fragmentation
of the free ligand which is common in E1 mass spectroscopy. The proposed structure of the
benzaldehyde-based podand was therefore confirmed by ‘H NMR.
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Figure 2.3

' H NMR of L2 in CDC13 at 300 K

Table 2.1

'H NMR data for L2 in CDCIj at 300 K

Compound

Ha

Ha

Hc

Hd

H.

Hr

L2

3.00, f, 6H
J = 7.05

3.78, t, 6H
I = 6.8Ht

8.55. S, 3H

2.33, s, 18H

6.8, s. 6H

2.25, S. 9H
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The 'H NMR is simple, allowing assignment of the ortho, metu and para protons of
the benzene ring as well as the methylene and imino protons. The ortho proton occurs as a
doublet as it is coupled oniy to the metu proton. Both the meta and pura protons occur as
triplets, thepara proton integrating for only three protons as opposed to 6 protons for the two
mefu positions on each aromatic ring, (Table 2.2). The simplicity of the spectrum shows that

the podand is fluxional in solution and that the three 'arms' of the podand host are equivalent.

2.4.2 L4

The high molecular weight of this compound caused immediate precipitation from
solution resulting in a white crystalline solid. The mass spectrum indicated successful ligand
~

formation with a molecular ion peak at 560 (10%). The fragmentation pattern recumng in all

of these podands generates, as the major peak, the fragment attributed to the cleavage of CN=î-R.
The i n h r e d spectrum indicates the presence of the aromatic groups at 3058 ern-'. The
1

H NMR spectrum is similar to that of LI showing equivalence of axial and equatorial

methylene signals and of the three strands of the podand ligand. As expected, the aromatic
region is more complicated than in LI.

The remaining free podands were not isolated but the fact that Cu(1) podates were
obtained indicates that their synthesis in situ was successful. As we are mainly interested in the
Cu(1) podates and their interactions, the discussion will focus on this area. In designing the
ligands we are aiming for a host where three imines and a bridgehead nitrogen are available for
co-ordination to a Cu(1) ion. It is evident from the inability of L2 to act as a ligand, that
substituents on the benzene ring can affect the properties of the podand and, via steric effects at
least, of the Cu(1) podates. A range of Cu(1) podates have been synthesised to examine the
impact of such small changes to the free ligand.

.
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Copper(1) Podates

For simplicity this discussion has been divided into 3 sections: The first describes
characterisation of ail Cu(1) podates by primary diagnostic tools - infra red, mass spectroscopy
and Nh.IR spectroscopy. The second describes the X-ray structures of 8 podates and any
notable structural comparisons. The final section discusses electrochemistry of the complexes
and the implications for oxygen interaction.

Section A

In synthesising Cu(1) podates by either a template or insertion method, a nitrogen
atmosphere, as well as a high concentration of dry acetonitrile, was essential, at least until
complexation was complete, to keep the copper ion in the lower redox state.

2.6

Characterisation of Cu(1) Podates

2.6.1 FAB Mass Spectroscopy

The appearance of the monopositive cations [Cui.]' is expected in the FAB mass
spectrum of [CuLlX podates, (X = counterion).

2.6.2 Infrared Spectra

In ail cases infrared spectroscopy was of considerable value - the presence of an imine
peak and absence of any carbonyl or amine peaks confirmed that a [I+;]

Schiff base

condensation had occurred. The presence of counterion e.g. CIO; (peaks at 1098 and
621 cm-') also indicates that complexation had occurred. Upon complexation of the metal ion

a shift in the imine resonance from -1650 to -1630 cm-' is evident.
.
I

2.6.3 Electronic Spectra

The electronic spectra of the Cu(1) podates exhibit a high energy band in the region 280

nm (E

- 10' M'cm-') due to a

R

-+

x* internal ligand transition. In most cases a Cu(1)-ligand
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charge transfer transition is also visible. This MLCT is of medium intensity (- IO' M'cm'')

often tailing into the visible region.

2.7

Solution Stable Cu(I) Tren Podates

2.7.1 [CUL~](CIOA)
The complex was successfully synthesised by both a template and insertion method. The
major peak at 473 (100%) in the FAB mass spectrum is due to the [CULI' ion.
The 'H N M R spectrum of the complex is shown in Figure 2.4 and the signals assigned

in Table 2.2. The 'H Nh4R reflects co-ordination of all four nitrogen donor atoms by the
downfield shift of resonances due to adjacent protons. The shift is most marked for the imine
protons

m, 6 0.40 (ppm)]

but still significant [Hb 6 0.25 (ppm), H, 6 0.3(ppm)] for the

methylene protons. Resonances due to the phenyl ring protons are also affected, especially for
the ortho-protons. These shifts are attributable to ring current effects as well as electronic
effects due to conjugation with the co-ordinated C=N linkage rather than any consequence of
any interaction of ortho-hydrogen atoms with the copper atom. It is noteworthy that the
ortho-hydrogen atoms on each ring remain equivalent in the complex, i.e., each phenyl ring
undergoes free rotation, at least in solution.
These results are comparable with those of the [Cu(Phgren)][BPhi] reported by
Alyea."

The structure of [CuLl][CIO~] has been determined crystallographically and is

discussed in Section B.
Solid state NMR was obtained. In the

I3C.spectra

of [CuLl]' the methylene (6 50-65

ppm), imine (6 -160 ppm) and aromatic (6 124-134 ppm) resonances are clearly recognisable,
(Figure 2.5a). The complexity in these regions suggests that the three strands of the podand
may not be equivalent in the solid state. This contrasts with the solution 'H N M R spectra
which demonstrates equivalence by the appearance of only one imine peak.

In the I5N

spectrum we would expect a simple four line multiplet for each imine signal; for one nitrogen
coupling to one I = Y2 copper nucleus we would expect a maximum of 4 lines. Figure 2.5b
shows a more complex pattern than this between 6 -125 and 6 -100 ppm, which derives from
coupling to 63%u together with inequivalence of "N nuclei. In the "CI spectrum a narrow,

.
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Figure 2.4

' H NMR of [ C u L l ] ( C l 0 ~in) CDCI, at 300 K

Compound

n,

Hb

a

H,

H,

H,

LI

2.93. I, 6H
f = 6.3

3.68. I. 6H
f = 6.3

8.10.s, jH

7.51, d. 6H
f = 8.9

7.49. t. 3H
f=7.l

7.38, i, 6H
f =i2

3.24. s, 6H

3.93, s. 6H

8.5, s. 3H

8.01, d. 6H

7.35, I. 3H
f = 1.4

6.75, t. 6H
5=7.6

[CULI]
(CIO,)

1=7.6
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Figure 2.5

Solid State NMR of [CuLl](C10~);
(a) "C specirum, (b) "N spectrum
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relatively symmetric line, indicates that the perchlorate anion is highly symmetric, so
asymmetry in the solid state is restricted t a the cation.

It is observed that the methylene mid imine resoiiance of the solution ' H NMR have the

same paitern for all stable Cu (I) tren-based podares

- a pair of

deriving from accideriial equivalence of 'Jme9 and 'JU,

triplets at (s -3-4 ppm)

and a singlet (8

- 8ppm) imino

resonance, respectively. Therefore, only the aromatic resonances will be discussed with the
frill &ta recorded in tables. For the aromatic resonances, in most cases, onb ortho coupling

to the nearest neighbour is seen although meta coupling is sometimes evident.

2.7.2

[CUL~]
and [CULI Intermediate

Free ligand synthesis was previously attempted by G. Morganz6 but proved
unsuccessful. However, when templating upon Cu(I), a yellow product insoluble in aii common
solvents, precipitated.

Synthesis was attempted using both the perchlorate and triflate

counterion. Although the infrared spectrum indicated absorption due to C=N and -OH, there
was no evidence of any counterion. The FAI3 mass spectrum showed the presence of the
complex with a peak at 522 (100Y0)
which seems to discount any idea of polymerisation having
occurred. Deprotonation of a hydroxy group must have occurred to generate the neutral
complex. CHN analysis formulates the complex with one water molecule present but no
counterion. 'H NMR was not obtained due to insolubility of the complex.

2.7.3

[CULA](CIO,)

This naphtalene-based podate was characterised by the FAI3 mass spectrum, [CuL4]'
623 (100%) and [CuL4](CI04) at 722 (5%). The 'H NMR has an unusually simpliíïed splitting

pattern. The protons on the aromatic ring adjacent to the imine bond can easily be recognised

-

& appears as a singlet while H, and Hf couple to one another, appearing as doublets. A
decoupling experiment enabled assignment of H,and Hf from the complicated aromatic regon.

Hf is assigned as the more downfield resonance owing to its short distance to the imine group.
The second aromatic ring has a simple doublet, triplet, doublet, triplet pattern, (Figure 2.6,
Table 2.3).

Figure 2.6

'H NMR of [CiiL4](ClOJ in d M e C N at 300 K

CompOU~d

H.

nh

R

[CuWl
(CIO,)

3.13.t.

3.88.t.
6H.
1-9.9

8.64,s.
3H.

6H.

I =9.9

Hd
8.42,s.

3H.

Aromatic H siqnais of ZM ring.

H.

H,

6.92.d.
3H.

8.19.d.
3H

7.43.d.

1~8.4

]=8.4

1~8.1

3H.

7.36.t.
3H,
J=7.9

6.99.t
3H
1=7.9

7.05
3F
I=
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.
2.7.4

[CUL~](CIO~)

The effect of two electron-withdrawing groups substituted on the benzene ring was
investigated for two reasons - steric and electronic factors. Would the presence of two
chlorines prevent formation of the copper complex as was the case for mesitaldehyde, and if
complex formation is successful will the two chlorines interact perhaps opening the pseudo
cavity ? Would the electronic withdrawing effects of two chlorine atoms have any influence ?
It is unclear whether the chlorines would reinforce or oppose one another. The X-ray crystal
structure and electrochemical investigations of this complex k e thus of considerable interest.
The complex was characterised by FAB mass spec., [CuL6]' 681 (100%) and

[CuL6](C104) (5%). Interestingly, there was a small peak corresponding to [(C~L~)Z(CIO,)]
at 1462. On solution of the X-ray structury it can be seen that two Cu(I) podates interact with
one another explaining the appearance of this mass unit, (Section B).
The 'H NMR spectrum shows very clearly that the CI substituents are in the 3, 4
positions. Hf and H, couple to one another appearing as doublets at 6 7.19 ppm (J

= 8.2 Hz)

and 6 7.76 ppm (J = 7.2 Hz),respectively. That the coupling constants appear different is due
to the effect of a small metu coupling between E4 and Hf. H, appears further downfield than Hf
due to deshielding effects of its C1 neighbour.

6,
a singlet at 6 8.19 ppm, is not only next to

an imine but also t e a CI hence the difference in shift in comparison to Hf.
The solid state "C NMR displays broader lines than those reported for [CuLI](ClO~)
and there is still some suggestion of inequivalence e.g. in the imino resonance. The "N spectra
is similar to that of [CuLI](ClOJ in line positions although the bridgehead N resonance is

sharp. The "Cl spectrum has a broad but spmetric signal which suggests that the perchlorate

ion is less well ordered than in [CuLl](C10~). The chlorines on the aromatic ring cannot be
detected because their unsymmetric environment makes the line too broad to be detected,
(Figure 2.7).

2.7.5

[CUL~O](CIO~)

The complex was characterised by FAB mass spec, [CuLiO]' 551 (100%) and
[CuL10](C104) (8%). The infrared spectrum displays a strong peak at 688 cm-' indicating
monosubstitution of the aromatic ring. Stretching%brations of both the alkene and aromatic
groups are evident at 2830-3100 cm-'. This complex was synthesised to see if removing
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hydrophobicity close to the Cu-imine Plane would enable the complexes to react with
dioxygen.

Figure 2.8 shows the aromatic region of the 'H N M R spectrum. The imine resonance
is clearly seen as a doublet due to coupling to &. & can couple to both H, and H,but as they
are both adjacent to different groups a doublet of doublets is seen (J =8.6 Hz) in the region 6
7.14 - 7.20 ppm. A doublet at 6 7.32 ppm is due to H, coupling to &. This is further
downfield than & due to the deshielding effect of its aromatic neighbour. The ortho, meta and

para protons show a similar pattern to that reported for [CUL.I(CIOJ)]. The proton on the
para position however occurs as a broad singlet as opposed to the expected triplets. The
assignments were confirmed by 2D COSY and are shown in Table 2.4.

2.8

Unstable Cu(1) Tren Podates

2.8.1

[CuL5](BFa)
It was hoped that inclusion of electron-withdrawing groups on the benzene ring could

have an effect on the ability of the complex to react with dioxygen. The copper podand made

&om chiorobenzaldehye appeared to be aerobically less stable than its benzaldehyde analogue,
generating a green solid along with the'yellow crystalline product. A cleaner sample could be
synthesised by precipitating the Cu(1) complex with the reducing tetraphenylborate countenon.
The infrared spectrum of [CuL5](BF,) indicates the presence of the tetrafìuroborate
counterion (1072 and 680 cm-') and the presence of the molecular ion at 577 (100%) in the
FAI3 mass spectrum shows that template synthesis of the complex was successful. The infrared
spectrum also shows a strong peak at 680 cm-' which is characteristic of a monosubstituted
aromatic ring.
The 'H N M R spectrum at 243 K in d;-MeCN (Figure 2.9) shows very clearly that the
C1 substituent is in the meta position. 2D COSY assigns the singlet at 6 8.03 ppm to &. The
second ortho proton Hg (a doublet (J = 7.6 Hz) coupled to Hf) is more upfield at 6 7.81 ppm.
Both protons are next to the imine & but the C1 substituent appears to have a small deshielding
effect on €b. H, couples only to Hf and appearing as a doublet at 6 7.33 ppm (J

=

8.0 H z )

whereas Hf is coupled to both H, and Hs and due to the shielding effect appears more upfield as
a triplet at 6.86 (J =7.9 Hz), (Table 2.5).

I

Figure 2.8

Compound

[CuLlO]
(CIO3

H,
3.02, t.
6H.
J=j.S

H NMR of [CULIO](CIOJ)in d3-MeCNat 300 K i n aromatic region

Hb
3.69, t.
6H.
Jz5.8

H.

Hd

H.

S.1O.d.
3H.
J=8.6

7.14-7.17
dd,3H,
J = 8.6
J=9.6

7.32.d.
3H.
J=7.9

H,(~)

H.

7.52, d,
6H,
J=7.5

7.09, t,
6H.
J=7.8

(in)

nh(P)
7.29, s.
3H

-
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Table 2.5

'H NMR data for [CuLj](BFd) in ds-MeCN at 243 K

Compound

[CA31
(BFd

HNMR of [CuLj](BF.) in ds-MeCN at 243 K - aromatic region

Ha

H b

3 . 0 , ~ ~ 3.72.5,
6H,
6%

€Ic

Ha

li*

Hr

H.

8.38,5,

8.03,s,

7.33,d,

6.86,t,

3K

3K

3K

3Y
J = 7.9

7.81,d,
3Y
J = 1.6

J = 8.0
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[CUL~](CIOJ)

The effect of substituting the larger and less electronegative bromine atom was
investigated. The complex was characterised by FAE3 mass spec, [CuL7]' 711 (100%) and
[CuL7](C104) 810 (5%). A strong peak in the infrared spectrum at 759 cm-' is characteristic of
a ortho-disubstituted ring. The green tinge o f the solid product and the observation of amine
stretches in the infrared indicated that, even with argon protection and the use of dry solvents,
a small degree of metal-assisted imine hydrolysis has occurred.
'H N M R and 2D COSY spectra confirm that the Br substituent is in the ortho position.
A doublet at 6 8.07 ppm (I = 7.25 Hz) assigned to

6,
arises from orího coupling to H, only.

The resonance is more downfield than both H, and Hf due to its proximity to the
electronegative bromine ion. ,Hf is coupled to both H, and Hg occumng as a triplet at 6 7. 15
pprn (J = 7.2 Hz). H, couples to Hfand €& appearing also as an unresolved triplet at 6 6.25
ppm. H,is coupled only to Hf and appears as a doublet downfield due to its proximity to the
imine at 6 7.6 ppm (J =7.45 Hz). The presence of Cu(I1) impurity made acquisition of MAS
spectra impracticable.

2.8.3

[CUUI](CIO~)

,

The effect of a methyl substituent was investigated to see the effect of electron donation

on the benzene ring. The complex was prepared for comparison with [CuLS](BF,) to see if the
redox properties were influenced by electron donation into the ring. It was also hoped that the
methyl substituents might repel each other to an extent causing sufficient opening of the
pseudo-cavity to permit an interaction of the podate with dioxygen.
The complex was characterised by FAi3 mass spec, [CuL8IA 516 (100%) and
[CuL8](CIO,) 615 (5%). As with [CS6](CIO4) there is also a peak that corresponds to the
dimer, [(CuL8)z(C10~)]'at 1132 (2%). The infrared spectrum indicates the presence of a meta
disubstituted aromatic ring with characteristic peaks at 691, 791 and 876 cm-'.
The 'H N M R and 2D COSY spectra in d3-MeCN confirms that the CH; substituent is
in the meto position, (Figure 2.10). A singlet at 6 7.92 ppm can be assigned to
second ortho proton Hh (a doublet (J

= 7.7

The

€%i.

H z ) coupled to Hg is seen upfield at 6 7.86 ppm.

Hf couples only to Hg and appearing as a doublet at 6 7.22 ppm (J = 7.6 Hz) whereas Hgis

coupled to both Hf and €
and
i,,
due to the shielding effect appears more upfield as a triplet at 6

Figure 2.10 {a)"

T&le 2.6

NMR of [CuLSI(ClOd,

' H NMR data for [CuL8](ClO4) in d3-MeCN at 300 K

Compound

H,

Hb

H,

Hd

H,

lir

n.

Hh

[CuL81(CI04)

3.10, t,

3.80.t.

6H.

6H,

8.46, I.
3H.

7.92, s,
3H.

1.83, E.
9H.

J = 5.5

J=5.1

7.22.d.
3H.
J = 1.6

6.84, t.
3H,
J = 7.7

7.86.d.
3H.
3 = 7.70
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6.84 ppm (J =7.65 Hz). The methyl resonance, %, appears as a singlet at 6 1.83 ppm and
integrates for 9 protons as opposed to 3 protons for each of the phenyl protons, (Table 2.6).
No solid state spectrum was obtained for the complex due to Cu(I1) impurity.

2.8.4 (CüL9](ClOJ)

G. Morgan reported the crystal structure of the metal-free podand based on a [i+;]
Schiff base condensation between tren and nitrobenzaldehyde.z6 In C u m ) tripodal ligands
studied by Palaniandavar et a/,’* NO2 substitution has been shown to elevate the E,,?values of
the Cu(II)/Cu(I) couple in the Cu(I1) complexes. Thus, for our purposes; it is hoped that NOZ
substitution will make the Cu(II) redox state more easily accessed by enhancing

IC

delocalisation.
The complex was characterised by FAJ3 mass spectroscopy, /CuL9r 608 (100%). The
infrared spectrum shows strong peaks due to symmetric and asymmetric stretches of the nitro
group at 1348 and 1522 cm.’, respectively. Amine peaks are also evident indicating that, as for
[CS7]*, a degree of metal-assisted imine hydrolysis has occurred.
The ‘H N M R spectrum in CDCI, has the same coupling pattern as its fellow orthosubstituted analogue, [CuL7](Cl01). However, the situation changes in di;-MeCN. The ‘H

NMR spectrum in d:-MeCN at 300 K has anextra set of peaks owing to either the presence of
a different solution conformer of the podate or possibly cleavage of one strand in the more
polar solvent, (Figure 2.1 i).

2.9

Cu(1) Complexes of Potentially Heptadentate Tripodal Schiff Base Ligands

Although seven co-ordination is readily achieved by many transition metal ions it is
quite rare that a single ligand can supply all seven donor atoms. L.J. Wilson and co-workerszg
designed the potentially heptadentate ligand Pyjtren. It was later reported during investigations
into the bonding properties of Py:tren that the seventh bond to the apical or bridgehead
nitrogen atom may only be considered as ‘weakly bonding’ in the cases involving M?j2+and

CO? Alyea et al reported the synthesis of two analogous ligands that contain thiophene and
furan moieties in the pendant arms.30 These potentially heptadentate tripodal Schiff base
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Figure 2.11 (a) ' H NMR of [CUL~](CIOJ)
in dj-MeCN at 300 K, (b) 'HNMR of
[CuL9](ClOJ in CDCl3 at 300 K
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ligands called S;tren and 0;tren were expected to enhance metal interaction with Lhe
bridgehead nitrogen atom as compared to Pyjtren.

Figure 2.12

2.9.1

Structure of 413tren

[CuLll](CIO~)

-

The complex was characterised by FAI3 mass spec., peaks at 443 (100%) and 542
(20%) corresponding to [CULI i]' and [CULI l](ClOd), respectively
The 'HNMR spectrum of the copper complex was compared to that of the free ligand
reported by

There are noticeable downfield shifts of proton resonances upon

complexation of the Cu(1) cation. The most noticeable shift is for the imine C-H resonance
((L)7,91+(CuL) 6 8.44 ppm).

The h r a n proton H, (a to the imine wbstituent) occurs

3 is also
downfield, relative to free ligand, at 6 8.12 ppm as a doublet due to coupling to Hd. J
a doublet and is more upfield at 6 7.57 ppm. The most shielded proton €L appears as an
unresolved triplet at 6 7.4 ppm. The methylenes occur in the usual position seen for other trenbased tripodal hosts.

2.9.2 ~ C ~ L I ~ ( C I O ~ )

The methyl substituted furfural was reacted to see the effect of electron donation to a
furan ring as opposed to electron donation to a benzene ring in [CuL1](CIOd).
The complex was characterised by its FAB mass spectrum- peaks at 485 (100%) and
584 (25%) correspond to [CuL12]- and [CuL12](CIOJ, respectively. The 'H NMR spectrum

of the 5-methyl substituted podate is more simplified than its unsubstituted analogue. (Figure
2.13) The imine resonance is more upfield at 6 8.1 ppm Doublets at 6 7.1 and 6 6.1 ppm are

"
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Figure 2.13

' H NMR of [CuLl2](ClOr) inCDCl3 at 300 K
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due to & and K, respectively. The methyl substituent is seen as a singiet at 6 2.0 ppm. The
doublets and singlet integrate in the ratios 1: 1:3 confirming the assignments, (Table 2.8).

2.10

Trpn-Based Cu(1) Podates
The cap was extended by using trisisopropylamine in place of tris(ethy1amine). Perhaps

the increased flexibiiity of these podates would lead to a Cu(1) podate that could bind with
dioxygen.

2.11

Solution Stable Cu(1) Trpn-Based Podates

2.1 1.1 [CUL14](CIO?)]

The complex was characterised by F A B mass spec., [CuL14]' 753 (100%). IH NMR
and 2D COSY spectra confirm that the Br substituent is in the ortho position. The coupling of
the aromatic protons follows the same pattern as that reported for [CUL~](CIOJ)]. The
chemical shifts and coupling constants are reported in Table 2.9.
The methylene region is well defined; K, couples to tb only, appearing as a well
resolved triplet at 6 2.8 ppm. H, coupiesto Hb only and also occurs as a triplet at 6 3.55 ppm.
H, occurs more downfield than H, because, as mentioned in section 2.3.2, the imine group

causes a deshielding effect. Hb couples to both H, and H,appearing as a multiplet at 6 2.00
ppm. This is more upfield than the two sets of triplets due to their shielding effect, (Figure
2.14).

In the "C solid state N M R spectrum, the broad signal between 6 115 and 130 ppm
could be from the carbon attached to bromine. The remaining 13C resonances are broad as is
the "N spectrum, (Figure 2.15).
relaxation effects associated with

The breadth presumably arises from the quadrupolar

79. 81

Br isotopes. In the"N spectrum there is a significant

change in both bridgehead and imine '% co-ordination shifts compared to other ligands studied
e.g. [CuL1(CI04)] and [CuL6](C10~). The splitting of imino and methylene resonance
provides evidence for inequivalence of podand strands in the solid state (See X-ray
crystallography in Section B).
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2.11.2 [CULl5](CiO,)

The complex was characterised by FAB mass spec, [CuL15]& SS8 (100%). This
podate was more stable than its tren-based analogue. There was no trace of any green oxidised
Cu(I1) species. The 'H N M R and 2D COSY spectra indicate that the CH, substituent is in the
meta position. The coupling pattern of the aromatic protons is the same as that reported for
[CuL8](CI04)], with actual shifts reported in the experimental section.

The imine and

methylene proton pattern is as described for [CuL141(ClO~)].
The 'IC solid MAS spectrum displays narrow lines in a complex pattern of resonances.
There are three clear signals for the methyl groups at 6 19-20 ppm; each methylene carbon and
the imine resonance is also split in 2: I intensity ratio, suggesting one strand is different to the
spectrum is also a complicated story. The high-frequency
other two. The situation for the '%i

imino-N multiplet must be a combination of 6'dSC~coupling and an inequivalent '%
environment. Even the bridgehead N is split into a 6 -328/-331 ppm doublet with intensity
ratio 1:3:6. The "CI spectrum displays a well-defined quadrupolar bandshape. This suggests
that the sample is well ordered but with some distortion of the ClOi ion, (Figure 2.16).

2.11.3 [CUL~~](CIOI)

The infrared spectrum shows strong peaks due to symmetric and asymmetric stretches
of the nitro group at 1343 and 1524 cm-', respectively. The complex was characterised by its
FAB mass spectrum, [CuL16]' 651 (loo%), [CuL16](Cl0~)751 (7%). There are peaks in the
FAB mass spectrum that correspond to'[CuzL16]' (5%) and [Cu~L16](Ci04)(5%),

(Figure

2.17). From the data collected, it is impossible to tell if there is a second copper incorporated
or whether these peaks arise because of dimerisation, possibly restricted to the FAB matrix.

The aromatic region of the 'H N M R (CDCb) is unlike that reported for the analogous
tren-capped complex, [CuL9](C10J). There is the familiar triplet, doublet, doublet, triplet
pattern but what is different is the presence of a triplet at 6 8.4 ppm - more d o d e l d than the
imine resonance. This may be an effect of deshielding by the nitro current or perhaps a
different solution conformer, (Figure 2.18).
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2.1 1.4 [C~L17](C104)
The complex was characterised by FAB mass spec, [CuL17]' 593 (100%) and
[CuL17](C104)]' 692 (2%).

The infrared spectrum displays a strong peak at 691 cm-'

indicating monosubstitution of the aromatic ring.
The 'H NMR was not as simple as that recorded for the analogous complex
[CuL10](C104). There appears to be overlapping in the aromatic region which is not resolved
sufficiently by decoupling experiments. The I3C solid state NMR is well resolved and clean

-

there are single lines for the methylene and imine carbons but the aromatic resonances,
although well resolved, are complex suggesting that some degree of coupling is being
observed. The C=C group accounts for the appearance of peaks at 6 147-145 ppm. The imine
I5

N spectrum is a fairly clean four-line pattern appearing in the normal imine range arising from

coupling to one Cu nucleus. The CIO%resonance consists of a single line

2.12. Unstable Trpn-Based &(I) Podates

2.12.1 [CIIL131 (CIO4)

It is not clear why this podate is more prone to oxidatiodhydrolysis than its treni

capped analogue. The solid Cu(1) complex formed upon insertion of Cu(1) into the preformed
ligand was air sensitive. This was evident from the green colour of a Cu(I1) species present
and the ready oxidation on exposure to air, even in acetonitrile. The synthesis was repeated
several times and only under an argon atmosphere was an acceptable product obtained.
However, elemental analysis was unsatisfactory
The major peak at 515 (100%) in the FAB mass spectrum arises from the monpositive
[CuL13]' cation. The infrared spectrum provided further evidence of complex formation from
the presence of perchlorate peaks at 1096 and 621 cm-'. Amine stretches at -3300 cm-'
indicated the presence of a copper amine complex.
It was anticipated that the aromatic region of the 'H NMR would have a similar pattern
to that reported for [CuLI](C104)]. However, this was not the case possibly owing to the
presence of a paramagnetic Cu(I1) species which may be similar to that of the Cu(1) podate or
simply a [Cu(tren)f' complex. This would explain the broadness and extra signals in the
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methylene region of the 'H NMR. The FAB mass spec. shows a peak at 427 (55 %) which
may be due to { [Cu(tren).MeCN(H20)2]C104)+.
The 'H NMR in Figure 2.20 clearly show the difficulties in assigning the spectrum - the
resonances are broad and proton integration does not equate. In analogous Cu(Ii) cryptates,
the resonances of the methylenes are not shifted but are broadened, (Chapter 3E). Similarly,

for this complex mixture, the unshifted and broad methylene signals make it seem likely that the
second species is a [Cu(II)trenI2' complex. This paramagnetic complex is probably causing
broadening of the [Cu(I)L13](C104) complex spectrum. There is only one imine resonance
evident which would confirm this assignment of the impurity as a [C~(II)tren]~'.if hydrolysis

of one podate a n n had occurred to generate a second species, a second imine resonance would
be present.

Conclusion
The Characterisation of the Cu(1) podates by solution and solid state N M R has indicated
that the stability of the Cu(1) podates is dependent on both the capping amine and the choice of
substituted aromatic aldehyde. In general, the stable Cu(1) podates produce simple solution 'H

N M R spectra suggesting high symmetry. However, the solid state N M R spectra suggest some
inequivalence in the bulk solid.

-
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Section B

2.13

X-Ray Structural Analysis of Cuo) Tripodal Complexes

The following Cu(1) tripodal complexes were studied by X-ray Crystallography:
[CULI][C104], [CUL~][BF~],
[CUL6][CIO4], [CUL9][C104], [CUL14][C104], [CULI5][CIO+],
[CULI6][ClO,]] and [CULI7][C104]

O

e: b
R=

Ll

O

R=

Q4t
NICR

LI5

LI*

LI6

L17

Scheme 2.5

Cu(4 podates studied by X-ray Crystallography

2.13.1 Generalisation of Cum Geometry Attributable to both Cup) Tren and Trpn

Capped Podates

The geometry around the &(I) centre is best described as a distorted trigonal pyramid.
The Cu-N distances to the equatorial imine nitrogens m(1I), N(21), N(3 i)] are in the range of
1.99 - 2.02 Å, while the Cu-N(bndgehead) distances are longer and in the range 2.19 - 2.22 Å.

In all cases, there is no obvious interaction with the either solvent or counterion molecules.
Unless stated, there are generally no intermolecular contacts and presumably the
conformation adopted in the crystal structure serves to minimise intramolecular and crystal
packing forces.
The C=N bond is always in the trms conformation. Whether it is cis or trans is

Trip&
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However, the cap size seems to play a

significant part in determining the conformation adopted by the Cu(1) complexes.

2.14

Comparison of Tren Vs Trpn capping

The availability of the X-Ray crystal structures of [CuL9](CIO,) and [CuL16](C104)
provides an opportunity to compare the effect of cap size when the substituted aromatic rings
have identical substituents in the same position. Any generalisations derived from the different
caps will be made. This will be followed with a look at other Cu(1) podates structurally
characterised by X-Ray crystallography to see any further effects that result due to substitution
at different positions of the ring by different heteroatoms.

2.14.1 Comparison of [CuL9][C104] and [CuLló][CIO4]

Single crystals of both a Cu(1) tren and a trpn-capped tripodal ligand derived from
nitrobenzaldehyde were obtained by recrystallisation from acetonitrile. Inspection of these
nitro-substituted podates is interesting as it has been proposed that ortho substituted nitro
groups may induce steric hindrance as well as electronic

effect^.^' In comparing CuL9

structure to the Cu(1) complexes of L5, L14 and LI5 the nitro groups seem to be orientated

wayfrom and not into the pseudo cavity. This is due to steric and electronic effects causing
the ortho substituted rings to get as far apart in space as possible. This is also the case for the
ortho substituted trpn-capped podates.

2.14.1.1

[ C U L ~[CIO4].2CHsCN
]

The unit cell consists of one copper podate molecule, two uncoordinated acetonitrile
molecules and a perchlorate couaterion. The cation is shown in Figure 2.21a.
The Cu-N distances to the equatorial imine nitrogens [N(1 i), N(21), N(31)] are shown
in Table 2.11. The copper ion sits 0.181 Å above the plane of the equatorial imine nitrogen
atoms, whiie the apical tertiary amine (Nl) lies 2.012 Å below that plane: the CuN(bridgehead) distance is 2.19; Å.
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Figure 2.21a X-Ray structure of Cu(I) cation of nitro-substituted podate, [CuL9][Clod
Table 2.11a
Cu-(NI 1)
CU-(N3I)

Selected bond lengths [À] and angles[O]for [CuL9](Cl0~);
1.9S9 ( 5 )

Cu-(N?l)

2.014(4)

Cü-(Nl)

2.00 I (4)
2.196 (4)
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[CUL~~][CIO~I

2.14.1.2

The unit cell consists of a single copper podate cation and a perchlorate counterion.
The cation is shown in Figure 2.21b. As for the tren-capped series, the geometry around the
Cu(1) centre is a distorted trigonal pyramid comprised of four nitrogen donor atoms. The CuN distances to the equatorial imine nitrogens [N(1i), N(21), N(31)] are shown in Table 2.llb.
The copper ion sits 0.167 Å below the plane of the equatorial imine nitrogen atoms,
with the apical tertiary amine (Nl) lying 2.36 Å below that plane. The Cu-Npridgeehead)
distance is 2.189 Å.

As the tren cap is less flexible [CuL9][C104] appears to stand more upright and as a
~

consequence the plane of C-N(imine)-€ to the CuN;(imine) plane is approaching perpendicular.
This is in contrast to the trpn-capped complex where the plane of C-N(imine)-C to the
CuN3(imine) plane is tending towards parallel. These angles have the effect that the trencapped podates appear to have a deep cleft and can be described as goblet shaped, whilst the
trpn-capped series have a shallower cleft appearing bowl-shaped. Figure 2 . 2 1 ~compares tren
capped [CuL9][C104] to trpn-capped [CuL16][C104] clearly showing this analogy.
Although the Cu-Nbndgehead) distances are consistently in the region, 2.01 Å,
regardless of cap size, it is the direction of the copper ion out of the imine plane that seems to
influence the stability of the podate. For the tren cap series the copper ion is found to be
always out of the plane of the imines away From the apical nitrogen. This has the consequence

-

ofreducing the N,-Cu-N,,

angle below 90". The N,-Cu-N,

angie reflects this out of plane as

well as an asymmetry in positioning of the imine strands. For the more flexible trpn-capped
podate the copper ion is also out of the plane of the imines but towurds the bridgehead
nitrogen. This flexibility allows a more regular geometry and the Cu-imine plane site appears
concave. This concavity appears to offer the Cu(1) ion more protection from attack e.g. by
oxygen.
Figure 2.22a shows a overlayed view of the analogous complexes projected down the
N(bridgehead)-Cu vector while Figure 2.22b is a side-on view showing how it is the cap size
that is responsible for any differences between the two complexes.
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Figure 2.2Ib X-Ray structure of Crr(I) cation of nitro-substituted hpn-based podate,
[ C I ~ L6][CIOd]
I
Table 2.11b
Cu-(Nl I)

Selected bond lengths [A] and angles[O]for [CuL16](C10~);

Cu-(N3I)

2.010 (3)
2.030 (3)

Cu-(N2 I)
CU-(NI~

2.006(4)
5.1S9 (4)

( N l l)-Cu-(Nl)
(NiI)-Cu-(NI)
(X3 I)-Cu-(Nl)

94.79 (14)
94.4s ( ¿ 5 )
94.99 (14)

(NI I)-Cu-(N21)
(NI I)-Cu-(N31)
(N?l)-Cu-(N31)

121.39 (1%
l17.M((14)
119.13 (13)

r
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Figure t 2 2 a Overiuyed view of [CuL9/e and /CuLI6r projected down
N(bridgeheud)-Cu vector

Figure Z.22b Overiuyed side-on view of [CuL9/' and [CuL16f
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It is now apparent how the rigidity of the imine and the geometry of the CuNj plane
defines the cavity to a certain extent. It is also important to investigate the effect of; nosubstitution, meta-substitution and disubstitution on the pseudo cavity.

2.15

Effect of No Substitution : X-Ray Structure of [CuLI][ClO4]

The cation structure is shown in Figure 2.23a. The unit cell consists of a single copper
podate cation and a perchlorate anion. The copper ion sits 0.18 Å above the plane of the
equatorial imine nitrogen atoms, while the apical tertiary amine (Nl) lies 2.041 A below that
plane: the Cu-N distance is 2.221 Å, (Table 2.12).
This complex was the first of the Cu(I) podates to be characterised by X-ray
crystallography. It gave the first indication that the phenyl rings are Orientated inwards as if to
form a pseudo cavity providing the Cu(1) with a ‘protected’ environment. The observed
aerobic stability may be as a result of steric hindrance of dioxygen to access this pseudo cavity.
Intramolecular edge-to-face interactions are evident, (Figure 2.23b). Recent theories
of n-interaction stress the need to be aware of n-charge considerations when estimating crystal
packing or other geometric relationships which involve interactions between aromatic rings.
Electrostatic effects favour face-to-ed2e contacts between the negative x-charge and positive
o-bonding framework involving the H-C o-bond.

Face-to-edge n a interactions may

contribute to the stability of this conformation.

2.16

A Meta-Substituted C u m Podate :X-Ray Structure of [CuLS][BK]

The cation structure is shown in Figure 2.24a. The unit cell consists of a single copper
podate cation and a tetrafluroborate counterion. The Cu ion lies O. 193 Å above the N2, N3
and N4 plane away from the N1 atom. The harder amine nitrogen binds more weakly to the
Cu(1) ion with a distance of 2.209 Å, (Table 2.13).
Intramolecular interactions are evident, (Figure 2.24b). The chlorines seem to be
orientated towards the centres of the neighbouring phenyl groups. Some attraction of the
negative chlorine towards the positive centres of the phenyl rings is to be expected and is
analogous to the CH-IT ring interacting rationalised by Sanders and

This may

Tn00dd liean&
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Figure 2.23a Structure of Non-substituied P@date,[CULI/'
Tabte 2.12
Cu-(NZl)
Cu-oJ31)

Selected bond lengths [A/ and angtes[ojfor [CuLIj(C104);
2.013(5)
2.020 ( 5 )

cu-(NI i)
Cu-(NI)

2.005 ( 3 )
2.221 ( 3 )

Figure t Z 3 b Intrnmolecuinr edge-to-face interactions in ICuLI/c
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explain why the chlorines have turned into the ring as if to form a pseudo-cavity rather than
turning out. The pseudo cavity may prevent access of oxygen and so offer protection against
aerobic oxidation. it was noticed that on crystallisation, green and blue crystals were also
present

- one explanation for these oxidised products

could be a different orientation of the

chlorines which permits access of dioxygen or of another donor which stabilises the Cu(I1)
state. There are no obvious interactions with the fluoroborate anion.
There is evidence that halogen atoms in molecular solids do not function as inert
spacers of a certain volume (close packing) but rather through specific anisotropic, electronic
effects.34An indication, though not a confirmation, of the attractive nature of halogen-halogen
interactions is provided by the failure of the so-called chioro-methyl exchange rule in many
polychíoroaromatics. Since these substituent groups have nearly the same volume as each
other (Ci 20

2;Me 24 A‘), reptacement of one by the other is not expected to change the

crystal structure if the packing is govemêd strictly by the Kitaigorodskii close-packing model.
This rule is valid for a large number of irregularly shaped aliphatic molecules but breaks down
more or less routinely for chloroaromatics. An X-ray powder pattern recorded for the metasubstituted methyl analogue [CuL8][C104] showed that the crystal structures would indeed
differ although no X-ray structure was available to identi@ the nature of the difference, Figure
2 . 2 4 ~ in contrast, substitution of the chloro group by the electronically similar, though

geometrically dissimilar bromo group (volumes CI 20 A!?,

Br 26

A;) in many halogenated

aromatics does not change the crystal s t r ~ c t u r e . ’ ~

2.16.1 Structural Comparison of [CuLl][C104], [CuLS][BF,] and Jeyvak

The two structures were compared along with a previously characterised crystal,
Jeyvak”, which has the formula [C,~H;OCU(I)N,][BP~J. This complex cation is the same as
[ C a l J(C104) but the counterion is tetraphenylbqrate.
The capping tren subunit is almost identical for all three cations. Bond angles and bond
lengths are in close agreement. Differences occur in the spatial arrangement of the side arms.
It was originally thought that Jeyvak and [CuLI][CIO.+] would have the same orientation of

rings as the only difference between them was the counterion. However, it was noticed that
this was not the case - the phenyl rings in [CuLI](C104) deviate more from each other making
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CI1

CI2

CI3

Figure 2.24a C Q ~ ~structure
OIZ
of clilonne-substi~itedpodate,[CuLS]’
Table 2.13

Selected bond lengths [i
and
]a n g d ~ [for
~ ] [CuL5][BF&
2.029 (5)
2.209 ( 5 )

Cu-(N2 I)
Cu-(N3 I)

2.016 ( 5 )
2.037 ( 5 )

C 4 N 1 i)
Cu-(NI)

(N1 I)-Cü-(Nl)
(N?I)-Cu-(NI)
(N3 l)-Cu-(Nl)

84.6(2 )
85.0 ( 2 )
83.9 ( 2 )

(NII)-Cu-(N21)

115.8(2)

( N I l)-Cu-(N3 i)
(NI I)-Cu-(N3 I)

172.7 ( 2 )
118.7 ( 2 )

.
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Figure 2.24b Intramolecular interactions in [CUL~][BFJ]
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Figure 2 . 2 4 ~X-ray powder pattern compm'og [CuL5](BF4) and [CuL8](ClOd)
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a smaller ‘cavity’size, (Figure 2.2%). Jeyvak may be experiencing rc-rc interactions &om the
tetraphenylborate counterions and therefore the phenyl rings are not tending towards each
other. There is evidence pointing towards intermolecular face-to-edge interactions between

B P L and podate aromatic rings in Jeyvak and this may lead to less intramolecular interaction
and a larger cavity, (Figure 2.25b). This highlights the opportunity available for the aromatic
rings to ‘twist’ about the C-C(pheny1) axis. This means that any twisting will be affected by the
substituent and/or it’s position on the ring. We have already seen that even the choice of
counterion can have some effect on the ring. A more pronounced ‘twist’ of the aromatic ring
was noted in [CuL5][BF4], (Figure 2.25). This is probably due to the attraction of the
chlorines for the adjacent positive phenyl centre.

2.17

A Disubstituted &(I) Podafe :X-ray Structure of [CuL6][CIO~](Figure 2.26)

There are two podate molecules and two perchlorate anions in the unit cell. The Cu-N
distances to the equatorial imine nitrogens [N(11), N(21), N(31)] for each individual molecule
of the unit cell are shown in Table 2.14. It can be seen that for CUI and Cu2 the copper ion
sits 2.197 and 2.200 4 respectively, below the plane of the equatorial imine nitrogen atoms.

On preliminary inspection of the X-ray crystal structure there are two factors to
consider: effect of disubstitution and any CI - CI interactions.
There is an obvious attraction between the two independent copper podates in the unit
cell, (Figure 2.26b). This pseudo dimer seems to be held together by a CI - CI interaction (ClCI distance = - 3.5 Å) between the molecules. This halogen interaction plays a significant part
in determining the packing of the molecules. (Ramasubbu et al noted that halogen atoms in a
molecule are particularly ‘exposed‘ because of their monovalent nature. These features result in
the great ubiquity of halogen- halogen contacts in organic structures. Since they are directional

in nature, they are able to control crystal packing to a degree).

’’

Intramolecular interaction are also in operation, (Figure 2.26~).The CI substituted on
the meta position of the ring is orientated towards the positive centre of the phenyl ring as was
seen in the monosubstituted chlorine analogue, ([CuL5][BF4]). In the first molecule, there are
two short (3.3 Å) and one long (4 Å) CI-X distances while for the second molecule there are
two long (3.6 Å) and one short (3.3 Å) CI-X distance. Presumably the conformation adopted in

Figure 2.25b Intermolecular Edge-to-Fue Interadons in Jeyvak

Figure 2 . 2 5 ~Comparison, by overlapping, of [CuLlf and [CuLS]I(- - -)
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Figure 2.26a Cation structure of a di-substitrited podate, [CuL6][C10~]

r

Molecule 1
CU-(NlI)
Cu-(NjI)
(NI l)-Cü-(NI)
(N?I)-Cu-fNi)
( N j l)-Cu-(Nl)

2.006 (9)
2.012 ( 7 )
85.2 (A)
83.6 (15)
84.9 (14)

CU-(NZI)
Cu-(NI)
( N I I)-Cu-(N?l)
(NI I)-Cu-(Nj 1 )
(N?L)-Cu-(N31)

2.020 (7)
2.197 (8)
121.8 (3)
119.8 (3)
113.8 (3)

Molecule 2
Cu2-(N4I)
Cu?-(N6 I)
(NJI)-Cu-(N?)
(N5 I)-Cu-(N7)
(N6 I)-Cu-(N?)

1.989 (3)
2.008 (3)
86.4 ( 5 )
84.3 (4)
85.0 (3)

Cu2-(Njl)
Cu2-[N2)
(N41)-C&(Nj I)
(NA I )-Cu2-(N61)
(Y5l)-Cu7-(N61)

1.998 (4)
2.200 (9)
119.2 (4)
121.3 (4)
117.5 (3)
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Figure 2.26b Intermolecular contacts in, [CuL6][ClOd

Figure 2 . 2 6 ~Intramolecular contacts in [CUL~][CIOJ]
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the crystal structure serves to minimise intramolecular and crystal packing forces.
The para-substituted chlorines are not shown to cause any steric hindrance and
therefore do not affect the intramolecular conformation. Therefore, comparing the structure of
the disubstituted [CuL6][C104], to the monosubstituted [CuL5][BF4], there are similar
intramolecular forces superimposed on additional intermolecular interactions.
The aggregation of two molecules (albeit in a single crystal) may contribute to the
higher stability of this complex to oxidation. The Cu(I)+Cu(II) electrochemical potential for
this complex was found to be higher than for the ret-of the tren-cap series, (chapter 2.24.1). It

is reasonable therefore to assume that the disubstituion has provided further protection against
oxidation of the Cu(I) ion.
As in the tren-capped series X-ray structural characterisation allows comparison to be

made on a range of trpn-capped podates. The effect of ortho and meta substitution can be
compared as well as a lengthening of the carbon chain fiom the imine bond and the aromatic
ring.

2.18

An Ortho Substituted Cu(I) Trpn-Capped Podate : [CuL14][CI04]
The unit cell consists of one trpn-capped copper podate molecule and a perchlorate

counterion. As for the tren-capped series, the geometry around the &(I) centre is a distorted
trigonal pyramid comprised of four nitrogen donor atoms.

The Cu-N distances to the

equatorial imine nitrogens [N(1I), N(21), N(3 i)] are shown in Table 2.15.
The pseudo cavity appears more open than for the tren-capped halogen analogues.
Figure 2.27 shows two unique cations. Unlike the mono- and úzchloro-substituted tren-

capped analogues the bromines show no tendency to orient towards the centres of the
neighbouring phenyl groups. Any intramolecular effects arise from their mutual repulsion.

Pma-H

-x

ring edge-to-face interactions seem important in the configuration of two of the

strands, the third is involved in intermolecular Br-Br interactions. The two podates orient back
to back, arising from weak attraction of a pair of bromine atoms from adjacent podate
molecules. The Br-Br distance shown is 3.61 Å. The observation of such an intermolecular
interaction is a further example of the types of halogen-halogen contacts discussed by
Ramasubbu et al3’
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The stereodrawing of the crystal structure of hiphenylbromomethane shows a similar
interaction, (Figure 2.27b). Triphenylbromomethane was found to have the shortest reported
value for a Br-Br contact of 3.203

2.19

A Meta Substituted &(I) Trpn-Capped Podate : [CuLlS][CIO,].MeCN (Figure

2.28)

The unit cell consists of a copper podate molecule, a perchlorate counterion and an

-

uncoordinated acetonitrile. The Cu-N distances to the equatorial imine nitrogens m(ll),

N(21), N(31)] are shown in Table 2.16. The copper ion lies 0.165Å below the plane of the
equatorial imine nitrogen atoms, with the apical tertiary amine (NI) lying 2.35 Å below that
plane: the Cu-N distance is large at 2.84 Å. It is interesting that the acetonitrile fails to coordinate given the effective 3-coordqation of the Cu(1) ion.
There is no obvious interaction between the methyl groups and the neighbouring phenyl
rings. It is interesting to comparing the imine N=C-C(aromatic) angle of the ortho bromosubstituted [CuL14][CI04] to the meta methyl-substituted [CuL15][ClOJ], (Table 2.16). The
angle for the three side arms of each molecule is in the range 123-128 O . This is interesting
because, although it is obvious that the cap size (i.e. tren Vs trpn) is responsible for the
geometry around the copper, it is fair to assume that the orientation of the aromatic rings to
form the pseudo cavity may be controlled by substitution on the ring. Such effects may be
steric or electronic. What is noticeable is that, although this N=C-C(aromatic) angle does not
significantly vary, the orientation of the substituent into or @it ofthe pseudo cavity does vary.
It would be interesting to see if an ortho substituted methyl group would cause the pseudo
cavity to open more due to steric hindrance of the methyl groups projecting into the cavity.
2.20

X-Ray Structure of [CuL17][CI04]

The unit cell contains four near identical Cu(1) podates and four perchlorate
counterions. The Cu-N distances to the equatorial imine nitrogens [N(1 i), N(21), N(3 i)] for
each individuai molecule of the unit cell are shown in Table 2.17. There is a three-fold aWis,
(Figure 2.29). It can be seen that for two molecules (Cu, and Cu4) the copper ion sits -0.357
Å below the plane of the equatorial imine nitrogen atoms while for Cu2 and Cu3 this distance is
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Figure 2.27a Structure of two unique cations of the di-substituted podate,

[CULI4/(cro,/
Table 2.15
CU-(N21)
cu-(N5 I)
(N1 I)-Cu-(Nl)
@i2l)-Cu-(Nl)
(?Gl)-Cu-@il)

Selected bond lena+

[A] and an&s[o] for [CuL14][îlO+]

2.012 (5)
2.004 (5)
94.85 (19)
94.50 (2)
93.22 (19)

Cu-(Nll)
Cu-@Jl)
(Nl l)-Cu-(-J21)
(N21)-cu-@J: 1)
(Nll)-Cu-@J31)

2.005 ( 5 )
2.211 ( 5 )
119.02 (19)
121.10(2)
118.5; (19)

Figure 2.27b Stereodrawing of the crystal structure of trìphenyiùromomethane
show the short Br ...Br contacts of 3.203 A

20
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Figure 2.28

Cation X-ray structure of meta substituted trpn-podate, [CuLl5][C10~]

Table 2.16

Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles[O]f o r [CuLIS][ClO~]

Cu-(N2B)
Cu-(N2C)

2.037 (6)
2.031 (7)

Cu-(N2A)
Cu-(NI)

2.016 (7)
2.184 (6)

(N2A)-Cu-(N I)
(NZC)-Cu-(NI)
(N2B)-Cu-(N I )

96.3 ( 2 )
93.6 ( 2 )
94. I (2)

(N2A)-Cu-(NZC)
(N2A)-Cu-(NZB)
(NZC)-Cu-(NZB)

121.7 (2)
118.4 (2)
118.0 (2)

Tripoduí ligands
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- 0.32 Å, (Table 2.17).

Unlike the substituted aromatic ring analogues, there is an extra degree of flexibility
owing to the longer carbon chain connecting the imine group to the aromatic ring. However,
the ham-orientation at the double bond is responsible for creating the pseudo cavity. it can be
envisaged that a cis orientation at the double bond might open the cavity up permitting the
entry of dioxygen. Figure 2.29b shows that intramolecular Z-G interactions may contribute to
the conformation of this complex.
2.21 Summary of the Generalisations of Tren Vs Trpn Capped Cu(I) podates

Plane of C-N(imine)-C to the CuN3
plane

Tren Capped

Trpn Capped

Approaching perpendicular

Tending towards parallel

N(l)-Cu-(N) imine

- 85'

- 95'

Sitting of Cu in relation to plane
defined by imines

Above the piane, away from the
N bridgehead
Site is convex

Below tile piane, towards the Nbndgehead.
Site is concave

Nature of Molecular interactions

Intramolecular

Intermolecula:

The X-ray structural comparison of tren versus trpn-capped Cu(1) podates concludes
that: cap size does not significantly s e c t co-ordination geometry but may affect access of
substrates such as Oz. The substituent position is not responsible for the co-ordination
geometry, but the substituent itself and its interactions do affect the openness of the pseudo
cavity.

m
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Figure 2.29
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Cation structure of [CuL17]

Cu (I)-(N2.A)
CU(I)-(NIA)
Cu (3)-(N2C)
Cu (3HNIC)

-(N?A)-Cu-( l)-N(2A)
(N24)-Cu-( I)-N(lA)
(N2C)-Cu-(3)-N(?C)
(N?C)-Cu-(3)-N( IC)

2.011 (4)
2.203 (9)
2.004 (4)
2.220 (9)

Cu (2)-(N2B)
Cu (2)-(NlB)
Cu (4)-(N2D)
Cu (I)-(NID)

116.54 (7)

( N ~ B ) - C U - ( ~ ) - N ( ~ B )117.54 (6)
(N?B)-Cu-(Z)-N(2B)
99.12 (12)
(N?D)-Cu-(J)-N(ZD)
117.07 (7)
(N2D)-Cu-(4)-N(ZD)
99.97 (12)

100.37 (12)
117.44 (7)

99.30 (13)

2.007 (4)
2.163 (8)
2.021 (4)
2.192 (9)
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Figure 2.296 Structure of [CULI7f showing intramolecular n-ointeractions
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Section C

2.22

Cyclic ~ o ~ t a m m e t r y . ~ ’ . ’ ~ . ~ ~

2.22.1 Introduction

Cyclic voltammetry has become a popular technique in the study of electrochemical
reactions and is particularly useful in evaluating the effects of ligands on the
oxidationíreduction potentials of cations in metal complexes and multinuclear clusters.J0
Knowledge of the electrochemistry of a metal complex can be useful in the selection of an
appropriate oxidising agent to obtain a complex in the required oxidation state.
In voltammetry, a three electrode system is used where a potential is applied between
the reference and the working electrodes, and the current flow between the working and the
counter electrodes is measured. The current flowing at an electrode is measured as a function

of the potential applied to the electrode. The data are typically presented graphically, as
current-potential curves.

2.22.2 Fundamentals of Cyclic Voltammetry.

Cyclic voltammetry imolves cycling the potential of the working electrode between the
initial Ei, and final Ef potential, at a constant scan rate, while measuring the current. The
current response is plotted as a function of the applied potential to give a current-voltage curve
or cyclic voltammogram, which indicates the potentials at which the electrochemical processes

(oxidation-reduction) occur. Diiïüsion is the principal mode of moving the electroactive
species to the electrode surface as the experiment is performed at stationary electrodes, in an
unstirred solution, over a short time period. initially there is a rise in the current as electrolysis
of the reactant occurs at the electrode surface. This causes a decrease in the concentration of
the reactant on the electrode surface. When the scan is reversed the electrolysis process
regenerates the starting material, in reversible cases, kom the electrolysis product which has
accumulated around the electrode.
The important parameters in cyclic voltammetry are the magnitude of the anodic and
cathodic peak current, Ip. and I,, respectively, and the anodic and cathodic potentials

and

E, respectively. The redox process is reversible when the ratio of the peak current, I&

is 1.
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(literature report a range of 0.80-1.0 as acceptable for reversibility). When both the oxidised
and reduced species are stable and rapidly exchange electrons with the working electrode in the
same time scale of the experiment, the process is said to be reversible and cyclic voltammetry
can then be used to calculate the reduction potential of the half reaction using the equation:-

,

Equation 1.1

E"

%(Ep.+ Eps)

=

The number of electrons transferred in a fully reversible electrode reaction, n, for a
reversible couple can theoretically be determined from the separation between the peak
potentials, AEp, shown in equation

Equation 1.2
AEp

=

E,

-

E,

=

O.O59/nV

The electrochemical oxidation of ferrocene provides the basis for judging
electrochemical reversibility and permits a quantitative comparison of electrode potentials
obtained using different reference electrodes or different solvents. The redox potential of
ferrocene is accepted as a reference for reporting electrochemical oxidation-reduction systems.

Three main types of electrochemical processes have been identified, namely, reversible,
quasireversible and irreversible processes.

1. Reversible processes are those in which the rate of electron transfer is greater than

the rate of mass transport and both the oxidisable and the reducible species rapidly exchange
electrons with the working electrode. The reaction is therefore fast enough to maintain the
concentration of the oxidised [O] and [RI forms in equilibrium with each other.
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E, is independent of u (u is the scan rate)

&-E,= 0.059hV at 25OC and is independent of u
IF = IF
I, is linearly dependent on concentration
The peak currents (ipa and iF) obtained from cyclic voltammograms are described by the
Randles-Sevcik equation: I,

Where :

=

(2.69 x lo5) n3" D'" Cu'"

n = number of electrons involved
D = diffusion coefficient
C = concentration of electroactive species
u = scan rate

2. For a quusireversible process, the anodic and cathodic peak potentials shift further
apart with increasing scan rate. The reverse peak may be shorter than the forward peak,
probably as a result of an accompanying chemical reaction.

O +ne-

4

R

E, is independent of u.

Er-%

= O.O59/nV at

low u, increases with u depending on electron transfer

IPAFis not equal to 1.
3 . When the reaction is totally irreversible, the rate of electron transfer is much less

than the rate of mass transport, resulting in a slow exchange of electrons at the working
electrode. The result is a complete disappearance of the reverse peak probably due to a
chemical reaction accompanying the electron transfer process.

O +

ne-

T)

R
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No I,, evident or IF evident depending whether the process is oxidative or reductive

respectively.
I, is linearly dependent on concentration.

2.22.3 Instrumentation

A typical CV apparatus is composed of a waveform generator which produces the
required potential applied to the cell via a potentiostat, and a current to voltage convertor to
measure the resulting current. The potentiostat ensures that the working electrode potential is
not influenced by the reactions taking place and maintains a desired potential difference
between the working electrode and the reference electrode. The current required to sustain the
electrolysis at the working electrode is provided by the auxiliary or counter electrode.
There are many electrodes used in CV, ranging from the inert to reactive electrodes.
Depending on the potential region of interest the electrode may function as inert or reactive.
Inert electrodes, which do not chemically react in the given region under investigation, are
most often used. For most non-aqueous solvents, platinum electrodes provide a very wide
potential region, both anodic and cathodic Acetonitrile is the most common solvent used as its
voltage window is 3 V (Vs SCE), i.e. it does not undergo oxidation or reduction in this
potential region.
A supporting electrolyte is employed to decrease the electrical resistance of the medium
and to impede the migratiun of the charged reactants and product^.^'

The supporting

electrolyte often used is tetrabutyiammonium pertluoroborate, as it has good solubility
properties and is electrochemically inert within the voltage window of acetonitrile. Electrolytes
are present in a large excess to the concentration of the reactant. The supporting electrolyte
thus shields the reactant from the electric field near the electrode and the redox processes are
therefore diffusion controlled.
The reference electrode is required to have a constant potential when an external
potential is applied to the cell. The most commonly used reference electrode is the Saturated
Calomel Electrode (S.C.E), in which Hg is in contact with Hg~C1,IKCipaste which is then in
contact with saturated KCI solution. Metal I metal ion electrodes are also employed in nonaqueous media, e.g. AgíAgCI electrode.
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Electrochemistry of Copper(1) Podates

2.23.1 Introduction
Electrochemistry can be used to establish whether there is a correlation between the
redox potential and catalytic capabilities of copper complexes and to assess the ease of
reduction of the complexes.4z Many researchers have found that deviations in ligand steric
effects cause redox potential alterations which lead to vaned reactivity of reduced [LCu]'
complexes with dioxygen."
Factors known to infìuence the redox potential of copper complexes include :i . The flexibility or constraints imposed by chelating ligands, which might favour a geometry

preferred by one metal ion oxidation state but not the other.
2. Types of donor atoms (i.e. O Vs N Vs S)."
3 . Geometry of the co-ordination complex.4s
4. Ligand substituent effects.

2.23.2 Previous Work on Cu(I) Podates
Canary et ai were able to obtain smictural characterisation of both Cu(1) and Cu(I1)
complexes of the ligand TPPA, (Figure 2.30a). In the structures all the nitrogen atoms of
TPPA ligate the metal ion despite the presence of the b u l b phenyl substituents. in the Cu(II)
complex an additional acetonitrile ligand was observed, encased in a pseudo 'cavity' defined by
the phenyl substituents.*
The copper atom geometry in [(CuTPPA)(MeCN)]*'resembles that in [CuTPPA]' with
an additional apical acetonitrile ligand present. The Cu-N(I) bond is longer in [CuTPPA]' than
in [(CuTPPA)(MeCN)I2+(2.l5Vs 2.00 Å) but all the other bonds and angles are very similar,
and the distance of the copper atom away from the plane containing the 3 x pyridine nitrogen
atoms is very similar (0.32 Vs 0.35 Å). The co-ordination geometry about the Cu atom also
closely resembles that in the structure of [Cu(TPA)(MeCN)](Ci04))2" and other TMPA
complexes."
Figure 2.30b shows that in the Cu(1) complex of TPPA, two phenyl rings stack in a 'T'
configuration as observed in solid benzene and in many protein aromatic side chains. The
space-filling models indicate that the Cu(I) is completely encapsulated by the TPPA ligand. In
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Figure 2.30a (A) Cationic portion of [Cu(TPPA)@Phg

(B) Cationic portion of

[ C u f l P W (AN)/@04)2

Figure 2.306 Space-filling

modeh generated from X-ray

co-ordinates, (A)

[Cu(TPPA)r (B) [Cu(TPPA)f+ with MeCN omitted to emphasiie positional change of
phenyl substituents compared to [Cu(TPPA)f and (q[ C u ( T P P A ) ( ~ J ( C l O ~ ) ~
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the Cu(I1) complex the ligand creates a pseudocavity, in which an acetonitrile molecule is
bound, by undergoing a helical ‘twist’. Canary elegantly compares this conformational change
in the ligand to that of a flower going from bud to bloom.46
Our systems have similarities to those reported by Canary et al and although at this
stage an acetonitrile co-ordinated complex has not been isolated it has been envisaged that the
systems could undergo such behaviour. Although O2 binding is not evident in our podate
systems, it is of interest to see if the Cu(ii) redox state can be electrochemically accessed. Like
all metal-dioxygen reactions, Cu(I)-Oz reactions involve some degree of electron transfer.
Thus, the structures and physical properties of Cu(I1) analogues of [LCu]’ are of interest since
the ligation and coordinate geometry observed in such CUOI)species may closely resemble that
seen in Cu.02 (n=i or 2) add~cts.~~.’’

2.23.3 Experimental

Measurements were performed with an Autolab PGSTAT 10 potentiostat.

The

apparatus was checked prior to use with ferrocene which has a well-defined redox potential
between 0.4 -0.6V (Vs S.C.E).
Cyclic voltammetry was carried out at room temperature in a 20ml electrochemical cell
fitted with a glassy carbodgold working electrode, a platinum counter electrode, and an
Ag/AgCI reference electrode. Dry acetonitrile containing O. 1M tetraethyl ammonium
perchlorate, as a background electrolyte, was used as the solvent.
To 10 ml of acetonitrile, containing 0.1 M tetraethylammonium perchlorate, in an
electrochemical cell was added approximately 5-10 mg of the podate being studied, making the
soiution concentration lo” moi dm”. The solution was purged with oxygen free nitrogen until
all the solid had dissolved. The CV was recorded within the potential range of -0.5 to + 1.5 V.
Three cycles were recorded at a scan rate of 100 mV/sec unless otherwise stated.

2.24

Results

2.24.1 Tren-Capped Cyclic Voltammetry :Gold Electrode

Monoaldehyde

Trans-cinnamaldehyde
Methylfurfural

CV nature

Complex stability

v. stable, pure CuQ)

&(I)

Em (v)

ipJip

(mv)

c

80

1.00

reversible”

+ 0.30
+ 0.45

100

0.90

reversible”

+0.48

90

0.85

reversible

pure but

AEp,

Cu(Li) accessible’
Furfural

Cue) pure but

C u O accessible
2-Bromobenzaldehyde

small Yo CU(D)

reversible a

+ 0.50

80

1.o0

Benzaldehyde

v. stable, pure Cup)

reversible a

+ 0.55

90

0.80

3-Tolualdehyde

small % Cup)

quasi-reversible

140

3,4

v. stable, pure Cup)

reversible

+ 0.61
+ 0.65

Napthaldehyde

v. stable, pure Cu(I)

quasi-reversible

+ 0.63

200

2-Nitrobenzaldehyde

stable although

2 waves,

70

0.80

Dichlorobenzaldehyde

2 conformations or

an impurity may be
present
ferroceneifemenium couple

I
I
I
I

1.

(i)reversible
(2)

2. +0.18

quasireversible”

+0.44 1. 100

I
I

I
I
I

I

2. i00

I
l

I
I

1.00

-

R
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Ein

AEp,

@iv

+0.57

(mV)
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2.24.2 Trpn-Capped Cyclic Voltammetry :Gold Electrode

Monoaldehyde

Complex stability

CV nature

Trans-cinnamaldehyde

v. stable, pure Cu (I)

2-Bromobenzaldehyde

v. stable, pure Cu (I) quasi-reversible a

3-Tolualdehyde

v. stable, pure Cu (i)
quasi-reversible a

v. stable, pure Cu (I)

2-Nitrobenzaldehyde

reversible a

reversible a

+ 0.72
+ 0.76
+ 0.76

1.o

100

150
80

1.o

The Cv's are well-behaved and in most cases have a single, reversible electron wave
with I d p approaching unity. Unless otherwise stated peak separations were less than 150mV

at a scan rate of 100mV/s.
A typical reversible CV, seen in most of the Cu(1) tren and trpn based podates, is

shown in Figure 2.31. The nitrobenzaldehyde-based tren podate [CuL9]' displays two waves
and this further strengthens the idea that there are more than one stable Cum form of this
complex. The CV for this complex is shown in Figure 2.32.

2.25

Discussion

2.25.1 Possible Redox Processes for the Copper (I) Podates

I.

Cuu) oxidztiod CuflI) reduction

2.

Cuu) reduction

[cd.,]'

+

e-

-+ Cu(0)
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Figure 2.31 A reversible Cyclic voltammogramfor [cuL6J(O04)at 100 mV/s and
20 mV/s
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Figure 2.32b Cyclic voltammogram of [CuL9/+ showing copper redox only at 20 and
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Copper stripping
Cu(0)

-+

[CULI'

+ e'

In initial experiments the CV's were recorded within the potential range -2 to +2 V,
however, it became obvious that within these limits the Cu(1) was reduced to Cu(0) and this
was seen as a broad peak in the region -0.2 to -1.0 V. This resulted in deposition of Cu(0) on
the electrode. The Cu(0) is stripped off giving the sharp oxidative peak at Ep" = 0.5 V. Often
this process of deposition of Cu(0) and consequent stripping lead to irreversibility therefore
subsequent experiments were recorded in the range - 0.5 - + 1.5 V, thus avoiding steps 2 and 3
above.
As discussed in section B, the complexes all have a common core

three imine nitrogens and a bridgehead nitrogen.

- Cu(1) bonded to

All complexes showed a high positive

potential for oxidation, however their electrochemical behaviour varied between reversible,
quasi reversible and irreversible depending on: ring substitution, bridgehead type and electrode
used.
The choice of working electrode influences the reversible nature of the Cu(I)/Cu(II)
couple.

In most cases the couple observed using the gold working electrode is more

pronounced and reversible than when using a glassy carbon working electrode. In order that
the structural differences ofthe podates can be compared results are discussed for experiments
carried out using the gold electrode only.
Unsurpnsingly our Cu(1) complexes are mostly stable with respect to oxidation in
acetonitrile. Cu(I)/Cu(II) redox potentials range from + 0.3 to + 0.65 for tren-capped and for +
0.57 to + 0.76 for trpn-capped podates. It is relatively uncertain whether this is kinetic or
thermodynamic stability owing to the lack of comparable data. It is ohvious though that once
synthesised, by an insertion method, the Cu(1) podates are difficult to oxidise. The X-ray
structural data show that there is interaction between the aromatic strands and this may be
sufficient to maintain a pseudo-cavity. Therefore, conformational change may be minimised
upon redox.
These potentials in acetonitrile are more negative than the standard potentials for
aqueous 0 2 reduction, which tempts us to think that kinetic rather than thermodynamic factors
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may be operating. However, potentials obtained in acetonitrile may not validly be compared
with aqueous Eo’s. Water is an inappropriate solvent for our podates because of the tendency
to imine hydrolysis which makes it impossible to decide on the thermodynamic favourability of
aerobic oxidations. However, it is clear that this will be less likely for the podates with more
positive redox potentials. This is in agreement with results presented by Karlin et ai who have
shown that increased hydrophobicity next to the cuprous centre leads to a higher oxidation
potential for the one-electron oxidation of Cu(I) to Cu(II).’*

2.26

Correlation of Oxidation Potentials to Structure

2.26.1 Tren-Capped Cu (I) Podates

The half-wave potentials of the tren-capped podates as a function of aldehyde-derived
side arm follow the trend:
Dichlorobenzaldehyde > Naphtaldehyde

> Toiualdehyde > Benzaldehyde > o-

Bromobenzaldehyde > Furfural > Methyl furfural > Trans cinnamaidehyde.

For the tren-capped series the Cu(1) is out of the piane of the imine groups and away
from the bridgehead. The copper ion is more exposed and perhaps more likely to co-ordinate
acetonitrile in a similar manner to that reported by Canary et ~

1

.

~

The benzene ring and its substituted analogues require a higher voltage for oxidation
than the trans-cinnamaldehyde or furan ring systems.

The anomalous results for the

dichlorobenzene analogue may be explained to be due to steric hindrance caused by the two
chlorine atoms. The X-ray crystallographic structure shows that there is an attraction between
two tripodal molecules - this may lead to an extra degree of stability of the cuprous state. if a
twisting of the tripodal arms is expected to stabilise the Cu(I1) ion in its preferred geometry,
this may not be favourable due to steric effects caused by disubstitution of the ring. At fast
scan rates the wave is irreversible and only quasi reversible if the scan rate is slowed to
20mV/s. The large peak separation, AE, at a scan rate of 100 mV/s which decreases with

decreasing scan rate, indicates a kinetic barrier to electron transfer at the electrode surface.
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It is possible that benzaldehyde, trans-cinnamaldehyde and furan rings have lower
potentials because:
1. Benzaldehyde can ‘twist’ easier as there is no substitution effects. This may result either in

the binding of acetonitrile and adopting a trigonal bipyramidai geometry or perhaps simply

no additional binding and the formation of a square planar complex both of which are
preferable to CUOI).
2. Cinnamaldehyde has an extra degree of flexibility as well as being less hydrophobic at the
Cuo) site making the Cum) state more easily accessed.
3. The furan ring podates are not oniy smaller and less hydrophobic, they also have potential O

donors which, being polar, may stabilise the copper(iI) state.

2.26.2 Trpn-Capped Cu(I) Podates

A difference between tren-capped and trpn-capped podates derives from the different
siting and degree of protection of the Cu(1) centre. There is less hydrophobic protection in this
series and the complexes are more capable of acetonitrile coordination in the higher redox
state.
The half-wave potentials of the trpn-capped podates as a function of aldehyde-denved
side arm follow the trend:
Nitrobenzaldehyde > Tolualdehyde > Bromobenzaldehyde >Trans cinnamaldehyde

This trend is consistent with that in the tren series.

Apart from the nitrobenzaldehyde podates, this order follows the same order as the
analogous tren capped Cu (I) podates. The potentials required for oxidation are, however,
much higher than for the tren-capped podates as is indicated by the greater solution stability of
the cuprous state observed during the synthesis of these podates. The products were easily
synthesised and isolated in a nitrogen atmosphere and they showed no signs of oxidation. It
was initially thought that expanding the cap would give an extra degree of flexibility which

would enable dioxygen to be bound. However, for most of the series the opposite was true the products were more difficult to electrochemically oxidise.
X-ray crystallography indicates that the copper cation is only very slightly out of the
plane of the imines and towards the N-bridgehead. The copper cation seems to be buried
deeper into the ‘pseudo’ cavity. This would mean that the copper is less exposed to coordination by an acetonitrile molecule and electron transfer becomes more difficult. Another
explanation is that the copper is now more tightly held and twisting to accommodate the
necessary geometry change for accommodation of the Cu(I1) redox state is more difficult.

2.27

Conclusion

Non-polar groups located proximal to the metal ion resulted in substantially more stable
Cu(1) states. In bulkier solvents steric hindrance of solvent co-ordination to Cu(Ii) is probably
still a major factor in determination of the Cu(I)/Cu(n) redox potential.I2
Hydrophobicity in the Cu(1) complex environment may also play a role in affecting
variations in the redox potentials of complexes. Increased hydrophobicity helps increase Ela
values, since a lower dielectric environment provided by e.g. non-polar quinolyl species favour
lower charges and thus stabilises the Cu(1) relative to Cu(II) oxidation state.’* Sorrel1 and
Jameson showed that in tripodal Cu(II) complexes possessing geometries similar to those of
the Cu(1) tripodal complexes discussed herein, the redox potential was more positive due to an
environment of decreased ~olarity.~’
Karlin noted ‘When pyridyl donors of the parent TMPA ligand are replaced by quinoyl
donors or when the modified TMPA ligand containing an electron-withdrawing ester
substituent is used, the E112 values of their Cu(I) complexes become more positive resulting in
more thermodynamically stable Cu(1) complexes’.’*

i n summary, if Cu(1) podates capable of redox interaction with dioxygen are to be
prepared we would need to aim for the following possibly unattainable characteristics :
1. Aliphatic instead of aromatic R-group.
2. A rigid head group which exposes Cu(1) to substitute dioxygen.

3 . Steric protection.
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The tren-capped cinnamaidehyde podate was our best attempt at producing a redox
active Cu(1) podate. This podate had decreased hydrophobicity combined with good steric
protection.

In the future a longer polyene substituent might generate appropriate

thermodynamic and kinetic behaviour.

Tripodal ligands
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Experimental for Podands and Copper(1) Podate Complexes

(general syntheses)

General procedure 1: Preparation of free ligands

The appropriate aldehyde (0.015mol) in methanol (50ml) was warmed on a hot plate to
50’C. A methanol solution of tredtrpn (0.010mol) was slowly dripped in. The resulting
solution was stirred at 50°C for one hour. The solution was filtered and reduced in volume
yielding the free ligand.
Podands - Free Ligands

Tren-based aodands
L1
-

Benzaldehyde (5.lxlO”moI, 0.55g) and tren (1.7xlO”rnol, 0.25g) were reacted
according to the general procedure 1. The resulting orange oil was pumped to dryness yielding
a pale yellow solid. This was recrystallised from MeCNKHCl;. (Yield = 70%)

C H N ana1vsis:-

Infrared sDectrum:-

[C27H;oN~l

c%

H%

N%

Calc:

79.00

7.31

13.65

Found:

78.44

7.21

13.50

Inter alia (cm-’) Aromatic, 3062, C-H aliphatic; 2952,2848, C=N;

1647(s),

Mass spectrum:-

Formula

Peak

%O

de’

u-11’

410

10

-(PhC=N-CHiCHz)

292

90

of base peak
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'H Nh4R (CDCI,, 3 0 0 m 300K)

2.93(6H,t,J=6.3,CH2),3.68(6H,t,J=6.3,CH2),8.10(3Y~,HC=N),7.51(6Yd
8.9,Ph),7.49(3H,t,J=7.1,Ph),7.38(6H,t,J=5.2,Ph)
L2
-

Tren (1.7~10-~rnol,
0.258) and mesitaldehyde (5.1x10Jmol, 0.76g) were reacted according
to the general procedure 1. A white crystalline product precipitated &om solution and was
recovered by gravity filtration, whilst washing with ice-cold methanol. (Yield = 55%)
C H N analvsis:-

[c36&&]

c Yo

H Yo

N%

calc.

80.50

8.96

10.45

Found.

79.83

8.80

10.87

Infrared s p e c t m : - Inter alia (cm-') Aromatic 301 I, C-H aliphatic 2956,2916,2853; C=N
1646(s);

Mass sr>ectrum:-

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

de'

CL2lZ+

534

20

-(CH3);-Ph-CN-CH

376

100

'H N M R (CDC13,3OOMHz, 300K)
3.00(6H, t, J z 6 . 3 , CHz), 3.78 (6H, t, J=6.3, CHz), 8.55 (3H, S, HC=N), 2.33 (18H, S, CH;),
2.25 (9H, S, CH3), 6.8 (6H, S, Ph)

IA
Naphtaldehyde (5.1xlO-'mol, 0.809) and tren (1.7xlO"moI, 0.25g) were reacted
according to the general procedure 1. A white crystalline product precipitated from solution
and was recovered by gravis fitration, whilst washing with ice-cold methanol. (Yield = 78%)

,
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[c&;&]

c%

H%

N%

calc.

83.57

6.40

10.00

Found.

81.00

6.64

9.64

Idared spectrum:

Inter alia (CRI.’) C-H aliphatic 2952, 2874; C=N 1641;

Mass sriectrum:-

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

de’

b41*

560 .

10

‘H NMR (CDCI;, SOOMHZ, 300K)
2.93 (6H, t, J

6.3, CHz), 3.64 (6H, t, J = 6.3, CH,), 7.95 (3H,

S,

HC=N), 7.93 (3H,

S,

Phl),

7.83 (3H,d, J = 8.2, Phl), 6.40 (overlap with Pb2, Phl), 7.73 (3H, d, J = 8.6, PU),
7.52 (3H,
t, J = 7.1, PU), 6.41 (overlap with Phl, PM), 7.20 (masked by solvent, Ph2)

General orocedure 2 :Preoaration of CoooeríB Dodates bv Insertion Method.

A solution of the appropriate amine (1.7 x 10” mol) was dissolved in methanol (2Oml)
and added dropwise to a stirring solution of the appropriate aldehyde (5 i xl0” mol) in
methanol. The solution was stirred at 4OoC for 30 minutes and reduced in volume t a yield an
oil, or where stated, a solid product. It is now necessury to maintain a nitrogen atmosphere.
The product was dissolved in dry acetonitrile and stirred at 40°C. A deoxygenated
solution of Cu(MeCN)4C104in acetonitrile was added slowly with stirring. The solution was
stirred for 30 minutes during which time a solid precipitated. This was filtered with a frit,
washed with ice-cold acetonitrile and dried under a stream of nitrogen.
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Cu(I) Tren-Based Podates

Tren (1.7xlO”moI, 0.25g) and m-hydroxybenzaldehyde (5.lxlO”moI, 0.6;g)

were

reacted according to the general procedure 2. The resulting oil was dissolved in acetonitrile
and reacted with CU(M~CN)~(CF$SO$)
(1.7xlO“mol, 0.64g).

A yellow/green solid

precipitated. This was washed with ice-cold acetonitrile and recovered by frit filtration under a
stream of nitrogen. (Yield = 57%)

C H N analvsk-

I&ared s4ectrum:-

[C~~H~~NJO~CU]-.HZO

c Yo

H Yo

N%

calc.

60.22

5.76

10.41

Found.

60.71

5.59

10.76

Inter alia (cm-’) C-H aliphatic ;C=N ;No counterion peaks present

FAñ mass soectrum:-

Formula

Peak

YOof base peak

[CUL3]+

522

1O0

~

m/Z

The same product was obtained when CU(M~CN)~(C~OJ)
was reacted in place of
CU(M~CN)~(CF~SO;).
(Yield = 45%)

JCUL~I~CIO,~
Naphtaldehyde (5.lxlO”moI, 0.809) and tren (1.7x10”mol, 0.25g) were reacted
according to the general procedure 2. The resulting white crystalline product was dissolved in
acetonitrile by heating and reacted with Cu(I~íeCN)~C104(1.7xlO-jmoI, 0.55g). An orange
solid precipitated. This was washed with ice-cold acetonitrile and recovered by frit filtration
under a stream of nitrogen. (Yield = 35%)

Tripodal ligands
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[C~&;~N~CU](CIOJ)

c Yo

H%

N%

Calc.

64.78

4.98

7.75

Found.

64.10

4.67

7.73

Inter alza (cm-') C-H aliphatic 2958,2868; C=N 1630; CIO; 1096,622

FAB mass sDectrum:d z

Formula

Peak

YOof base peak

[CUL4]+

623

1O0

'H N M R (CDCl;, S O O M H z , 300K)
3.13 (6H, t, J = 6.3, CH2), 3.88 (6H, t, J = 6.3, CH2), 8.64 (3H,

S,

gC=N), 8.42 (3H,

S,

Phl),

8.19 (3H, d, J = 8.4, Phl), 6.92 (3H, d, J = 8.4, Phl), 7.43 ( 3 y d, J = 8.1, Pb2), 7.36 (3H, t, J
= 7.9, Ph2),

6.99 (3H, t, J = 7.9, PW), 7.05 (3H, d, J = 8.0, Ph2)

ICuLSlIBFq1
Tren (1.7xlO"moI, 0.25g) and 3-chlorobenzaldehyde (5.1xlO"mol, 0.72g) were reacted

-

according to general procedure 2. The resulting oil was dissolved in acetonitrile and reacted
0.53g). A yellow/green solid precipitated. This was
with Cu(MeCN)J3F4 (I .71~10'~moI,

washed with ice-cold acetonitrile and recovered by frit filtration under a stream of nitrogen.
(Yield = 68%)

Satisfactory elemental analysis was not achieved most likely due to the presence of oxidised
species.

Infrared suectrum:-

Infer alia (cm-') C-H aliphatic 2958, 2868; C=N 1630; BF; 1030,
1072,680
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FAB mass sr>ectrum:-

Formula
[CUL5]+

m/Z

Peak

Yo of base peak

577

1O0

1 11

‘H M M R (d3-MeCN, 3 O O M H z , 300K)
3.00 (6H, S, CHz), 3.72 (6H, S, CHI), 8.38 (3H, S, HC=N), 8.03 (6H, S, Ph), 7.33 (3H, d, J =

8.0, Ph), 6.86 (3H, t, J = 7.9, Ph), 7.81 ( 3 y d, J = 7.6, Ph)

JCuLóIICIO,1
Dichlorobenzaldehyde(5.1~10-~mol,
0.89g) and tren (1.7xlO”mol, 0.25g) were reacted
according to the general procedure 2. The resulting oil was dissolved in acetonitrile and
reacted with Cu(MeCN)4C104(1.7xlO”mol, 0.55g). A yellow solid precipitated. This was
washed with ice-cold acetonitrile and recovered by ñit filtration under a stream of nitrogen.
(Yield = 61%)

C H N analvsis:-

[C2+bL”Cl~C~](C104)

C%

H%

N%

calc.

41.56

3.10

7.18

Found.

41.44

3.07

7.17

C-H aliphatic 2916,2858; C=N 1631; CIO; 1092,622
Infrared s’Dectrum:- Inter alia (an-’)

FAB mass sr>ectrum:m/Z

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

[CuL6]’

68 1

100

[CUL~JCIO~

780

5

([CUZ(L~)Z]CIO~)’ 1462

2

‘H NMR (CDC13,3OOMHz, 300K)
3.20 (6H, S, CHz), 3.90 ( 6 9

S,

CH2), 8.50 (3H,

7.2,Ph),7.19(3H,d,J=8.2,Ph).

S,

QC=N), 8.20 (3H, S, Ph), 7.77 (3H, d, J =

Tripoaàl ligandi
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ICUL~I
rcio,i
Bromobenzaldehyde (5.lxlO%ol, 0.95g) and tren (1.7~lO~~mol,
0.259) were reacted
according to the general procedure 2. The resulting oil was dissolved in acetonitrile and
reacted with Cu(MeCN)4CI04 (1.7xlO”mol, 0.55g). A yellow/green solid precipitated. This
was washed with ice-cold acetonitrile and recovered by &it filtration under a stream of
nitrogen. (Yield = 79%)

C H N anahis:-

Tnfrared suectrum:

[C2,H~,Nd3r;Cu](C1O4)
C%

H Yo

N Yo

calc.

40.02

3.36

6.91

Found.

38.30

3.39

7.49

Inter alia (cm-’) C-H,dphatic 2950,2860; C=N 1637; C10; 1098,
1085,621

FAB mass suearum:d z

Formula

Peak

YOof base peak

[CuL7]+

71 1

1O0

[CUL7(C104)]’

810

5

‘HNMR (d3-MeCN, SOOMHz, 300K)
3.31 (6H, S, CHz), 4.01 (6H, S, CHZ),8.77 (3H, S, HC=N), 8.07 (3H, d, J = 7.3, Ph), 6.25 (3H,

s,Ph),7.16(3H,t,J=7.2,Ph),7.61(3H,d,J=7.4,Ph)
JCULSIICi0,l

Tolualdehyde (5.1xlO”mol, 0.62g) and tren ( I .7xlO”mol, 0.25g) were reacted
according to the general procedure 2. The resulting oil was dissolved in acetonitrile and
reacted with Cu(MeCN)4C104 (1.7xlO”mol, 0.55g). A yeliowígreen solid precipitated. This
was washed with ice-cold acetonitrile and recovered by frit filtration under a stream of
nitrogen. (Yield = 57%)
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Infrared spectrum:-
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[C;OH~~N~CU](C~O~)

c Yo

H Yo

N%

calc.

58.54

5.85

9.11

Found.

58.10

5.45

9.13

Inter alia (cm-’) C-H aliphatic 2915,2848; C=N 1629; C1Oi 1083,622

FAB mass soectrum:-

Formula

Peak

YOof base peak

m/Z

[CuL8]’

516

1O0

[CuL8(C104)]+

615

15

[CU2L82(C104)l+

1132

2

‘HN M R (d’-MeCN, 500MHz,300K)

3.10(6qt,J=5.5,CH2),3.80(6Yt,J=5.1,CH2),8.46(jq~,~C=N),7.92(3Y~,P

1.83(9H,~,CH3),7.22(3H,d,J=7.6,Ph),6.84(3H,t,J=7.7,Ph),7.86(3H,d,J=7.7,

ICUL~I

rcio41
Nitrobemaldehyde (5.lxlO;’mol, 0.77g) and tren (1.7xlO”mol, 0.258) were reacted

accordmg to the general procedure 2. The resulting orange oil was dissolved in acetonitrile
and reacted with Cu(MeCN).C104 (1.7xlO”mol, 0.55g). A dark r e a r o w n crystalline solid
precipitated. This was washed with ice-cold acetonitrile and recovered by fiit filtration under a
stream of nitrogen. (Yield = 52%)

C H N analvsis:-

Infrared spectrum:-

[C~~H~~N~O~CU](CIOI).
2H20
C%

H Yo

N Yo

Calc.

43.60

4.20

13.20

Found.

42.95

3.89

13.94

Inter afia (cm-i) C-H aliphatic 2852; C=N 1636; C10; 1089,622
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FAB mass sDectrum:-

Formula

Peak

[CUL9]+

d Z

608

114

% of base peak

100

‘H NMR (d;-MeCN, 500MHz, 243K)
3.00 (6H, t, J = 5.5, CH2), 3.75 (6H, t, J = 5.3, CH2), 8.49 (3H, S, HC=N), 7.91 (3H, d, J =

8.3, Ph), 7.40 (3H, t, J = 7.9, Ph), 6.99 (3H, d, J = 7.50, Ph), 7.35 (3% d, J = 7.6, Ph)

(CDCI;, 500MHz, 3OOK)
3.20 (6H, t, J = 5.5, CHi), 3.91 (6H, unresolved, CHz), 8.65 (3H, s, HC=N), 8.05 ( 3 y d, J

=

8.3,Ph),7.53(3H,t,J=7.4,Ph),7.29(3ymaskedbysolvent,Ph),7.45(3Kd,J=7.3,Ph)
JCUL101rcio,1
Trans-cinnamaldehyde(5 lx10-3mol,O 67g) and tren (1.7~10~~mol,
0.259) were reacted
according to the general procedure 2

The resulting oil was dissolved in acetonitrile and

reacted with Cu(MeCN)aC104 (1.7xlO”mol, 0.55g).

A bright orange crystalline solid

precipitated. This was washed with ice-cold acetonitrile and recovered by ñit filtration under a
stream of nitrogen (Yield 82%)

C H N analysis:-

Infrared suectmm:-

[C;~%”UI(C~O~)
C%

H%

N%

Calc.

60.80

5.50

8.60

Found.

60.24

5.53

8.48

Infer alza (cm-’) C-H aliphatic 2912,2833; C=N 1627; CIO; 1098,623

FAB mass suectrum:-

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

m/Z

[CuL 1O]’

551

1O0

[CUL iO(CiO,)]+

650

8
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‘HN M R (d3-MeCN, 5 O O M H z , 300K)

3.02(6H,t,J=5.8,CH2),3.69(6Yt,J=5.8,CH2),8.10(3H,d,HC=N),7.14-7.17(3Yd
J=8.6, CH), 7.32 (JH, d, J=7.8,Ph), 7.52(6H,d, J = 7.5,Ph), 7.08 (6H, t, J=7.8, Ph), 7.29
(3H, 3, Ph)
JCUL111IC1041

Tren (1.7xlOJmoI, 0.55g) and furfural (5.1x10Jmol, 0.46g) were reacted according to the
general procedure 2.

The resulting oil was dissolved in acetonitrile and reacted with

Cu(MeCN)4C104 (1.7~10~~mol,
0.55g). The resulting tan coloured product precipitated from
solution. This was washed with ice-cold acetonitrile and recovered by frit filtration under a
stream of nitrogen. (Yield = 76%)

C H N analvsk-

Infrared suectrum:-

[CziHzN~O3C~](C104)
C%

H%

N%

cale *

46.20

4.95

10.30

Found

45.90

4.99

10.40

Inter alia (cm-‘) C-H aliphatic 2842; C= J 1636; CIO;

095,622

F A B mass sueetrum:-

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

m/Z

[CULI I]’

443

1O0

[CULI I(ClO4)]+

542

20

,_

‘HN M R (CDCI;), JOOMHz, 3OOK)

2.8(6H,t,J=5.8,CH2),3.6(6H,t,J=5.8,CH~),8.44(3H,d,HC=N),8.12(3H,d,J=2
7.57 ( 3 y d, J = 2.6), 7.4 ( 3 y unresolved).

JcuL12I(cIo4~

5-methylfurfural (3.lxlO”mol, 0.34g) and tren (1.03~10~~mol,
0.159) were reacted
according to the general procedure 2. The resulting oil was dissolved in acetonitrile and
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reacted with Cu(MeCN)&lOJ (l.O3xlO”mol, 0.33g). An orange solid precipitated and was
recovered by frit filtration under a stream of nitrogen (Yield = 60%)
C H N analvsis:-

Infrared spectrum:-

[CZ~H~;NJO~CU](CIO~).H~O
C

H

N

Calc.

47.76

5.80

9.29

Found.

48.28

5.03

9.61

Ititer alia (cm-I) C-H aliphatic 2912,2850; C=N 1637; C10; 1096,622

FAI3 mass suectrum:-

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

mlZ

[CUL12]+

486

1O0

[CUL12(CiO,)] +

585

15

‘H NMR (CDCI3,3OOMHz, 300K)
3.07 (6H,

S,

CHz), 3.88 (6H,

S,

J = 5.8, CHz), 8.07 (3H, S, HC=N), 7.13 (3H, d, J = 3.0, Ar),

6.08 (3H, d, J ~ 2 . 8Ar),
, 1.93 (9H, S , CH;)

&(I) Trpn Podates
J C U L I ~rcio,l
I

Trpn (1.7xlO”mol, 0.32g) and benzaldehyde (5.lxlO”mol, 0.55g) were reacted
according to the general procedure 2. The resulting oil was dissolved in acetonitrile and
reacted with Cu(MeCN)K104 (l.7x103mol, 0.5Sg). The product was prone to oxidation and

an argon atmosphere was necessary for successful synthesis. The resulting yellow/green
coloured product precipitated from solution. This was washed with ice-cold acetonitrile and
recovered by f i t filtration under a stream of nitrogen. (Yield = 59%)

C H N analysis:-

C~OH~~NJCU(CIO~)
C%

H Yo

N Yo

Calc.

58.63

5.86

9.12

Found.

52.70

6.26

10.08
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Satisfactory elemental analysis was not obtained and this is most likely due to the presence of
oxidised species.

Infrared spectmm:

Inter alin (cm-’) C-H aliphatic 2958,2868; C=N 1627; CIO; 1096,623

FAI3 mass sDectrum:-

Formula

Peak

YOof base peak

d Z

[CUL 131+

515

1O0

427

55

[(Cu(tren).MeCN.2H20)CIO4]+

A satisfactory ‘H N M R was not obtained owing to solution instability
JCULMIrcio,l
Bromobenzaldehyde (5.lxlO”moI, 0.958) and trpn (1.7xlO”mol, 0.32g) were reacted
according to the general procedure 2. The resulting oil was dissolved in acetonitrile and
reacted with Cu(MeCN)4C104 (i.7x10Jmoi, 0.55g). A yellow solid precipitated. This was
washed with ice-cold acetonitriie and recovered by frit filtration under a stream of nitrogen.
(Yield =77’%0)

C H N analvsk-

[C;aHaN&rCu](CIO4)
C%

Infrared sDectrum:-

Y
O

r%

calc.

42.28

3.90

6.57

Found.

42.52

3.88

6.61

Inter alia (cm-’) C-H aliphatic 2963; C=N 1629; CIO; 1089,622

FAB mass sDectmm:-

Formula

Peak

YOof base peak

d Z

[CUL 1 41’

753

1 O0

‘H NMR (CDC13,500MHZ, 300K)
2.80 (6H, t, J

=

5.5, CHz), 2.00 (6H, m, CHi), 3.55 (6H, t, J

=

5.25, CHZ), 8.40 (3H, s,

HC=N), 8.00 (3H, d, J = 6.0, Ph), 7.15 (3H, t, J = 5.9, Ph), 7.29 (3H, masked by solvent, Ph),
7.55 (3H, d, J = 7.0, Ph)
p ~ i 5rcio,i
i

Tolualdehyde (5.lxlO”mol, 0.628) and trpn (1.7xlO”mol, 0.32g) were reacted
according to the generai procedure 2. The resulting oil was dissolved in acetonitrile and
reacted with Cu(MeCN),ClO, (1.7x10Jmol, 0.55g). A yellow solid precipitated This was
washed with ice-cold acetonitrile and recovered by frit filtration under a stream of nitrogen.
(Yield = 72%)
C H N analvsis:-

Inûared sDectrum:-

[C~~&ZN~CU](C~O~
C -%

H%

N%

Caic.

60.27

6.40

8.52

Found.

59.81

6.44

8.48

Inter alia (cm-I) C-H aliphatic 2971,2866; C=N 1623; C10; 1085,622

FAB mass sr>ectrum:-

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

d Z

[CULl5]+

555

1 O0

[C~zL15(C10~)]+ 721

10

‘H NMR (CDCI;, S O O M H z , 300K)
2.66 (6H, s, CH2), 2.0 (6H, m, CHZ)3.39 (6H, t, J = 5.1, CHz), 8.26 (3H, s, HC=N), 8-00(3H,
S, Ph),

2.16 (9H, S, CH,), 7.20 (3H, d, J = 6 . 0 , Ph), 7.07 ( 3 y t, J = 7.6, Ph), 7.83 ( 3 q d, J =

7.6, Ph)

JCuL161rCi0J

Nitrobemaldehyde (5. I~lO-~mol,
0.77g) and trpn (1,7~lO-~mol,
0.32g) were reacted
according to the generai procedure 2. The resulting oil was dissolved in acetonitrile and
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reacted with Cu(IvíeCN)4C10~(1.7~1O-~mol,
0.55g). A dark redhrown crystalline solid
precipitated. This was washed with ice-cold acetonitrile and recovered by f i t filtration under a
stream of nitrogen. (Yield = 54%)
C H N analvsk-

Infrared soectrum:-

[C~O&;N~O~CU](C~~~)
C%

H%

N%

calc.

48.00

4.43

13.06

Found.

47.21

4.30

12.78

Inter alia (cm-') C-H &.+hatic 2965, C=N 1636; CL: 1090,622

FAB mass spectrum:-

'H NMR (CDCI;, SOO&,

Formula

Peak

YOof base peak

[CuL16]'

65 1

100

[CS16(Cl04)1'

75 1

10

[CU~L
161'

713

5

[C~~L16(C104)]'

8 14

5

300K)

2.70(6H,t,J=5.1,CH2), 1.95(6H,m,CHZ),3.l0(6~t,J=5.2,CH2),8.30(3H,s,~
8.05 ( 3 y d, J = 8.04, Ph), 8.4 (;y t, J = 7.6, Ph), 7.6 (3% t, J = 8.0, Ph), 8.1 (3H, d, J = 7.6,
Ph)
LC~LI~CIO,~
Trans-cinnamaldehyde (5. IxlO"mo1, 0.679) and trpn (1.7xlO"mol, 0.328) were reacted
according to the general procedure 2. The resulting oil was dissolved in acetonitrile and
reacted with Cu(MeCN)4C104 (1.7xlO"mol, 0.559). An orange crystalline solid precipitated.
This was washed with ice-cold acetonitrile and recovered by fiit filtration under a stream of
nitrogen. (Yield = 81%)
C H N analvsis:-

[c36&N4CU](c10~)

c Yo

H%

N%

Calc.

62.30

6.06

8.08

Found.

61.78

6.09

7.94
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biter alia (cm-') C-H aliphatic 2971,2854; C=N 1623; CIO; 1094, 622

FAB mass suectmm:-

Formula

Peak

YOof base peak

d z

[CUL17]+

593

1O0

[CUL 17(C104)]+

692

2

General Procedure 3 ;Temolate Synthesis of Cutn Podates

The reactions were carried out under an inert atmosphere and deoqgenated solvents were
used throughout.

The aldehyde ( 2 . 8 ~ 1 0 mol)
' ~ and appropriate copper template ( 9 . 4 ~ 1 0mol)
~ were
stirred in a mixture of acetonitrildindustrial alcohol (2:3), with heating, for a short period of
time. An ethanolic solution of tren (9.4x10Jmol) was slowly dripped in and any colour change
was noted. The solution was heated at 50°C for 1 hour and then reduced in volume until a
yellow solid product precipitated. The product was washed with ice-cold acetonitrile, filtered
through a frit and dried under nitrogen.
LCUL11rcro,1

Benzaldehyde (0.3g, 2.8~10'~rnol),
Cu(MeCN)&IO4 (0.3g, 9 . 4 ~ 1 0mol)
~ and tren
(0.14g, 9 . 4 ~ 1 0mol)
~ were reacted according to general procedure 3

A yellow solid

precipitated and was recovered by f i t filtration under a stream of nitrogen. (Yield = 92%)
C H N analysis:-

Infrared s0ectrum:-

[CZ~H;ONIICU
(CIO4)l

c Ya

H%

N%

calc.

56.60

5.24

9.78

Found.

56.34

5.20

9.64

Inter alia (cm-') C-H aliphatic 2971,2854; C=N 1633; CIO; 1098,622

F A B mass spectrum:-

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

m/z

[CULI]'

473

1O0
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'H NMR (CDCl3,3OOMHz, 300K)
3.24(6H,~,CH2),3.93(6Ef,~,CH2),8.5(3y~,HC=N),8.01
(6H,d, Jc7.6,Ph),7.35(3Ef, t,

J = 7.4, Ph), 6.75 (6H, t, J = 7.6 Ph)
ICuL511BF.cl
Chlorobenzaldehyde(0.4g, 2.8x10Jmol), Cu(MeCN)L204 (0.3g, 9.4x10Jmol) and tren
J

(0.14g, 9 . 4 ~ 1 0mol) were reacted according to general procedure 3. A yellow/green solid
precipitated and was recovered by f i t filtration under a stream of nitrogen. (Yield = 85%)

C H N ana1vsis:-

[C~~H~~N~CUCL](BF~)

c%

H Yo

N%

calc.

48.78

4.06

8.43

Found.

43.10

4.18

9.85

Infrared suectm:-

Inter alia (cm-') C-H aliphatic 2971, 2854; C=N 1632; BF; 1072, 680
FAI3 mass suectrum:Formula

Peak

YOof base peak

[CULS]'

5 77

1O0

Analysis was not satisfactory, the green colour indicating the presence of an oxidised
product. Recrystallisation gave yellow crystals of the Cu(1) podand but also blue and green
crystals of an oxidised product.
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Ligand Structures and Names used within Chapter

GT

RGT

NGT

3.0

Introduction to Cryptands
Addition of one, two or three strands across a macrocycie creates the corresponding

macrobi-, tri- or tetra-cycles. This brings complexation into the third dimension by creating an
ellipsoidal or spherical cavity which is capable of completely encapsulating a co-ordinating
metal ion. The earliest series of the cage ligands were developed by Lehn et al in the late 60’s.

’

These were entitled cryptands and the inclusion complexes they form were called cryptates.

On formation of the metal cryptate an enhancement of many of the physical properties
associated with complex formation has been observed. This is known as the cryptate effect and
incorporates both kinetic and thermodynamic factors involved in complexation. Slow rates of
formation and/or dissociation of the complex, high ligand field strengths and large stabiiity
constants are among the recognised properties which are enhanced relative to the analogous
macrocyclic or acyclic chelates3

The escalation of research in the area of macrocyclic and polymacrocyclic ligands has
stimulated the development of imaginative and often complex synthetic strategies. Synthetic
approaches to the formation of ciyptand hosts may involve: 3.1.1

Direct synthesis; strapping, capping and coupling.
The different approaches to cryptand assembly by direct syntheis are outlined

schematically in Scheme 3.1 (a)-(e). The synthetic strategy adopted in the first successful
cryptand syntheses4 and developed by subsequent groups5 involved strapping an already-made
macrocycle using a diacid chloride. This is performed under high dilution conditions so as to
reduce competition with intermolecular reaction processes that could lead to undesired
polymerisation by-products.6

3.1.2 Template Reactions

Template methods usually involve cryptand formation by stepwise or tripode coupling
or tripode capping, in the presence of an external alkali, or transition metal ion template.
Sargeson and coworkers’ have used the template effect to generate azacryptands in high yield
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(b)Tripode Coupling

(CI

Scheme 3.1

3X

Single

Cappin*

Cryptand assembly by direct synthesis

j

qX

+

Z",

X = CI,Br

Scheme 3.2

3

OHC-R-W

Scheme 3.3

Template synthesis of cryptanh

IA1

The Azacryptand series developed by Nelson and coworkers

from simple precursors. Scheme 3.2 illustrates a multistage mechanism, involving attack by

NH, on the initially formed transient imino C=N. The main drawback is that a kinetically inert
template cation is required for successful synthesis.

3.1.3

[2+3]Schiff base Condensation.
The [2+3] Schiff base condensation is a recent synthetic development* which creates

easier routes to metal-free cryptands by a condensation reaction between two triamines and
three dicarbonyls. Nelson et a t have demonstrated that this effective high yield tripodcoupling-capping route to azacryptands proceeds in high yield under mild conditions, without
the need for high dilution techniques. By using a one-pot procedure, high yields have been
obtained of several symmetric hexa-Schiff base crytands, despite the apparent need for six
simultaneous condensations. Yields can, in most cases, be improved by the use of a template,
although this may be due to cryptate insolubility assisting isolation of the product.
Once the three dimensional skeleton is assembled, the imine C=N bond of the cryptands
can be

readily

reduced

with

NaBK

or L i m

to

generate the

analogous

octaamin~csrptands.~”O
These are more chemically robust than their hexa-Schiff base
precursors, leading to many advantages such as; ability to act as ligands for both cations and

anions, an increase in flexibility, stability against hydrolysis and water solubility all of which are
essential for application in vivo e.g. as imaging, carriers or sequestering agents.

A diverse range of bridgehead units have been employed in the synthesis of cryptands.”

The largest single group involves a pair of N bridgeheads as there are a number of
advantageous features associated with the synthesis. These include: 1. Ability of the lone pair of electrons to participate in co-ordination.

2. The considerable flexibility associated with the ability of the lone pair of electrons on the

nitrogen to undergo inversion.

3.1.4

Azacryptands

Azacryptands can be classified as molecules in which the majority of potential donors
are nitrogen atoms. A comprehensive review of co-ordination chemistry of azacryptands has
been canied out by Nelson et u Z . ~For the purposes of this report the main points of relevance
will be briefly discussed.
The azacryptand series in Scheme 3.3 has been extensively studied over the last decade.
Investigation into the end properties of these cages has led to inclusion complexes of the
mononuclear and dinuclear type being formed with the toxic heavy metais, transition metals,
alkali, alkaline earth cations and lanthanoid
3.1.5

cation^.'"^

Cryptand Conformation

It is common to describe cryptand ligands as imposing geometry on the encapsulated
metals, although the co-ordination geometry is not absolutely fixed. The geometry of the
cryptate is restrained within certain limits rather than constrained to one particular set of
values. For the cryptands studied there are three main sources of flexibility.
1. The length of the strands in the cap, hence it would be expected that NGT would be

more flexible than GT.
2. The length and rigidity of the linking strands, the reduced RGT being more flexible

than the doubly bonded GT.
3. The helicity or twist of the crypt (rotation of one cap with respect to another).

The simplest measure of the helicity of the ligand is the twist angle 9,the rotation
between the two sets of cap N atoms, (Figure 3.1). In mononuclear cryptates a twist angle of

60' is required for octahedral geometry at the metal ion while a twist of 0' corresponds to D3h
(trigonal prismatic) symmetry. As the twist also affects the distance between the N3 planes,
and is influenced by the length and rigidity of the linker, most real examples represent
compromise between the preferences of cryptand and metal ion.

F
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Parmeters describing cmfm.rion in small atacryplands: (a) twist angle p,

(b) distance between Njplane and (e) ob and le1 disposition of methylene spacers

Where the bridgehead atom X is a tertiary amine nitrogen, there are two conformational
possibilities; the lone pair can be directed outward, away from the cavity, (exo) or it can be
directed inward, possibly co-ordinating to encapsulated metals (endo).
Much of the pioneering work carried out in the period of 1960-1965 by Curtis14
involved the exo-template effect in macrocyclic synthesis. This is where a metal ion is
employed to act as a template for the cyclisation reactions due to the ability of the metal ion to
organise the open chain reactions in a conformation favourable to ring closure. Inert metal ions
such as the alkali, alkaline earth and lanthanide metals which form labile complexes are often
employed due to their ease of subsequent removal and replacement of the metal ion i.e.
transmetailation. It has been proposed that transmetaliation involves a concerted process in
which the incoming metal ion is partly bound to the ligand before the outgoing template ion is
fully removed.
Endo template assembly causes ring enlargement or adds a further strand to an already

existing smaller ring and involves all the pre-existing parts of the molecule
In the case of the short caps, like those derived from tame (trisaminomethylmethine),
the N3 bite only permits the cap to bind to a single metal ion and thus the bridgehead is exo. In
the cases of tren and trpn, the reverse usually applies; the bridgeheads are endo and the lone
pairs may interact with encapsulated metal ions Tren and trpn also differ from one another in

the preferred size of the N3Nb pyramid and therefore in the preferred M-N distances and
geometry as well as the orientation of the lone pairs on the nitrogen donors.
The spacers control the distance between the two sets of donors derived from the caps.
In some cryptands the linkers may also cany donor atoms, providing the central metal ion with
the desired geometry thus enabling us to vary the geometry around the central metal ion as
desired. This distance is affected by the total length of the spacer but the pitch of helicity in the
strands of the cage can play a major part and also influences the flexibility of the spacer.
It seems probable that dicopper cryptates of GT, RGT and NGT can act as possible
modes for the biological electron transfer site CUA. This is mainly due to the smal cavity size
and associated short copper-copper bonding distance (- 2.5 Å) similar to that seen in CUA.This
chapter explores the synthesis of copper complexes of the named ligands and evidence towards
the existence of a copper-copper bond in such systems.
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Average-Valence Dicopper Complexes, Precursors and Related Compounds
A large amount of work was involved in development of reliable, high yielding routes

to the average-valence cryptates. Although synthesised in the past, there has been many 'red
herrings' such as the monocopper(Ii) GT and RGT cryptates and the Cu(u) carbinolamine
complex. M e r initial confusion these complexes have in fact now aided our understanding of
the synthesis and characterisation of the average valence complexes. It has been important to
obtain the maximum information about the dicopper(1) and monocopper@) systems for
comparison with the average valence systems, in order that reliable physical measurements
can be made and interpreted.
3A.1. GT
Nelson et al first reported the formation of this cryptand to occur via a template
This was soon followed by
reaction of the triamine, tren, and glyoxal on Group Ií rnetal~.'~
the isolation of the free-ligand cryptand." It is the near spherical nature of the small cavity
within GT (NbrNbr = 6.8 Å) and its relatively soft donor set which makes it an ideal site for the
complexation of cations from all groups of the periodic table but particularly the transition
metals.
[2+3] Schiff-base condensation was confirmed by the presence of a high intensity
u(C=N) absorption at 1633 cm-' and the absence of any carbonyl or amine peaks in the infrared spectrum. In addition, the E1 mass spectrum showed a peak at 358 (85%). The yield of the
ligand was found to be both temperature and solvent dependent. Polymerisation was evident
if the condensation reaction was carried out above room temperature; an orange insoluble
solid precipitated in such cases giving a poor C H N analysis and broad peaks in the 'H NMR.
When the synthesis was carried out at 0°C in isopropanol, a pale yellow solution developed
and a crude yellow solid was obtained on removing the solvent. Soxhlet extraction of the
crude product using a hexaneheptane (4:l) mixture generated a white crystalline solid in
reasonable yield. This very pure cryptand is quite stable at room temperature and its solubility
in a wide variety of polar solvents has aided synthesis of the copper GT complexes. The 'H

N M R spectrum is reported in Chapter 3E.

3A.2

[SIGT][BP~J]Z
[2+3] Schiff-base condensation of the tripod amine, tren, with glyoxal on a group II

metal, was the original method of synthesising the metal ion cryptates of the hexaimino
cryptand GT. The presence of a medium intensity u(C=N) absorption at 1616 cm-' and the
absence of any carbonyl or 'amine peaks in the infra-red spectrum confirmed that cryptate
formation was complete. The infrared spectrum also displays strong absorptions due to the
tetraphenylborate counterion indicating successful metal complexation. A sharp peak evident
at 3510 cm-' may be due to the presence of non-hydrogen bonded water co-ordinated to the
metal ion. It was necessary to use tetraphenylborate as the countenon for successful isolation
of the complex. However, as the main use of this route was for preparation of mixed valence
copper complexes this caused no problems as it was easily removed by silver perchlorate.
3A.3

[CU~GT](CIOJ)Z
(This complex has previously been characterised by J. Nelson. 16)
Although we now realise that syntheses of [ C U Z ( ~ . ~ ) G Tproceeds
]~'
via the dicopper

(I) route, isolation of this complex is not necessary to form the average valence dicopper
complex. However, synthesis and isolation of the complex was required for the purposes of
comparison so that physical differences between the cryptates could be identified and
explained to be arising from copper-copper bond formation. A good stock of this cryptate, in
a very pure form, was also needed for both electron self-exchange and electrochemical
investigations.
Original attempts at the preparation of [CU~(I)GT](CIOI)?involved transmetallation of
[SrGT](BPh& using a 1:l mixture of Cu(ClO& and Cu(O2CCH3). This method failed

resulting instead in the formation of [Cu2(I)GT](BPhl)2. Synthesis was successful by insertion
of two Cu(I) cations from [Cu(I)(MeCN)4]C104 into the free ligand. A dark greeníbrown solid
precipitated from a concentrated solution This could be recrystallised from acetonitrile to
yield large brown hexagonal crystals. if an aqueous solution was used, over a period of one
week the complex became blue in colour. The UVNis spectrum of this solution is not that of
the mixed valence complex and suggests that metal-assisted imine hydrolysis and possible
rearrangement has occurred.
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A typical ingared spectrum for complexes of GT was observed for [CU~(I)GT](CIO~)~.
As is often observed in Cu(I)/imine systems, the imine band, appearing as a weak absorption

band at 1599 cm-' has been shifted and weakened on co-ordination. This is a significant shift
of i.(C=N) from that reported for the free cryptand. This shift is also seen in other transition
metal complexes of a-diimines and is as a result of the ligands ability to act as electron

acceptor^.'^ The strong perchlorate bands at 1096 and 623 cm-' infer Cu(1) encapsulation into
the GT cryptand. Figure 3A.1 compares the infrared spectra of free GT and [CU~GT]".

Peaks at 585 (100 %), [CuzGT(C104)]' and 486 (85 %) [CuzGT]' in the FAI3 mass
spectrum of the sample shows that a dinuclear copper(1) complex has been formed. There is a
peak at 421 (27 %) which could be adbutable to a monocopper species, however there is no
corresponding peak at 520 which would be due to [Cu(II)GT(C104)]'- this makes its existence
as a solid impurity unlikely. It is more probable that this peak arises in the course of the FAB
mass spectrum process as the formulation of [CU~(I)GT](CIO~)Z
fits the elemental analysis.
The structure was determined by single crystal X-ray crystallography by McKee and is
discussed for comparison with the [Cu2(1.5)GT] structure in relation to copper-copper bond
formation in Chapter 3A.12.I6
3A.4

[CU(JQGT][CIOJ)Z.ZM~CN
The existence of a monocopper GT cryptate, as a significant impurity in some attempts

at the synthesis of the average valence cryptate, had been suspected for the last eight years but
never confirmed. Plausible evidence came from the appearance of four lines in the ESR
spectrum which is characteristic of a Cu(I1) species.I3
The

original

(1990)

attempted

synthesis

of

[CU(LI)GT](C~O~)~
involved

in 200ml acetonitrile/jOml
transmetallation of [SrGT](BPh)z with [CUZ(OZCCH~)~(HZO)Z]
ethanol using a GT:Cu stoichiometry of 1: 1. The resulting dark green crystalline product was
believed to be the monocopper cryptate. The fact that a large amount of acetonitrile was used
in the synthesis, favouring the Cu(1) redox state, leads to the conclusion that this product is a
mixture, in fact mainly dicopper(1) GT with the presence of a small amount of ESR detectable
monocopper(I1). A brown solution from which dark greedbrown hexagonal crystals are
isolated is also very characteristic in the synthesis of dicopper(1) GT.
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On hindsight, the CHN analysis obtained in earlier attempts and assigned to the
formulation

[C~SH~ON&U](CIO~)Z.~H~~,
is better matched

to

the

formulation

In the original attempted synthesis the FAB mass spectrum showed a
[C~SH~ONSCUZ](CIO,)Z.
cluster at m/z 421 due to [CULI' (iOO%),

however, clusters were also evident at m/z 585

(10%) which could be attributed to [CuzGT(Cl04)]'. Although it was not unreasonable, at that
stage, to assume that the major product was in fact the monocopper cryptate, the same pattern
in the FAB mass spectrum can be seen for the dicopper (I) GT and the average valence GT so
it seemed that mass spectroscopy alone is unable to distinguish the systems. When pure
monocopper GT was eventually synthesised, (Section G ) and confírmed by X-ray
crystallography, there was no evidence of a dinuclear species in the FAB mass spectrum.
Figure 3A.Z compares the FAB mass spec ofthe dicopper and monocopper GT cryptate.
After repeated attempts at synthesising the monocopper crypt using a 1:i ratio of kee
cryptand to [CU(M~CN)~]CIO~
we realised that it was only when copper acetate and an
alcohol solvent were used that the [CuGT]" was obtained. A clean FAB mass spectrum of
the product is seen with no peaks corresponding to a dicopper species. Peaks are evident at
421 (100%) and 520 (2û%) correiponding to [CuGT]" and [CuGT(C104)]', respectively.
What was unexpected in a Cu(II) complex, and therefore initially misleading, was the
yellowibrown colour of the solid product. The electronic spectrum of the monocopper GT
cryptate shows a charge transfer band at 365 nm (E = 1750 M'cm-') and stronger transitions
below 300 nm. Once this was recognised as being characteristic of [CuGT]", it proved useful
in synthesis as this colour was not seen in the course of the synthesis of either the dicopper (I)

or average valence cryptates.
ESR, magnetic measurements and X-ray crystallography further codinn that this

product is a monocopper@) cryptate and not a Cu(1) species. The mononuclear Cu(II)
cryptate exhibits a normal axial-type four line ESR spectrum with g.;(2.281) > gL (2.084) and

A! =145 G which is consistent with interaction of the odd electron with just one copper centre
(I = 3/2). Magnetic susceptibility measurements also confirm its monocopper(II) nature via a

virtually temperature-independent moment falling only slightly from 1.94 at 293 K to 1.82 at
80 K.
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3A.4.1 X-Raystructure of ~Cu(rr)G~~ClO~)~.2.2MeCN1'

X-ray quality crystals precipitated from the mother solution as yellow plates. The unit
cell is composed of the [CuGT]" cation, two independent perchlorate molecules and an
acetonitrile molecule. The structure of the cation is shown in Figure 3A.3. The Cu(1I) ion is
co-ordinated to the six imino donors, but not to the bridgehead amines, and has effective D3
symmetry. The amino N bridgehead atoms lie 3.24 A from the metal ion within the near
planar arrangement of adjacent methylene carbons, suggesting near sp2 hybridisation of
tertiary amine nitrogens.
The dihedral angle between adjacent imine groups in each chain is small [N11-C3-C4N12 = 3.3"], suggesting that no significant distortion is imposed on the ligand. This generates
a small ligand bite angle mi 1-Cu-NI2 = 76.0"(2)]. The distances f?om-the CU" to the six
imino-N donor atoms fall into two sets: two long bonds and four short bonds. (Table 3A.1)
This is expected as d9, Cuz' complexes are expected to show Jahn Teller distortions. In this
system the distortion is the more common tetragonal extension, involving four strongly bound
donors in a square plane and two more weakly bound axial donors (in e.g. [Cu(NH~).@i20)~].
3A.5

RGT
The imine function of the macrobicycle GT may readily be hydrogenated using NaE3H4

in methanol solution to yield the octaamine derivative RGT. Complexes of RGT are expected
to show enhanced flexibility relative to other small cryptates which have been"studied,
because (cJ Sargesons sar ligand) of the presence of the bridgehead nitrogen which is capable
of inversion; or (cf Sargesons sep ligand) of the longer methylene chain in the ligand cap; (or
CJ

GT) due to the absence of sterically restricting imine bonds6
The relatively high basicity of the aminocryptands may be expected to favour

protonation of any uncoordinated secondary or primary amino-N donor, as frequently seen in
diamsar cryptates, even in the absence of deliberately added acid.
The white solid product was easily recognised from its infrared spectrum being
obviously different from that of the parent hexaimine macrobicycle, (Figure 3A.4). The
strong imine signal at -1630 cm-', is removed and an NH peak is seen at 3259 cm-'. X-ray
cry~tallography'~
revealed that the broad absorption band, in the region 3528 cm-', was due to
the presence of six adventitious lattice waters in the unit cell. The E1 mass spectrum of RGT
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gave a peak at d e 370 (15%) which could be assigned to the parent ion although the majority
of peaks were due to fragmentation.

*

The 'H NMR spectrum of RGT in &-MeOH is shown in Figure 3A.5. On removal of
the C=N bond the H, methylene proton signal moves upfield and is observed as a singlet at 6
2.8 ppm. Signals attributed to & and H,are observed as triplets arising from vicinal coupling,

at 6 2.5 and 6 2.7 ppm, respectively. No differentiation of equatorial and axial methylene
signals was evident. On lowering the temperature, the signal is observed to broaden until at
253 K three signals are observed which show no fine structure and appears to be close to
coalescence. This suggests that the rate of interconversion of axial and equatorial protons is
approaching the time-scale of the 'H NMR experiment. Although the N H resonance is
typically broad in other 'H NMR spectra of octaamine cryptands of this series, we were unable
to locate it even following a DzO shake carried out on the 'H NMR spectrum of RGT in
CDC1j.
3A.6

[Cu(II)RGT][BPh.t]z
Due to the presence of amine donors within this host, clean synthesis of a Cu(1)

complex was not anticipated or indeed successful. The mononuclear Cu(Ií) complex was
synthesised so that physical measurements recorded for the average-valence complex could be
distinguished as originating fìom copper-copper bond formation or from metal-to-ligand
interactions, as appropriate.
Unlike the copper-GT system, where use of 1:l stoichiometry under appropriate
solvent conditions generates the clean monocopper cryptate, the product of reaction of RGT
with Cu(ClO4)~.6H20in a 1.1 ratio is a mixture, principally containing the well characterised
average-valence cryptate, [CU~RGT](C~O~)J,
(See Chapter 3A.11).

This is shown by

examination of the ESR spectrum of the solid product from the 1:l Cu:RGT reaction, where
the characteristic seven-line pattern is dominant. Electronic spectral monitoring of the intense
far-red absorption confirms that in methanol solution, under pH-neutral conditions, the
dinuclear average-valence species dominates at 1:1 (and lower) Cu:RGT stoichiometry.
Given the evidence for copper-copper bonding in these average-valence cryptates such
predominance of the 2:1 form is unsurprising
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The attempt to isolate the monocopper(II) RGT cryptate succeeded only with B P K
counterion where the insolubility of the product resulted in its’ trapping! The infrared
spectrum of the complex shows strong absorption bands at 33 I 1 cm-’ c”)and 1578, 1478,
1426, 735 and 708 cm-’ (BPh). The product was too insoluble for FAB mass spectrum,
however, electrospray mass spectroscopy reveals that only one copper has been co-ordinated.
There is no evidence of a dinuclear complex. The molecular ion peak is that of the
monocopper species with one counterion i.e. [Cu(lI)RGT(BPh)]’, the usual pattern for these
systems. A strong peak at d e = 433 (60 %), attributed to [Cu”RGT]’-, also appears.
The ESR spectrum displays a normal axial-type four line spectrum with g~!(2.214) >
a(2.028) > 2.00 and Ai/

=

170 G (in solid state) typical of a square pyramid Cu(II) geometry.

This is also seen from the electronic spectrum - the green solution has a high-energy
absorption band at 632 nm (E cannot be obtained with certainty owing to the impurity of bulk
powder) although there is no sign of a low-energy shoulder.‘*
Magnetic susceptibility measurements suggest impurity of the bulk solid. The moment
is lower than expected for a monocopper(II) species. At 293 K the moment is 1.25 B.M.
falling to 0.95 B.M. at 80 K. The
- impurities could be either an unidentified Cu(1) complex or
perhaps some percentage of free ligand or NaBPh. Such impurities would also account for
the poor elemental analysis.
3A.6.1 X-Ray Crystallographic Structure of [Cu(II)RGT][BPh&

It was of interest to obtain and compare the X-ray stmcture of [Cu(II)RGq(BPb)z
against its [Cu(II)GT](CIO& analogue. The pale green complex, [Cu(II)RGT](BPh&, was
crystallised from acetonitrile resulting in dark green cubes. The crystal structure is shown in
Figure 3A.6. This is one of the least symmetric cryptate structures solved for the series. For

the larger cations a more symmetric central portion is adopted.
The copper is distorted square pyramidal, co-ordinated to five of the eight potential
donors from one end of the cavity. Table 3A.f shows relevant bond lengths and angles. The
poor match of the cation dimension with cavity size in this conformation presumably explains
the tendency of cryptates of this, and similar small transition series cations, to adopt an
alternative co-ordination mode which leaves some secondary amine donors uncoordinated and
available for protonation. The conformational mobility allows a single Cu(D) cation to select
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a donor set which leaves the secondary amines uncoordinated and in turn, facilitates a kinetic
lability absent in sep or sur cages or in the hexaimino cryptate, GT.
Like many of the complexes of this ligand it is very basic (p&

- 11) making it very

susceptible to protonation, especially in protic environments. Although we have evidence of a
protonated monocopper@) species in the ESR spectrum of a bulk average valent powder, it
seems that, in the crystalllised product at least, the pPha]- ion prevents protonation. Once the
[BPh]' counterion is removed (using AgC104 in acetonitrile) the mixed valence complex is
formed - a B P L mediated conproportionation mechanism is likely. Attempts to co-ordinate a
second cation were unsuccessful possibly due to restriction caused by the bulky ßPL]'ion.
The X-ray structures of mononuclear [PbRGT][ClO& and [MnRGT][CIO& have
previously been reported.'Z319For the lead cryptate, the Pb'+ cation is unsymmetrically coordinated but centrally sited. In this case it forms short bonds (2.6 - 2.7 Å) to four secondary
amine nitrogens and four long bonds (> 2.8 Å) to the bridgehead N and two other secondary
amines. In this respect it is very different to the mononuclear copper complex. The situation
changes for manganese. In the /&fnRGT]''

cation the manganese atom is symmetrically

placed within a relatively long, slightly elliptical cryptand having an overall le1
conformation."

There is a wide range (2.36 - 2.53 Å) of Mn-N distances probably due to

misfit between host and guest preferred dimensions, (Figure 3A.7).
3A.7

[CUZNGT][C~O~]Z
Due to the versatility and ease of formation of the tren-capped series of cryptands it

was hoped that similar dicopper complexes could be formed with the larger trispropylaminoderived cap. This could allow for a small increase in the distance between the coppers and it
would be interesting to see the effect of any internuclear distance increase upon oxidation would copper-copper bond formation occur?
A facile literature preparation of the tripodal amine tris(3-aminopropy1)amine (trpn)
existed and the amine was synthesised in good yield according to Scheme 3A.1. Attempts to
produce free cryptands by Schiff base reactions of dialdehydes shown in Scheme 3.3 with trpn
has so far proved unsuccessful. This is not unexpected due to the increased chain length of the
amine giving an extra degree of freedom, allowing polymerisation to compete with [2+3] ring
closure, resulting in insoluble gelatinous polymeric solids. However, in the presence of a
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Figure 3A. 7a X-ray structure of [ P b R G T r , Selected distances (A): Pb-N 2.675

-

(11) 2.737(13), Pb-N(bridgehea4 2.831 (1)

3
Figure 3A. 7B

X-ray structure of [Mn RGTY, Selected distances (4: Mn-N
2.36(2) 2.53(2), hln-N(bridgehea4 2.80 (2)

-
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suitable template ion, or pairs of ions, the amine and dialdehyde can be preorganised into
conformations suitable for one-step assembly of the cryptand. G.Morgan has successfully
synthesised trpn-capped cryptates by templating, using mainly Ag' or occasionally Ba2' or
Pb2+.I l For the extended series shown in Scheme 3A.2 template synthesis using silver etc. has
been successful.
Unsuccessful attempts were again made to synthesise the cryptand NGT, for our
purposes, by f?ee ligand synthesis and also by templating on group II and the lanthanide earth
metals. It was hoped that the low yield experienced in Cu(1) template synthesisI6 could be
enhanced, leading to a better route to the dicopper systems and incidentally a fuller analysis of
the co-ordination and geometries possible for this cryptate.
Although the [Cuz(I)NGT](C1O~)z
complex could be obtained by a template synthesis,
the synthesis was not always reliable and yields were low We were able, at least partly, to
explain this by the isolation of a stable carbinolaime by-product, q v . Chapter 3A.8.
The infrared spectrum of the crude product displays strong characteristic absorbances
for the perchlorate counterion. The absence of C=O stretches is an indication that ring closure
has occurred to generate the macrobicyclic structure. However, intriguing features of the
infrared spectrum, are the abso6tions in the amine region at 3250 cm-' and peaks at 1597,
1643 and 1664 cm-l. These absorptions make it difficult to identifl the characteristic imine
absoption seen in the azacryptand series. As discussed earlier these are presumably due to the
presence of a carbinolamine product similar to that identified in the reaction mixture or to a
polymeric material derived from it (in many crops of the product there was insoluble
material).
FAB mass spectrum was the most informative tool prior to X-ray studies in
characterising the dicopper(1) complex. There are two dominant peaks: [Cu2NGT(CIO,) HzO]
+

(687, 65%) and [CUZNGT.HZO]~'
(586, 50%) with less intense features corresponding to

[Cu2NGT(CIO4)]' (667, 5%) and [CU~NGT]" (568, 12%). The elemental analysis fits the
formulation of [CUZNGT](CIO&.~HZOThere are also peaks at 523 (10 YO)and 623 (10 Yo)
corresponding to [CUNGT.HZO]' and [CUNGT]CIOJ.HZO,respectively.

The FAB mass

spectrum does not show any peaks at 465 which could be assigned to the crystallised
carbinolamine by-product and this may be due to instability in the FAB process. It is however
possible that other carbinolamines exist in the bulk product and the peaks at 523 and 623 cm-'
are as a result of such complexes.
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3A.7.1 X-Ray Structure of [CUZNGT](CIOJ)Z

The formula unit consists of discrete [CuzNGT]” cations and two CIO; counterions.
A view of the cation is given in Figure 3A.8 with a list of selected bond lengths and angles in
Table 3A.3 The trigonal pyramidal metal ions form a short bond to the imine nitrogens, Cu-N
imine (2.003 Å) and a longer bond to the bridgehead nitrogen, Cu-N bridgehead (2.215 A).
The structure differs from the tren-capped crypts, as we have also observed in the tren and
trpn-capped podate series, because the trpn cap gives the Cu(I) room to sit on the bridgehead
side of the N3(imine) plane. The propylene strands in each of the capping subunits allow for
enlargement of the cavity in comparison to the tren-capped analogue. This explains the
copper-copper distance of 2.928

&

which is significantly longer than that reported for

dicopper(1) GT, (2.5 Å).
Previous X-ray structure determination of the mixed-dent [CUZNGT]~’ion had
shown a Cu-Cu distance of

- 2.4 Å - a dramatic shortening of internuclear distances has

accompanied the oxidation process.16 This is clear evidence for Cu-Cu bond formation and is
discussed in Chapter 3A.12.1. We are currently investigating the process involved in the
electrochemical oxidation, Chapter 3D.
3A.8

[Cu(Carbanolamine)]ClO~
Carbinolamines have rarely been isolated and are generally regarded as a transient in

Schiff base processes.” Its persistence in this reaction indicates it is competing successfully
with [CUZNGT](CIO&formation and is therefore a significant complex to investigate.
Template formation of the dicopper(I) NGT cryptate was often unsuccessful and yields
were low. However, rather than assuming that a hydrolysis reaction has followed cryptate
formation, it was often observed that when attempting to synthesise the dicopper (I) cryptate a
blueigrey solid was retrieved. It was only when a bright blue crystal (a Cu(I1) carbinolamine)
crystallised from a solution of the average valence cryptate that we could envisage a reason
for the poor yields. The FAE3 mass spectrum, ESR and magnetic data indicate that this is the
powder form of the single blue crystals. The fact that the pure [Cu2NGT]’+ is very stable in
aqueous solution, as judged by the long-term stability of it’s DzO ‘H NMR solution, also leads
us to believe that a hydrolysis mechanism of the intact cryptate is not occumng and rather a
competing template reaction is responsible.
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The Cu(Ii) carbinolamine exhibits a normal axial-type four line ESR spectrum with gil
(2.219) > g i (2.043) and AO=170 G which is consistent with interaction of the odd electron

on a single copper centre (I = 32). Magnetic susceptibility measurements also confirm the
Cu(I1) nature with a virtually temperature-independent moment falling only slightly from 1.93

.
M e r discussion with Prof D. Parker a mechanism has been proposed and is shown in

at 293 K to 1.84 at 80 K.

Scheme 3A.3. The first step involves a Schiff base condensation of one amine group with a
glyoxal molecule which has already become hydrated in solution. M e r proton transfer,
intramolecular H-bonding may direct the process leading to the loss of a water molecule. The
whole process is repeated on the second amine group. The lone pau of a hydroxyl group can
then attack a neighbouring carbonyl group in a reversible reaction that is often seen in
carbohydrate chemistry.

The last stage involves proton loss, probably during Cu(Ii)

complexation. It appears that the formation of the carbinolamine competes with template
synthesis of [CU,NGT](CIO.+)Z
in protic solvents.
The discovery of this Cu(I1) species has lead to a greater understanding of the template
reaction occumng. The initial blue flash seen at the start of the experiment, even where inert
atmospheric protection was used, was cause for concern and many attempts have been made
to avoid it. However, it seems that the formation of the carbinolamine is inevitable but the
yield can be reduced by altering reaction conditions. A large excess of acetonitrile favours the
Cu(1) redox state and the use of argon over nitrogen seems to improve the quality of product.
Unfortunately, it appears that the dicopper(1) cryptate and the carbinolamine are not the only
products. A polymeric species appears to be the major product, in the form of a dark green
insoluble solid. It is difficult to avoid this product even by working at high dilution.
3A.8.1 X-RayStructure of [Cu(Carbanoiamine)]CIO~

The X-ray structure is interesting and clearly demonstrates a stabilised carbinolamine.
The structure reveals that the carbinolamine is in fact deprotonated at OU. There is only one
perchlorate molecule in the unit cell. A 2:l dia1dehyde:amine stoichiometry is evident in this
complex, although a 3:2 dia1dehyde:amine ratio was used.

The formulation is

[CI,H~~N~O~CU][CIO~].
This was later confirmed by FAB mass spectrum which showed
peaks at 365 (23%) and 465 (30%) attributable to [Cu(Carbinolamine)]'
[Cu(Carbinolamine)]ClO4, respectively. The cation is shown in Figure 3A.9.

and

The copper is trigonal biyramidal, co-ordinated to ail of the four potential nitrogen
donors and to an oxygen atom. The distance to the N bridghead is 2.029(7) Å which is shorter
than seen in its analogous [Cu2NGT](ClO& complex which is 2.217(15) Å. This distance is
similar to that reported in the analogous Cu(1) trpn-based podates. A 1, 5 , 8- triazaundecane
ring has been formed, fused at N3 I-Cu to five-membered ring containing heteroacyclic
oxygen. Both rings are substituted to the five-membered ring by a pair of OH functions in
trans-diol fashion. One OH co-ordinates to Cu and thus deprotonates. The eleven-membered

-

ring is substituted by a pendant aminopropylhnction at NZIand an OH derivative. The H-NzlC-021-H function may be stabilised with respect to dehydration thus preventing the formation
of an imine bond. This may be because the geometry of this moiety is inappropriately
disposed to dehydration in the protic solvent. The Cu2'-O- bond may be thermodynamically
stabilised but kinetic factors are also important. Comparing this complex with the Cu(1) trpnbased podates structurally characterised in Chapter 2, it seems that the rigidity may prevent
dehydration.
This unexpected reaction product, while discouraging &om a synthetic point of view,
has many implications for mechanism of Schiff Base condensation, not least in the isolation of
the stabilised carbinolamine.
3A.9

Synthetic Routes to Average-Valence Dicopper Cryptates
The CU~.~-CU'.'
site is not spontaneously formed without steric enforcement, but is

achievable within a host which constrains the copper bonding orbitals to approach bonding
distance (- 2.4 Å) in a symmetric co-ordination environment which is acceptable to both the
+I and +2 oxidation state. The azacryptands discussed are ideal hosts for such purposes.

The octammine host, RGT, acts as a hard basez2 and therefore stabilises the +2 copper
redox state producing the most stable and easily synthesised of the three delocalised mixed
valence complexes. For this reason other research groups have reported several important
aspects of this system with relevance to its use as a CUA
3A.10 [CU~GT]*

Within GT the (+I, +I) state of dicopper is the most stable redox state, but this can
readily undergo one-electron oxidation with mild oxidising agents such as Ag(I) and Ce(Iv) to

'

generate [CuzLJ3' salts. We have also been able to synthesise the average valence complex by
addition of a Cu(1) salt to [CU(~I)GT]~'.However, the synthesis and characterisation of this
average valence dicopper complex has often proved difficult owing to solution instability.
Although stable in the solid state, the product may be contaminated with the oxidant and
attempts at recrystallisation often prove futile. The average-valence GT complex also rapidly
decomposes in organic solvents.
The average-valence complex was characterised by satisfactory elemental analysis and
the FAB mass spectrum could be assigned to [CuzGT(CIO4)]' (684, lo%), [CuzGT(ClO4)]*'
(585, lOoO?) and [CU~GT]"(484, 80%).
While carrying out spectroscopic experiments it became apparent that the averagevalent form of this cryptate could be stabilised by using an excess of silver ion in aqueous
solution. This procedure led to the isolation of small X-ray-quality crystals. The X-ray
structure has recently been solved by V. McKee and is shown in Figure 3A.10. Previous
structural data on the [CUZGT]~*
system was only inferred, from the fact that the mixed-valent
form could be successfully doped into dicopper(1) crystals in 30% proportion, proving
isomorphism of dicopper(1) and dicopper(1 .5)cryptates.

Figure 3A.10 confirms the isomdrphism, as well as allowing determination of the
bond lengths with greater accuracy. As steric constraint in this rigid small imine host does not
allow much opportunity for alteration of the copper-copper internuclear distance in the nonbonded dicopper(i) and average valence forms, there is limited opportunity to reflect coppercopper bond formation through alteration of internuclear distances. However, a small but
significant shortening from 2.488 (i) to 2.380 (5) Å is discernible which supports the idea of
bond formation in the average-valent form.

3A. 11 [Cul.'RGT](CIO~)~

The combination of the longer methylene chain and nitrogen bridgehead in the RGT
cryptand is responsible for the existence of dicopper complexes, which are not
conformationally possible within the tighter sep or sur cages.
The mixed valence copper complexes of RGT were found to be the most air stable of
the three complexes. The complex can be formed from the reaction of a Cu(II) salt with the
reduced ligand in methanol. Cu(ii) acetate was the salt most often used because its' basicity
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minimised any possible chance of protonation. However, it soon became obvious that when
pure samples were absolutely required, Cu(I1) acetate was present as a contaminant. This
prompted the use of Cu(C104)2 with triethylamine providing mildly basic conditions. Under
these conditions, the blue colour of the solution became progressively more intense, indicating
slow formation of the mixed valence complex.
The complex was stable in organic solvents unlike its analogue [Cu(1.5)GTI3'. This
was unsurprising as the reduced cryptates are expected to be more chemically robust and also
because the amine donors stabilise the exidised redox state, unlike imine donors which
stabilises the reduced state.
The FAB mass spectrum was further evidence for the formulation [Cuz(RGT)I3'peaks attributable to [Cu2RGT(C104)2]' (695) and [CUZRGT(C~O~)]~+
(596) respectively were
present. ESR spectroscopy later confirmed the formulation, Chapter 3C.

X-Ray Struture of [Cu2(RGT)J"

3A.11.1
The

X-ray

crystal

structures

of

[CUZ(RGT)(NO~)~].~HZO
and

The Cu-Cu distances for
[CU~(RGT)(CH~CO&].~HZO
have been reported by Barr et dZ3
these two complexes compare well and it is noted that this short Cu-Cu bond distance is
shorter than those reported for both dicopper (I) and dicopper (1.5) complexes of the GT
system. Each Cu atom is in a trigonal bipyramidal environment with very similar apical and
equatorial Cu-N distances. The copper atoms are pulled towards each other and out of the
plane defined by the three equatorial amine nitrogens, (Figure 3A.11).

3A.12 [CU''~NGT](CIO~)~
This complex posed many problems! Initial synthesis involved oxidation of the
dicopper(1) cryptate with Ag' in acetonitrile. Although acetonitrile favours the Cu(1) state it
appeared to be the only solvent that was suitable to dissolve the dicopper(1) cryptate. In fact
X-ray quality crystals were obtained albeit in very low yield.
It was anticipated that using water as a solvent would cause disproportionation of the
[CUZ(I)NGT](CIO~)Z.However, the product was found to be moderately water soluble
producing a clean solution, as judged by 'H NMR. Upon Ag(1) oxidation a blue solution was
formed and this was found (UVNis and ESRZ4)to be the average valence complex. M e r
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slow evaporation of the aqueous solvent, dark green cubic crystals were produced and this was
the only satisfactory method of achieving solid average valence NGT. The solid product yield
is very low hence the lack of elemental analysis. UVNis and X-ray studies were however
sufficient for characterisation of this complex as an average valence copper cryptand.
3A.12.1

Structural Evidence for Copper-Copper Bond Formation

When the [Cu2NGTj3+structure is compared to [CuzNGTf' immediately noticeable is

-

the > 0.5 Å shortening of the copper-copper internuclear distance from 2.93 Å to 2.419 f ~ ,
(Figure 3A.12). This change takes place without much structural alteration of the host, except
for the overall reduction of the N-bridgehead -N bridgehead distance and the slight tightening
of the helical pitch in the methylene link. The slight shortening of the Cu-N bridgehead
distance in the mixed valent versus the dicopper(1) form may reflect a little delocalisation of
the bond electron density onto the bridgehead nitrogens as suggested by ESR results.24
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Chapter 3B :Resonance Raman Study of Average Valence Dicopper Cryptiites

3B. 1 Introduction

Resonance Raman spectroscopy is a useful method of investigating the nature of orbitals
involved in particular electronic transitions, as the oscillator most strongly excited by a transition

will be the one whose bonding character is most affected. Thus, it represents a good way of
probing the copper-copper bond found in ouriryptates.

In a resonance Raman experiment the sample is normally excited using a frequency that is
not absorbed by the sample. The probability of absorption is very low, and excitation is to a
virtual excited state whose lifetime is very short and whose energy is correspondingly poorly
defined. If light whose absorption probability is high is used, the effects of local heating by the
laser beam are usually so great that the sample decomposes. This local heating can be avoided
by spinning the sample rapidly under the laser so that different parts of the sample are heated in
turn resulting in stronger Raman signals as the exciting light is absorbed by the sample. This

effect is the Resonance Raman effect.25
Conventionally, Raman ’spectra require a relatively high sample concentration in the
order of O. 1M or greater. This limits their application to real biological problems. However,
when the Raman exciting line falls within the envelope of an electronic absorption band, it
becomes possible to see spectra at concentrations of approximately

M. QualitativelL these

spectra arise only from the pari of the molecule associated with the electronic transition.*’
Nelson et al previously reported preliminary Resonance Raman studies on the averagevalence dicopper systems concentrating on excitation into far-red absorptions.26 They found that
enhancement of a pair of modes below 300 cm-’ depended markedly on the exciting wavelength.
This account extends the wavelength range of the study and describes the results of 6’Cu
isotopic substitution experiments. In addition, results from a normal co-ordinate analysis are
discussed which elucidate the nature of the low Frequency modes.

Resonance Raman
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3B.2 Experimental
Resonance Raman spectra were recorded in the W region at 363.8 nm where possible
and over a range of wavelengths spanning the visible-NIR absorption for all three complexes.
Experiments were carried out by Drs C. Coates and Ala Al-Obaidi at The Queen's University of
Belfast in collaboration with Professor J.J. Mc Garvey. The synthesis of the isotopically labelled
complexes is reported in Chapter 3 6 .

.

Resonance Raman were recorded over the range 700-950 nm using a Ti-sapphire laser
(Spectral Physics Model 3900) pumped by an Ar' laser (Spectral Physics Model 2025). Spectra
were recorded in a back-scattering geometry on a cooled CCD detector (Princeton Instruments
model LNIIIV 1152) coupled to a single spectrograph (Jobin-Yvon HR640), with a 300
groovedmm grating for the near-ir studies or a 1200 groovedmm element for the W region.
Notch or super-notch holographic filters were used to attenuate laser (Rayleigh) scattering. To
enhance detector sensitivity in the red, the CCD was operated at a temperature of -80 "C instead
of the usual -120 "C for the UV-visible region. Saturated aqueous (-10 mM) solutions of the
complexes were used with NaNO; as internal standard for the construction of excitation profiles.

3B.3

Results

The resonance Raman (RR) spectrum was recorded at an excitation wavelength of363.8

nm for [CU~RGT]~'
in aqueous solution. The principle features appear at frequencies > 300 cm-'
with no visible bands occurring at lower frequencies. RR spectra at this excitation wavelength
for [CuzGTIj' and [CuzNGT]" were too weak to use. It is proposed that this low intensity is
partly due to the poor match of the exciting kequency with significant absorption in the
hexaimine cryptates, but may also derive from the differences in the nature of transition excited

at this wavelength in the octaamine versus hexaimine systems.
RR spectra over a range of excitation wavelengths (700-910 nm) enabled a more detailed
study of the vibrational mode patterns as a function of excitation wavelength
Representative spectra for all three average-valence complexes are shown in Figure 3B.1

(L)
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The notable features of these spectra is the appearance of several polanzed bands in the
frequency range < 300cm-', one in the range (250-295) cm-' and a second in the range (140-

185) cm", specifically at 186 cm-' ([CU~GT~'),160 cm'' ([CU~RGT~')and 150 cm-' ,
([CUZNGT]~')together with a number of weaker, higher frequency, polarized features extending
to 1000 cm-' and beyond, mainly overtones and combination bands.
Excitation profiles from Resonance Raman spectra may be obtained by tuning a dye laser
over the range of the visible spectrum, while mkasunng the intensity of several Raman bands
relative to an internal standard. Excitation profiles for the 141/160 and 240/274 cm-' features of
[Cu2NGTJ3' and [ C U ~ R G T Frespectively,
,
are presented in Figure 3B.2. In [Cu,RGTJ3' the
274 cm'' band is part of a doublet and the other component at 290 cm-' shows a different
excitation profile which is more closely coincident with the electronic band maximum, Figure
3B.2~.The short term stability of GT in aqueous solution increased the difficulty of constructing

an extensive excitation profile. In all of these cases both modes are enhanced through excitation
within the near-IR absorption envelope although the maximum enhancement of the intensity
does not exactly coincide with the NiR absorption maximum for either mode.
The maximum resonance intensity for the 274 cm-' feature in RGT lies near 770 nm
(around 10-20 nm to longer wavelength of the absorption maximum) while that for the 160 cm-'
mode lies toward yet lower energies, > 800 nm.

This confirms the existence of several

contributions to the electronic absorption spectrum.
The same pattern is noted in the imine hosts. However, for the NGT, where the NíR
maximum lies furthest to the red, the fall off in detector response prevented location of the
excitation profile maximum for either of the two modes.

3B.3.1 Isotopic Studies

in order to provide more information on the nature of the low frequency modes, studies
were carried out on isotopically labelled complexes. RR spectra were recorded for

65

Cu-

substituted samples of GT and RGT (see section G for sample preparation). It was not possible
to generate a

65

Cu substituted sample of NGT due to synthetic restrictions imposed by the

necessaiy template synthesis on Cu(1). The results at -A

= 810 nm are shown in Figure 3B.3.
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For GT the 184 cm-' band shows a small but reproducible shift of ca. 0.7 cm". That for
the mode near 293 cm-' is significantly larger, 1.6 cm-'. These findings have been confirmed for
GT at two other excitation wavelengths, 710 nm and 910 nm. in the case of RGT the 159 cm-'
mode again exhibits only a small shift of 0.7 cm-' but for both the 274 and 295 cm-' modes the

shift is appreciable, 1.7 cm-'. Allowing for error these results are in agreement with other
independent isotope shifì data reported by Woodruff and coworkers2'.

3B.4 Spectroscopic Evidence for Copper-Copper Bond Formation
The X-ray structural characterisation along with Resonance Raman and NCA (Normal
CO-ordmate Analysis) provides evidence supporting copper-copper bond formation in the
average valence cryptates.
As the principal vibrational bands in the region < 800 cm-' in the RR spectra of the
average valent cryptates are polarised, totally symmetric modes with contributions from Cu-Cu
and Cu-N stretching and N-Cu-N bending co-ordinates are expected.
From the excitation profiles for the primary features in the 186/150 and 240/295 cm-'
range, at least two electronic transitions contribute to the near-lR absorption proñie in the range
700-900 nm. Assignment of the electronic spectrum is in agreement with these findings.

It had previously been anticipated that the modes associated with substantial Cu-Cu
motion would most probably lie at frequencies < 200 cm-'. However, these RR experiments
carried out on isotopically substituted complexes show that the real situation is not so straight
forward with substantial mode mixing taking place. However, from the magnitude of the shift in
the 290 cm-' feature in RGT upon Cu6' substitution, 1.7 cm-', compared with the smaller shifì of
-0.7 cm-' in the 180 cm-' band, it would appear that the copper motion is more involved in the

higher frequency mode
Assignment of the electronic spectrum of GT confirms that the most intense feature of
the NIR absorption corresponds to a o-o*transition, as discussed in Chapter 1. Thus, its
excitation is expected to give rise to enhancement of the Cu-Cu stretching mode in the RR
spectrum. The isotope data show that the largest contribution from a Cu-Cu stretch is to the
250/290 cm-' feature and this is in l i e with the excitation profile. An approximate Normal Co-
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ordinate Analysis (NCA) (carried out by G Baranovich at the Institut R Boskovic, Croatia) does
not however indicate the existence of a pure Cu-Cu stretching mode, although the 240/29S cm-'
mode shows a greater contribution from a Cu-Cu stretching co-ordinate than does any other.
Both RR and MCD data indicate a second component in the electronic spectra and this
excites a second, lower frequency, mode which the isotope shifts suggest, has a smaller
contribution from Cu-Cu motion. The assignment of the electronic spectrum suggests that this
component is being enhanced upon excitation of a 6 - cs* transition, which may be expected to
affect Cu-N. as well as Cu-Cu orbital overlap. The NCA suggests substantial contribution in this
case from the Ne-Cu-N. bending motion. It is interesting in this connection to note that IRactive modes at around 180-190 cm-' are seen in both mono-Cu(r[) and di-Cu(1) as well as in the
average valence cryptates. There may be bending modes with similar frequency but different
symmetry.
Although interaction of Cu-Cu and Cu-N vibrational modes with cryptand skeletal modes
is not included in the NCA, it is to be expected that such an interaction would influence the
observed frequencies to some extent. The trends in the low frequency modes e.g.: 186 (GT),
160 (RGT), 150 (NGT), are qualitatively in accord with expectation in this respect. Interaction

with skeletal modes of the cryptand will be most marked in the tightest and most rigid cryptand
(GT) and least marked in the most flexible (NGT).

3B.5

Summary o f Normal Co-ordinate Analysis

In view of the large number of vibrational degrees of freedom for the three complexes,
coupled with a lack of sufficiently comprehensive vibrational data, an approximate normal coordinate analysis (NCA) only has been attempted. This was performed on the 10-atom skeletal
structure, N-CuN;-CuNz-N (common to all three cryptates and hereafter referred to as CuN),
taken to belong to the point group D3, inferred from X-ray structures. It is assumed that D3
symmetry applies in solution, even though lower symmetry may exist in the solid state or other
matrixes.
The relevant structural parameters for CuN are given in Table 3B.1. The reducible
representation for the 10-atom system in the assumed D; point group is composed of the
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+ 3A2 + 8E For convenience, the internal co-ordinates used in this

work are labelled and described in Table 3B.2. Since the charge distributions along the
principal C3 axis are expected to differ substantially from those orthogonal to this axis, distinct
force constants are defined to describe the Cu-axial-N and Cu-equatorial-N stretching coordinates.
The following approach was adopted: taking

mN

as 14.0067, isotope data for

[63Cu~RGT]3'and P'CuzRGTlj', from resonance Raman spectra reported by Woodruff et al.,
were used to generate an initial force field for this system. Six of the force constants in Table
3B.2 were adjusted to fit eight frequencies, the remainder being assigned "reasonable" values

on the grounds that they exert no influence on the AI modes. The force constants that emerge
from the initial input data for the [63CuzRGTI3+and [65C~2RGT]3t
are shown in Table 3B.2. In
view of the highly approximate nature of the NCA used, detailed comment on the magnitudes
of the force constants is largely unwarranted. While the magnitudes are smaller than might be
expected, we have no baseline values with which to make comparison in the present instance.

Table 3B.1

Structural Parameters (Bonds, A and Angles, deg) for Dicopper(1)

and Dicopper (1.5) Complexes

of the cage. 'Data for the nitrate salt rather than the perchlorate

We were unable to chose optimum masses for the N atoms in the ligands. The relative
magnitudes of the force constants in Table 3B.2 for the Cu-N, and Cu-N, bonds are
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qualitatively in line with the crystallographic data in Table 3B.1. However, this should only be
regarded as coincidental since the NCA is based on RGT, for which the Cu-N, and Cu-N,
distances differ by only 0.01 A. The force field derived from RGT was then used to calculate
vibrational frequencies for GT and NGT, with mN= 14.0067 and m ~ .= 63.546. The results for
the lowest frequency modes, < 300 cm-’, together with the potential energy distributions

(PEDS), are not much different from those for RGT, shown in Table 3B.3, because the
geometry differences between the CuN models are not large enough. Although the spectral
for the
region up to cu 1100 cm-’ has been probed, we concentrate on the region < 400 cm-’
purposes of comparison with the results of the NC analysis.

Table 3B.2

Force Constants for CuN obtained from Isotopic Frequency ShiftsB

for [~JCUZRGT]”and [65CuZRGT]*

Cu-N, bends
A

0.110

0.0

Torsional mode

T

2.900

0.0

(Cu-N, stretch)( Cu-Cu stretch)
interaction

RQ

0.178

0.045

(Cu-N, stretch)(Nau-Cu-Neq bend)

RA=-QA

,184

0.109

Symmetry-adapted combination of N,Cu-Cu linear bends

interaction

‘Force constants in rndydk (stretch),

Zero error means that the corresponding force constant was kept fixed
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Using the spectroscopic data for GT for which isotopic shifts have been measured for
two features (Figure 3B.3), a different force field was obtained which may arise largely from
the simplistic assumption that effective nitrogen masses are 14.0067 in all cases. Despite the
approximate nature of the NCA, a number of interesting conclusions emerge. Most strikingly,
the PEDS show that the Cu-Cu stretching vibration is strongly coupled not only to Cu-N-,
stretching motion but also to N,-Cu-N,

Table 3B.3

bending co-ordinates.

Observed and Calculated isotopic Frequency Shifts (cm-') and Potential

Energy Distributions" (PED)

a

See Table 38.2. Symmetry species in D,,' See figure 3B.1, Reference 27

3B.6

Conclusions
Despite the unavoidable mixing of modes in these strongly coupled oscillators which

prevents the observation of a pure Cu-Cu stretching motion, we can conclude that the mode
with the greatest share of this motion is a relatively high frequency one aroun 270-290 cm-' in all
three cases. The force constant emerging from the NCA is unexpectedly high for a one-electron
bond, almost double that attributed to Cu-Cu stretching in CUAsite of CCO and indeed
compares favourably to that of Cuz which involves a two-electron bond To some extent, this
must be reflect the neglected coupling of Cu-Cu and Cu-N modes with skeletal modes of the
cryptand, but it also emphasises the efficiency of interaction between appropriately disposed
orbitals in mixed valence dicopper systems. The striking reduction in Cu-Cu distance in NGT
upon one-electron oxidation from the dicopper(1) state likewise illustrates the facility with ?:iv
the one-electron bond may be formed.
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Although comparison of the X-ray structures of two pairs of dicopper(i) and diwpper
(1.5) complexes provided valuable evidence for copper-copper bond formation, Resonance

Raman spectroscopy fails to identify a clean copper-copper stretching mode. This is due to
extensive mixing of several stretching and bending modes. However, isotopic substitution
experiments indicate signiñcant Cu-Cu character in the -250 cm-' mode.

ENDOR (Electron Nudear Double Resonance1
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Introduction to ENDOR

ENDOR (electron nuclear double resonance) was introduced in 1956 by George Feher
in order to resolve hyperfine and nuclear quadrupole couplings which are not accessible in the
EPR spectra. In this technique the spin system is simultaneously irradiated by a microwave and
a radio frequency
The development of ENDOR has resulted in an enhanced understanding of the metal
co-ordination environment in metalloproteins and has frequently clarified unambiguously the
nature of ligands which have remained obscure in EPR i.e. it gives enhanced spectral resolution

of ENDOR in comparison to EPR. It is particularly useful in biology because only the ligands
adjacent to the paramagnetic site are observable, thus, in favoura6le cases, enabling
identification of co-ordinated d

3C.1.2

o acids.

EPR versus ENDOR
Metalloproteins are usually studied as solids (frozen aqueous solutions, glasses, single

crystals) at low temperature. However, for an EPR experiment, these conditions yield
inhomogenously broadened lines due to unresolved hyperfine interaction and orientation
distribution of paramagnetic centres.
For complicated spin systems, the number of EPR lines become much greater than the
number of ENDOR tines. This is due to the different selection rules for EPR and ENDOR
transitions. in an EPR spectrum (Ams

=

2 1 , A m i = O) the number of lines increases

multiplicatively with the number of non-equivalent nuclei whereas in ENDOR (Ams = O, A d
=

+ 1) the corresponding increase is only additive.

As the total spectral widths in EPR and

ENDOR are of the same order of magnitude, the average spectral density is much smaller in the
ENDOR than in the EPR display, i.e. if there are n equivalent nuclei there will be 2nI + 1 lines
in ESR but only 2 lines in the corresponding ENDOR spectrum. Thus, hyperfine couplings
which cannot be observed in a single crystal EPR spectrum because of inhomogeneous tine
broadening, may frequently be resolved with ENDOR.
For compounds containing nuclei with I >. 1, the ENDOR spectrum is characterised by
first order splittings due to nuclear quadrupole interactions. in EPR this coupling aves i s e to
small and usually non-detectable second order shifts. ENDOR therefore represents a very
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sensitive method to study quadrupole couplings of ligands and central ions in paramagnetic
transition metal complexes.

ENDOR has a greater superiority compared to EPR in providing detailed information
about the distribution of spin densities (via measurement of hyperfine couplings) and about
local charge densities (quadrupole couplings) in extended ligand systems. Moreover, W O R
yields additional information, such as identification of nuclei (&-om the nuclear Zeem,an
frequency) and evaluation of relative signs of hyperfine and quadrupole splimngs.

3C.1.3

Basic Principles

ENDOR uses high-power microwave radiation to saturate the electron resonance
transition under inve~tigation.~~
The applied magnetic field and the microwave frequency are
held constant throughout the experiment, at the resonance condition, but at the same time a
nuclear resonance frequency is now applied. The actual frequency of the additional radiation is
continuously varied, and the effect that it has on the saturated electron resonance l i e is
observed. The principle of the method can be illustrated by the example in Figure 3C.1.

Figure 3C I

Detailed energy-level splimhg IIssoci(Ied with proton interaction

Thus, each of the original single electron resonance levels are split into two by the
interaction with the nuclear spin of the proton, as shown in Figure 3C.1, and this energy of
hyperfine interaction can be denoted by ?4 A. As well as this normal hyperfine interaction
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between the magnetic moments ofthe unpaired electron and the protons, there is a direct effect
of the externally applied magnetic field, H, on the nuclear magnetic moment itself This is
usually much smaller than the hyperfine interaction in normal electron resonance spectra, but it
will produce a small shift in the four component levels as indicated in Figure 3C.1. The actual
energy of these four levels is shown below:

Level

Energy

A

%gBH+ % A -

B

% gBH - % A + % g&H

C

-% @H

D

-% gBH - ?4A - %&uBNH

$5

&BNH

+ % A + $5 gNBNH

Thus, it can be seen from these detailed expressions, and also from the final energy
spacing in Figure 3C.1, that the energy difference between levels A and B is not quite the same
as that between C and D.
In the ENDOR technique, the high power electron resonance eequency is applied to
saturate one of the electron resonance transition, such as that between A and D in Figure
3C.2a. The result of this saturationwill be to increase the population of the energy level A,
and hence to give level A a higher population than level B. Whilst this saturation is taking
place, a radio frequency is also applied to the sample with a frequency such that hv,f is equal to
the splitting between A and B.

This then stimulates transitions from A to B and the

populations of the two levels will return to the normal equilibrium values. As a result, the
saturation of the electron transition will be removed and a strong electron resonance line will
then be obtained in place of the weakened saturation condition. The net result is that, if the
detecting system is kept set on the electron resonance signal, a sudden increase in intensity will

be obtained when the nuclear resonance signal sweeps through the condition:

A similar situation arises when the radio frequency sweeps through the resonance value
corresponding to the nuclear transition between levels C and D. The saturation of the electron
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A-B
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ENDOR with constant microwave frequency and magnetic field
(Cl

Figure3C.Z

ENDOR for single proton interaction, (a) Saturaiion of E . S R

absorption and desaturation by radi@j'kquency

resonance, (b)E.S.R. spectrum that is

expected (e) ENDOR spectrum that will be obsewed
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resonance will have reduced the number of atoms in the level D, but when the nuclear
resonance transition is induced by the radio-frequency field the populations of levels C and D
will be more or less equalised, and as a result the electron resonance signal being observed will

suddenly become desaturated resulting in a large signal. It follows from this that, if the
radiofrequency signal is swept slowly through a range of values centred on v

= A/2h,

a large

increase in the electron resonance signal will be obtained when the frequency satisfies either the
conditions given by:

From these two values of the radio-frequency resonance signal the values of both A and
gN can be deduced very accurateiy.
The normal electron resonance signal that would be expected from such a system is
shown in Figure 3C.2b and compared with the ENDOR spectrum that would be obtained as
shown in Figure 3 C . 2 ~ .
The vertical axis represents actual absorption produced by the electron resonance
transition; the horizontal axis corresponds to the changing frequency of the applied radiofrequency field.

Absorption lines will therefore be obtained whenever this frequency

corresponds to an actual hyperfine splitting present in the overall energy level pattern. Thus,
the positions of the lines corresponds to splittings and not to different nuclear orientations.
In fact if exactly the same analysis had been applied to a system containing four equally
coupled protons instead of one, only two ENDOR resonance lines would have been obtained,
whereas five separate electron resonance lines are to be expected. In order to explain this, the
two sets of five equally spaced component levels, which were predicted for the four interacting
protons, are shown with the additional effect of the external field on the nucleus added. It is
evident that although there are still five electron resonance lines, at different frequencies,
between these two sets of levels, there are oniy two ENDOR transitions of different frequency
i.e. at the frequency corresponding to the energy gap between components of the top set and at
the different frequency corresponding to the different gap between the components of the
bottom set. The resultant ESR and ENDOR spectra are shown in Figure 3C.3.
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It is clear that the ENDOR spectrum is much simpler and also gives a more direct
measurement of the two coupling parameters involved. The difference between the two types
of spectrum becomes even more marked if there is unequal coupling to some of the protons,
thus one unequally coupled proton causes all the other hyperfine l i e s to be split by its own
interaction. Unequal couplings therefore increase the complexity of the electron resonance
spectra by multiplying factor, whereas each new class of inequivalent nuclei only gives rise to a
total addition of two extra lines in the ENDOR spectrum. It therefore follows that any
hyperfine pattern in which there are any large number of interacting nuclei, and especially if
they are not all equaliy coupled, will normaiiy produce a hyperfine pattern which is extremely
difñcult to resolve by ordinaq electron resonance means. However, the ENDOR spectrum
remains relatively simple and just possesses two lines for each type of inequivalent proton.
The ENDOR technique was initially used to study unresolved hyperfine structure in
inorganic crystals and proved extremely powerful in resolving splittings which were completely
lost in hyperfine patterns buried inside the normal line-width of the electron resonance
spectrum.

3C.1.4

What To Look For

In metalloproteins, in principle, two different contributions of nuclear interaction with
the unpaired spin need to be considered - that of the central metal ion and that of the ligands.
\

Ligand nuclei studied are usually:
1. Protons ('H nuclear spin = I = %)
2. Nitrogens (I%,

I= I, 15N,I = %)

Only scattered information has been obtained about central metal interactions.
The majority of ENDOR data has been obtained from frozen solution and glasses of
metalloproteins, resulting in powder type of EPR and ENDOR spectra. This arises not only
because of a general difficulty in crystallising specimens, but also because in kozen solutions
the physiologically relevant conformations ofthe protein can be more easily be achieved e.g. by
adjustment of pH and addition of effectors to the solution prior to freezing.
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The technique of orientation selection, introduced by Rist and Hyde?' can provide
information on ligand interaction in such samples and may provide for a full tensor analysis. It
involves selection of such portions of the EPR powder spectrum for ENDOR analysis in which
the paramagnetic complex has a well deñned, narrow range of orientations with respect to the

external magnetic field. This is possible when either g or a hyperfine anisotropy dominate the
other magnetic interactions. in this case, an extreme part of the EPR spectrum is built up by
centres for which the magnetic field is directed along a principle interaction axis. The
corresponding ENDOR is single-crystal like.
EPR powder spectra of rhombic g symmetry can be analysed at the highest and lowest
field portions of the EPR spectrum. The intermediate g-turning point selects contribution of
molecules from many different orientations for which

gh =

g,.

As a consequence, a large

number of ENDOR transitions should be found for the intermediate g-turning point providing

for strong broadening. Resolvable intensity build up should then stem mostly from those
complexes for which that g-factor is a principal element. Observation in the derivative mode
suppresses the broad contributions.
When conventional X-band (-9 GHz) EPR-ENDOR is used, powder ENDOR spectra
of metalloproteins often suffer from a lack of spectral separation between weakly coupled 'H
interactions centred around v. and

I4N

couplings of ligands. This problem is sometimes

handled by measuring at two or more frequencies about 0.8 GHz or so apart. A real advantage
in separation due to the large difference in the field-dependent part v, for I4N ( -1 MHz at 9

GHz) and 'H ( -14 MHZ at 9 GHz) can be obtained at Q-band frequencies ( -35 GHz). This
also would enhance the orientation selection preciseness on the EPR side which would be of
particular importance for cases of comparable g and hyperfine anisotropy as is frequently
encountered in low-spin metalloproteins."
3C.2.1

Electron Nuclear Double Resonance of Copper@)

Tetraimidaz~le.~'

In order to illustrate the application of the technique to copper model complexes I will
describe analogous work on similar ligand copper complexes.
During the course of an ENDOR investigation of the Cu protein, superoxide dismutase,
it was evident that the spectra obtained were not open to simple interpretation. Therefore,
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Camp et al carried out an ENDOR study of the copper-tetraimidazole complex, whose major
structural features closely approximate the Cu” binding site of superoxide dismutase. This
model complex enabled a control of the isotopic composition of the ligand groups i.e. the ’%
replaced by ‘%
andithe protons for deuterium.
In principle, it is possible to measure the degree of interaction between the unpaired
electron of the copper and several nearby atoms of the ligand group. In addition, it is possible
to vary solvent environment and examine its effect on the ENDOR spectra.
Before recording the ENDOR spectra, the EPR spectrum was examined in order to
select a set of orientation for the ENDOR (Figure 3C.4). The a$parentIy axial spectrum

-

clearly shows three of the four “Cu(II) hyperfine peaks centred about g,, 2.255. The fourth
is hidden under the nitrogen superhyperfine structure (SHF) in the vicinity of 3200 G; the
splitting of the latter is about 15 G. The lowest field

hyperfine peak (near 2600 G) is

resolved into nine smaller peaks, which for I = 1 corresponds to four equivalent nitrogens.
Their splitting is approximately 12.5 G.
ENDOR measurements are most often performed at the extreme field limits of the EPR

spectrum (indicated by the arrows). These positions are most likely to give double resonance
results corresponding to predominately one orientation for the complex i.e. single crystal-like
spectra. For a square planar complex, this is especially true for the magnetic field in the
orientation corresponding to g /i

- 2.255.

At this g value, the magnetic field lies along the

normal to the plane of the complex, whereas, the field direction corresponding to g

1 will

lie

within the plane of the complex.
The authors make a distinction between the magnitudes of the fields corresponding to g
/i

(2.255), g 1 (- 2) and g /i -extreme (2.52), g I -extreme (-1.98).

As shown in Figure 3C.4

the field corresponding to the g {i -extreme is set apart from the position of g because of the
presence of the copper hyperfine splitting (- 196 G). If ENDOR were performed at the precise
field value for g

I!,

complicating effects related to the anisotropy of the copper hyperfine

structure would arise. For the same reason, ENDOR performed at the g I extreme does not
refer to an experiment done at the precise field value for g I,but rather to ENDOR done at the

high field extreme (g = 1.98). At this extreme the assumption is that anisotropic effects
associated with the EPR powder pattern will be lessened, and that the dominant contribution to
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the ENDOR response will come from those molecules oriented so that the field is nearly within

the plane of thecomplex.

Proton ENDOR

3C.2.1

From proton ENDOR one wants to be able to identi@ the effects of specific protons
and, if possible, to derive some information relevant to the particular molecular structure at
hand. The author was able to clearly present results which allow probable identification of the
imidazole protons and suggest that the imidazole has been rotated in random fashion about the
CU-Naxis.
~

Figure 3C.5 show ENDOR spectra fiom four selectively deuterated complexes. The
large peak appearing near 22 M H z in all of the traces is due to the nearest-neighbour nitrogen.
The ENDOR spectra shown in Figure 3C.5 were taken at the g

L

extreme because this field

position was the only one that brought out sharp structure in the proton range (9-17 MHz).
The Ci-proton can be clearly identified in Figure 3CSc as it is the only proton
observed. This was the starting point for assigning the other protons and their effect. The
maximum effect of the hyperfine effect of the Cz-proton at g

L

is given by the frequency

difference (- 5.2 M H z ) between the two peaks centred about the free proton frequency, 13.2

MHZ.
Both the Cs and CJ protons are present in Figure 3CSb. The steric symmetry between
Ci-H and CI-H enabled their assignment - the inner portion (with splitting = 1.7 M H z ) is due to
C5-H and the outer portion (with splitting = 5.28 MHz) is due to CJ-H. These assignments are
tentative because as well as dipolar interactions between the unpaired electron and the proton
there is also a contact interaction which may have a different value for the protons attached to
Ci and C4. The observed hyperfine effect will be the sum of the contact and dipolar terms.
The identification is tentative also because at

the ENDOR response will he the result

of the superposition of many orientations of the complex with respect to the static field HO. At
best, such a powder pattern will involve those orientations for which Ho is in the Cu-N
molecular plane. Thus, it was concluded that the inner region of Figure 3C.5b contains
contributions From both Cs and C4 protons. Therefore, the contribution to the other region is
assigned cautiously to C4-H.
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Figure 3CSe shows the best resolution found for Im-D2 when 6 is in the g
direction. What is interesting is that the sharpest features appear at the g i extreme and not at
the g extreme. There are examples in the literature where the reverse is true. This is because,
for axial symmetry, one usually expects the highest number of equivalent nuclei when

is

along g/ ; in ENDOR, increasing the number of equivalent nuclei reduces the number of
resonances.

Near-neighbour Nitrogen ENDOR

3C.2.2
A

'"N (I
= i ) nucleus coupled to an unpaired electron should present up to four peaks
-

owing to the electron-nuclear hyperfine, nuclear Zeeman and nuclear quadrupole effects. The
first of these yields only one resonance centred at % the hyperfine constant (A/2). The nuclear
Zeeman term splits this peak into two with separation @ven by 2 g ~ B ~ € bwhere
,
gN and BNare
the nuclear magnetogyric ration and nuclear magneton, respectively. The third term will split
each of these peaks into two more with a separation of twice the quadrupole energy along the
effective field direction.

Four peaks do not show up in Figure 3C.5 but Figure 3CSe does show two
unresolved features which may be a nuclear splitting. Here again there is an unexpectedly
broad resonance. This resonance was confirmed as arising ftom the near nitrogen by the fact
that the approximate hyperfine constants A(g L) = 41.6 I 1.5 MHz and A(g ,,) 39.8 f 1.5 M H z
agree well with the measured SHF splittings in the EPR spectrum. The resonance shows little
structure and seems consistent with a picture that requires some inequivalence among the
various imidazoles.

3c.3.

ENDOR Study of Copper Azacryptates

3C.3.1

Iutroduction
The extent of copper-copper bonding in the CUAassembly is currently a matter of

debate. It is thus important to fully investigate the spectroscopy of both the natural site and

small molecule models to reveal details of the electronic distribution within and around the
dicopper (1.5) site.
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As discussed in Chapter 1.21 the electronic spectroscopy of our-average valence
dicopper ctyptates has been assigned on the basis of group theoretical arguments and
simulation of both absorption and MCD profiles. This has established the “intervalence” o-rs*
transition from within which copper-copper stretching modes may be excited and enhanced.34
The Resonance Raman study in Chapter 3B has identified two low frequency modes with
appreciable Cu-Cu stretching character, and normal co-ordinate analysis reveals that a force
constant associated with this vibration is relatively high for a one-electron bond.
ESR spectroscopy is also a valuable method that allows investigation of the electron
distribution in the copper-copper bond. An X- and Q-band study establishes the delocaiisation

of the unpaired electron over both nuctei down to 4 K.24This indicates, via analysis of the
anisotropic component of the hyperfine constant, that not all the unpaired electron density
resides on the copper ions. Aithough no hyperfine coupling to ligands was seen in the ESR
spectra the predicted delocalisation of unpaired spin onto ligands suggests that it should be
observable in ENDOR spectroscopy, with coupling constants reflecting the degree of
delocalisation. ENDOR spectroscopy should thus be capable of probing the weakly coupled
environment of the average-valence site, both in CuA and in our model average-valence
compounds which may serve as calibrants.

3C.3.2

The Hexairnine GT system

3C.3.2.1

Mononuclear GT ;[CUGV(CIOJ)~.H~O
in CD3OD/D20 at 10 K

As discussed in Chapter 3A and demonstrated by X-ray crystallography, the co-

ordination site in the monocopper complexes is obviously different from that in the averagevalence dicopper cryptates. However, utilisation of the same imine donors makes them useful

for the purposes of comparison with the average-valence systems. A notable problem which
affects the comparison, however, derives from the geometrical disposition of the ligand in
relation to the magnetic orbitals of the Cu(I1) cation. The monocopper(I1) complexes show the
“normal” &’-y2 ground state ESR spectrum with gz < gx,y and &, > AL, while the averagevalence systems show the reverse ordering. The &, values are also much larger than AI. This
derives from the regular trigonal geometry adopted in the latter compared with distorted
octahedral in the mononuclear structure.
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Progress has been made in interpreting the ENDOR spectra obtained fiom this
monocopper GT complex. However, it must be understood that the ENDOR experiments are
at this stage incomplete. In order to interpret the EPR and ENDOR spectra obtained, the
following assumptions have been made:
1. The EPR spectrum has (at X-band) axial symmetry and therefore the g-tensor and the metal

hyperfine tensors are coincident. The EPR axes are coincident with the molecular axes, i.e.

-

gli=A, z-axis (see X-ray crystal structure).

2. The local ligand hyperfine tensor axes will almost certainly NOT be coincident with the

other axis systems in this case as, from the X-ray stmcture, practically no protons are along
the z-axisor in the x-y plane. Generally in these systems, the local proton hyperfine tensors
will have their largest component pointing roughly in a straight line f?Öm the proton to the
metal centre; similarly the nitrogen atoms. This may not be the case if there is a lot of spin
delocaiised onto the ligand. Hence, in the case of the nitrogen atoms in the x-y plane, the
local nuclear hyperfine tensor will have its parallel axis perpendicular to the metal g (and
hyperfine) tensor parailel axis.
3. It is assumed that the local 'H hyperfine tensors are axial. Although this may be an over

simplificationit should hold for the nitrogen atoms.
Before discussing the ENDOR results, it is important to understand what the EPR
spectrum actually represents for an axial system with no metal hyperfine coupling.

0=0=

8 = m

A

9

Figure3C 6

I*
derivative
91:

P
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If we consider an octahedral metal complex, defined as foUows:

Figure 3C.7

The low field onset of resonances occurs at a field at which those molecules in the
sample which have their maximum principal value of the g-tensor (in this case gz) parallel to
the applied magnetic field (BO)
come into resonance, i.e

Figure 3C. 8

The high field feature occurs when those molecules that have (in this case) &
perpendicular to the applied field, come into resonance, i.e.

Figure 3C. 9

Between these extremes lie a huge range of other values. Aitematively, we can think of

this on a molecular level as a magnetic field vector moving smoothly from gi, to 5as we move
from g/to 5 in the EPR spectxum

Chautm 3C
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J
Figure 3C. 10

Hence, the ENDOR spectrum corresponds to the molecular orientation(s) selected by a
field applied at an angle 8 to the parallel axis. The value of 8 may be calculated using the
formula shown below, (more complicated expressions being required for systems with
hyperñne couplings).

e = COB^ [&g2li $,, - giil"
However, in our system, we have to consider metal hyperfine interactions and a simple
interpretation becomes impossible.
An attempt was made to simulate the data using a program which was obtained from

Erickson & Lund. At this stage we are able to obtain a reasonable simulation of the ENDOR
spectrum recorded at 8

= ,'O

Figure 3C.11.

The two broad features either side of the

spectrum were originally thought to be nitrogen resonances. However, this is uncertain owing
to a noisy spectrum but we do suspect that the nitrogen signals are somewhere beqeath the
proton signal. Unfortunately, only a high frequency (Q or W-band) spectrum, which is
unavailable, could confirm this.
Simulations of ENDOR spectra recorded in the perpendicular region of the EPR

-

spectrum have been attempted. Unfortunately, these weren't successful, and we were unable to
get a correlation with the parameters used for the parallel feature. In principle it should be
possible to simulate any field position in the spectrum using just the one set of parameters this would be a requirement for a correct simulation.
The problem may be broken down thus:
(1). Can any of the protons be assigned to the signals in the ENDOR spectrum?
(2). Can any of the principal values of the local hypefine tensor be assigned, thus giving

structural information?
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The obvious answer to (1) would be to do an isotopic labelling experiment to assign a
particular proton(s). The answer to (2) would be to do a magnetic angle selection experiment
to generate "road maps" of the assigned proton couplings and thus determine the hyperfine
matrices. The plan was to use the X-ray data and point (2) above to see whether any of the
large (and therefore obvious) proton resonances in the ENDOR spectra could be determined by
effectively working backwards. Figure 3C.12 shows the "working" X-ray figure.
In order to explain the reasoning in more detail, it is necessary to discuss the EPR
spectrum and what the different points in it represent in terms of the ENDOR spectra obtained
from them. As shown, the low field flank of the spectrum represents 0 = 0' (i.e. the parallel

.

feature). The perpendicular feature represents 0 = 90'. An ENDOR spectrum taken at the low
field extreme of the EPR spectrum (in this case the lowest field of the four p d e l features)
represents a field vector looking straight up the z-axis and a so called single crystal type
ENDOR spectrum is obtained. Any proton lying on the z axis will have the field pointing
straight along the parallel axis of its local hyperfine tensor and so will give two peaks
corresponding to &l.

Similarly, protons in the x-y plane will give their perpendicular couplings

at this position. Protons in other positions will give lines corresponding to appropriate
components of the couplings which will not correspond to true perpendicular and parallel
values. As the field increases, so 8 increases, and we select planes of orientations. This results
in powder type ENDOR spectra with features corresponding to "parallel" and "perpendicular"
components of the local hyperfine tensors.

These values are not necessarily the hue

perpendicular and parallel values as they will depend on the relative orientation of the local
hyperfine tensor and the field vector.
Four parallel features are present which are due to the metal hyperfine coupling. As the
field moves away fiom the lowest parallel feature then 0 increases to a value of xo. At this
point, the second parallel feature is encountered and two values of 0 are selected, 0 = xo and 8
=

O", Corresponding to the first and second hyperfine features, respectively. As the field

increases and more hyperfine features are encountered, more angles of 0 are selected,

SO

that

by the time g i is reached the spectra have become extremely complicated.
There is, however, a second situation that can arise (normally in organic molecules)
where the g anisotropy is very small and the hyperfine couplings are not resolved. This results

in a single broad line in the EPR spectrum. Under these circumstances recording the ENDOR
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spectrum with the field set to the centre of this line results in the selection of the vast majority
of magnetic orientations. This in turn produces a true powder ENDOR spectrum with features
corresponding to parallel and perpendicular components of the local hyperfine tensors; in this
case though, they are the principal values and correspond to the true parallel and perpendicular
values.

In the case of mono Cu(ii) GT the highest field parallel feature appears to fall on the
perpendicular, which in turn is not particularly well resolved but the ENDOR is reproducible.
Hence, in this region we are assuming that a true ENDOR spectrum is observed and that the
features correspond to principal values of the local hyperfine tensors.
Therefore, the ENDOR spectra were recorded as labelled in the EPR spectrum, (Figure
3C.13). Nine ENDOR spectra were recorded in the low field region of the EPR spectrum

above (from 2721 Gauss to 2881.27) corresponding to 8

= 0'

- 8 = 40°.These angles were

calculated kom a rough simulation of the EPR spectrum to obtain the parameters:

h4H~,AI = 100 MHz, 8,= 2.29 and

&i

=

480

= 2.1 15.

From these it is possible to calculate the resonant field for the four nuclear spin states
and thus obtain the magnetic angle, Figure 3C.13. No allowance for the presence of two
isotopes has been made. The spectra presented in Figure 3C.14 are the ENDOR spectra
recorded at the field positions and angles indicated.
These spectra show small changes as the field increases but at this stage we cannot
confidently assign the large couplings or in fact determine a maximum coupling. However, it
does seem that the peaks in the wings of the ENDOR spectra almost certainly anse from
protons which are close to the copper nucleus.
Unfortunately, we are unable to see the nitrogen spectrum. Higher field ENDOR
spectra would help as this would increase the intensity of the nitrogen signals, as well as
providing better nuclear separation so that nitrogen peaks, if they were under the proton signals
at X-band, would be visible. '%
labelling
I
would be a possible solution as the nitrogen atoms
would be relatively easy to follow by ENDOR, but as it is not certain that the nitrogen
couplings aren't under the proton signals, this would at this stage be almost impracticable.
Simulations may be possible but we would have to identify a proton(s) by labelling.
The experiments so far explain what is happening in the ENDOR spectra and shows
why a straightforward answer is not possible at the moment.
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Figure 3C 14 ENDOR spectra recorded atfield positons and angra indicated
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The remainder of this chapter reports the ENDOR spectra and couplings for
mononuclear RGT and the dinuclear average-valence copper complexes. An attempt has been
made to sort out any N, (N)yandor imino H couplings. Any smaller couplings may be
assigned to methylenes differentiated either by axial or equatorial disposition, by position a or
ß to the N, or both. However, it should be noted that as these are preliminaiy experiments any

assignments are tentative and discussion is thus limited.

3C.3.2.2

[CUZGT]
[CIO&.. 2H2O

Comparison of the results for the monocopper(II) and dicopper(l.5) systems, even in a
qualitative fashion, does not show an appreciable difference in delocalisation of the unpaired
spin onto the ligand.
On first inspection of the ENDOR spectrum of the average valence dicopper GT
cryptate we expected to observe resonances due to three sets of equivalent protons. However,
the ENDOR spectrum displays more peaks than we would expect. This may be due to a Cu(II)
impurity arising as a result of disproportionation. However, it is possible that the hyperfine
tensor isn’t quite axial and both the x and y components of the perpendicular splitting are
observed. As is observed in other analogous systems, axial and equatorial methylene positions
are differentiated and this would also account for the extra ENDOR couplings.

The

observation of five clear resonances shows that the axial and equatorial methylene positions are
not equiva~ent.~~
Figure 3C.15 shows the ENDOR spectra recorded at position 3 of the ESR spectrum.

Couplings were converted using the formula:

Nitrogen Couplings at 2963.94 Gauss

There are two peaks at ca. 4.6and 6.4MHZ. The separation between these features is
1.8 MHz which corresponds with the value of 2vN. This results in a value for ANof about 11

MHz. This comes from the mid-point of the doublet at 1.8 M H z - coupling of 5.5 is equal to ?h
A.
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Proton Couplings at 2963.94 Gauss

An artifact appearing at ca 10 MHz on weak systems such as this appears as a broad,
out of phase signal and it is possible that this may interfere with some of the outer, low
frequency lines.

Table 3C.1 shows observed couplings for the protons in [Cu2GT]

(C104)3.2H~Oand their tentative assignments.

Table 3C.1

Observed Couplings for [CutG~[Ci04J3.2H~0
at 2963.94 Gauss,

VH= 12.62 ME¿, 2vN = 1.82MEíz. g =effective= 2.28 and A IC.u.. = 0.mA-

MHZ
8.1

Proton
Imine C=N,

Gauss

3.3
1.1
0.7
0.5
0.1

2.6
1.8
1.5
0.3

a CHl

a CH,

ß
ß CH,

Figures 3C.16a and 3C.16b show ENDOR spectra recorded at position 2 of the ESR

There should be significant contibution from the parallel as well as the

spectrum.

perpendicular orientations.
Couplings at 3413.20 Gauss

There are features present at this field position which are not present in spectra
recorded for almost pure 1spectra. Therefore, these may be assigned to components arising

from the parallel g-kctor. Some of the perpendicular features are hidden under the parallel
signals but the agreement is quite good for a noisy spectmm.

Table 3C.2

Observed Proton Couplings’for [CuzGTj[C104]3.2H20 at 3413.20 Gauss

vH = 14.53 MHz, 2vN = 2.10 MHz, g effective = 2.07 and A

MHz
9.62
3.%
2.69
1.85
1.50

-

- 0.99

l

Gauss

3.54
1.46

= 0.368 A-

I

Proton
Imine CH ,,
CL CH j /

0.99

aml

0.67
0.55
0.36

aCH,

ß CH i,

P CHI/
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Complications may arise from the fact that the electron of the Cu-Cu bond lies in the
dz2 orbital and hence there is an uneven contribution of spin via the imine bond and the
bridgehead nitrogen.

Many of the complexes studied in the literature are mononuclear

complexes therefore it is difficult to be sure of the contribution of a dinuclear species.

3c.3.3

The Octaamine RGT System

3C.3.3.1

[CURGT][BPhJlZ

As discussed the monocopper(iI) RGT complex could be obtained in a pure state only
as the tetraphenylborate salt. Unfortunately this complex had low solubility in normal ENDOR
solvent systems.

No ENDOR spectrum was observable in the solid state and a 1:l

dimethoxyethaneDMF mixture was required to achieve sufficient solubility for good ENDOR.
The ESR spectrum of the frozen solution was not typical of axial Cuz', but shows an
irregular eight-line pattern, arising from the overlap of two four-line patterns. This may arise
as a result of overlap of

gi/ and

components with comparable hyperfine splitting. This

situation applies in environments which are strongly distorted away from the preferred squarebased axial geometry of Cu2'. Another possible explanation is the occurrence of two separate
species, differing solvation and/or co-ordination geometry. This seems most probable because
when the tetraphenylborate counterion is removed the electronic spectrum indicates that the
mixed valence system is formed. A ßPhJ

mediated conproportionation is likely.

The complexity of the spectrum prevented selection of suitable irradiation positions for
single-crystal like spectra, and indeed none of the spectra obtained appear single crystal like.
The difficulty of separating parallel and perpendicular spectra in this case prevents further
attempts at assignment of these spectra.

3C.3.3.2

[CU~RGT]
[CIOJ]~
3H-0

Spectra for this complex were obtained as an MeOH glass over a range of temperature
from 8 to 25 K. As noted in the average-valence GT system, it was not possible to obtain pure
parallel type ENDOR spectra by irradiating at the position of the shoulder representing the
parallel component in the ESR spectrum. However, well-resolved perpendicular spectra were
obtained by saturation at the most intense feature of the seven line ESR pattern. The largest

Char>& 3C
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coupling at -6.4 M H z may correspond to coupling to the NH proton, while the smaller
couplings may represent the six methylene protons, Figure 3C.17.

Two '% couplings are resolved: one clear doublet corresponding to 4.6 gauss and a
second, less well defined 6.4 gauss coupling, partly underlying the 10 M H z 'H feature. The
tertiary N-bridgehead is indeed expected to generate stronger coupling to [Cuz(IS)]'*, on the
basis of orbital overlap considerations, than the secondary N(H) donors. Therefore, these
couplings may be tentatively assigned on the basis of this ordering.

Nitrogen Couplings at 3135.4 Gauss
There are two peaks at ca. 5.4 and 7.5 MEG. The separation between these features is
2.1 h4Hz which is slightly larger than the value of 2vN which is 1.92 MHZ. This results in a
value for AN of about 12.9 MHz (5.48 Gauss) for the first and 17.4 for a possible second
suggested N-coupling. These larger values indicate more localisation onto the N in comparison
to GT.

Proton Couplings at 3135.4 Gauss

MHz
6.4
3.8

2.1
1.6
0.5

Gauss

Proton

2.46
1.45

NH
CH i,
CH I,
CH it
CH i,

1.05

I

0.64
0.55

Without further experiments it is impossible to confidently assign the protons. Are the
two larger couplings at 3.8 and 2.7 MHz due to the central protons a to the NH, or a and ß to
the N bridgehead? Can the axial and equatorial protons be distinguished or are they hidden
under other features ? It is also possible that further unresolved features exist.
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The NGT system; [CufiGTI[C104]3.

Saturation at the most intense fourth line position of the ESR spectrum generated a
broad single-crystal like perpendicular ENDOR spectrum free from any parallel contamination,
)
the
Figure 3C.18. Three clear proton resonances are seen (- 1.8, 1.26 and 0.97 M H ~ with

possibility of a fourth at low a aL.value (0.48 %).

Ail of the observed proton couplings are

small, the two largest being no more than half the equivalent value for the other iminocryptate
studied. Taken in conjunction with a smaller ESR A, observed for this system, this implies
either less mixing of 4s character in the Cu(1.5) magnetic orbital or a larger delocaiisation of
unpaired spin onto the N atom. However, couplings to N were not visible in the 2-30 MHz
region where they might be expected. For NGT a carbinolamine product (as discussed in
Chapter 3A.8) is a by-product which may cause spurious results. Low quality broad spectra

prevent identification of the niwogen resonances.

3C.4

Conclusion

The coupling constants observed in the average-valence versus mononuclear cryptates
are very similar. For the average-valence system this must reflect the degree of electron
delocalisation of the unpaired spin between the Cu(1.5) cations with the one-electron bond.
Although no such bond is possible for a mononuclear centre the coupling constants reported
indicate that there is significant electron delocalisation.onto the copper ion.
Apart from the obviously different imino CH and NH protons, the remaining couplig
constants in average valence RGT and GT are similar and small, reñecting their similar
geometry and the low level of unpaired spin on the ligands.
The larger averagekalence iminocryptate remains something of a puzzle. Electronic
spectroscopy indicates a lower energy o-o*transition suggesting a weaker Cu-Cu bond, while
the smaller AL coupling in the ESR spectrum would suggest more delocalisation of unpaired
spin onto the ligands, a greater covalency in the copper-ligand bond. Accordingly, we expect
larger hyperfine coupligs rather than smaller values in this case. It seems likely that this
puzzle will not be resolved until more sophisticated studies using pulsed and higher field

ENDOR spectra are undertaken. Further experiments involving Q and W-band ENDOR
spectroscopy and isotopic labelling are planned.
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Electrochemistry of Copper Cryptates
The catalytic activity of many metalloproteins is associated with a redox change of the

metal ion, either in electron transfer processes or in oxidation or reduction of a substrate.j6
The redox potential of the metal ion is obviously of fundamental importance and is highly
dependent on the nature of its binding site within the protein.

3D.1 Structural Preferences and Reactivity of the Copper Oxidation States
The large energy of hydration as well as the comparatively s

d radius of the C u O

ion contributes to the stability of Cu(II) over Cu(I) in aqueous solution. Among the reasons
for the unique co-ordination chemistry of copper are the almost ‘noble’ character of the metal,
the intermediate stability and reactivity of the d’O configuration in Cu(JJ.”
The character of the metal-ligand interaction in Cu(II) complexes is frequently, but not
always, ionic and it has been found that pronounced Jahn-TeUer distortion often leads to
stabilisation of the Cum) state. Different extents of axial elongation of the octahedron can
thus produce square-bipyramidal, square-pyramidal or square-planar co-ordination geometries.
These are not favoured geometries for Cu(1) and thus deviations from these energy minimum
structures are necessary for rapid Cu(II)/Cu(I) oxidation state changes and consequently for
efficient electron transfer.

These deviations may require specific, strained conformations

(entactic state concept) achieved through ligand design as observed in electron-transfer in
proteins or in low molecular weight model compounds.38

3D.2 Cryptands in Redox Studies
Complexes of synthetic macrocycles and cryptands have provided convenient systems
for the evaluation of the dependence of oxidatiodreduction properties on the detailed stmcture
of the ligand, while imposing an approximately constant donor set and co-ordination geomew

on a given metal ion. Such geometric constraints will influence the electron transfer kinetics Of
a particular redox couple as well as the thermodynamics of the system. The inertness of m

y
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macrocyclic and macrobicyclic systems also makes them attractive for electrochemical studies
since the redox changes are less likely to be influenced by competing equilibria involving ligand
dissociation than those in non-cyclic systems.
Unfortunately, Cu(1) disproportionation in aqueous systems, as weli as the geometric
changes associated with Cu(I)/Cu(Ii) redox activity, often prevent full and meaningful studies

on a series of ligands. However, Sargeson and co-worker^^^ have successfully investigated the
effect of cage ligand structure on redox potential of the @)
couple
@
for i
the
)encapsulated
cobalt ion. The use of cryptands in such studies prevents the metal ion binding different axial
ligands or moving out of the plane of the ring as is possible in macrocyclic studies. Various
types of change in cryptand structure have been investigated as have different bridgehead atoms
(N or C), substituents on the bridgehead carbon atom, charged cages, cavity sizes, various

degrees of unsaturation or ring strain in the cage.
Thus, the factors influencing redox potentials are summarised below:
1. Negative charges in the ligand favour the higher oxidation state of the metal ion.

2. Electron-withdrawing substituents stabilise the lower oxidation state.

3. increase of cavity size favours the lower oxidation state.
4. Strong cr-donor ligands favour high oxidation states.
5 . Strong x-acceptor donor ligands favour low oxidation states.

3D.3

Electrochemical Investigation of Dicopper Azacryptands

\

The siting of copper in a co-ordination environment composed of soft donors such as
sp2 N is a recurrent theme in bioinorganic chemistry.

Such an environment fiequently

generates a borderline Cu(I)/Cu@) stability for utilisation in enzyme-mediated redox
transformations. We are interested in investigating the electrochemistry of the dicopper
azacryptates owing to their possibility as models for the Cu, site.
The electrochemical studies of the dicopper(I) and dicopper(l.5) cryptates were
performed in collaboration with Drs. K. Lo and D. Keeley at the New Chemistry Laboratory,
Oxford University.
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3D.3.1 [Cu@)G'l'I(ClO4)z
In 50 m M aqueous phosphate buffer at pH 7.0, a reversible couple at + 190 mV Vs

S.C.E. was recorded using a glassy carbon electrode. S

i observation was found when

platinum or gold electrodes were used, (Table 3D.1).

Electrode

%'

E,'

AE

WF

[C~ZG~"

150

205

ss

1.1

Figure 30.1 [cui(cqf+:
0.2 mM solution in 0.1 M N d O s gdd eie.ctra&,
scanr&=IOmV/s
At this stage it was assumed that this was a reversible one electron oxidation of the
dicopper complex to the mixed valent state. X-ray crystallography has also revealed the
[Cu2%TIz' and [CUZ'~GT]~'
dimers are isomorphous with one another providing fùrther
evidence for this idea. However, we cannot dismiss the possibility that there is in fact a twoelectron oxidation forming [Cu; Gq4'. This idea is further discussed in 3D.3.3.
The pH dependence was investigated and it was found that:
1. Above pH 7 some reversibility is lost and a second reduction peak appears at -120 mV.
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2. Below pH 7 the 190 mV couple is unchanged whilst a sharp oxidation peak grows at - 95

mV. This resembles a copper stripping peak. It was found that this peak was due to the
oxidation of an adsorbed species, possibly a protonated CuíJ) species.

Initial experiments on this average-valence complex were düñcult to perform as it was
found to have limited stabiity in an aqueous buffer solution. However i
n a 0.1 M Nao3(,,
solution, the complex had sufficient stability (up to 3 to 4 hours under room-temperature
conditions) before the blue-mixed valence colour changed to green. The UV-Vis spectrum of

this green solution revealed the presence of a new absorption band at 390 nm as the absorption
peaks at 608 and 764 nm became progessively weaker. The appearance of this familiar band
at 390 nm indicates that the complex undergoes disproportionation with the formation of the
complex [CU~GT]~'
(and one or more Cu@) species). There is also ESR spectral evidence for
the formation of the mono [Cu(n>GT]2' complex.
The CV of [Cu2(1.5)GT](Cl0.+)3in 0.1 M N a o 3 was carried out using a gold working
electrode. Due to the decomposition problems the electrochemical measurements were carried
out immediately after the addition of the solid sample of [Cu2(I,II)(GT)lj' into the
electrochemical cell. A reversible couple was seen at + 180 mV but the solution decomposed

within 2 hours. This couple at + 180 mV is probably due to redox of the mixed-valence
complex, although there is a possibiiity that it might arise from a two-electron oxidation of
[CU~GT]~',formed as a product of disproportionation. Some copper deposition was also
observed visually on the electrode and on the CV.
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In order to stabilise the average valence complex and c o b the nature of the redox
process, CV measurements were repeated in the presence of silver ions. A solution ofAgNO3
(2 mM) in O. 1 M NaNG reveals a strong oxidation S i a l at + 440 mV and a weaker reverse
signal at + 310 mV due to Ag(U0) redox, (Fil~ure3D.3). This average valence complex was
stable in solution for 24 hours. Afterwards, the complex appears to be oxidised to some CUOI)
species (perhaps Cu(n)Ag(I) or Cu(II)GT- the solution becomes pale blue in colour with some
precipitation). Unfortunately, the important copper couple is embedded into the strong silver
signals. Therefore, a less concentrated AgNa solution was used.
The CV of a solu'tion containing [Cu,(I,II)(GT)$
(223 UM) in 0.1 M NaNG solution (Cu&

(893 UM, micromolar), AgNO3

= 4:l) reveals

a reversible couple at + 190 mV

& = 220 mV, % = 160 mv) and again strong silver signals centred at + 330 mV (E& = 380
mV, E,= 290 mv). The amplitudes of these two couples are comparable to each other. In
other words, the copper couple can be resolved. The + 190 mV couple observed results from
the oxidation of the reduced forni of the rnixed-valenee complex [CUZ(I,II)GT]~'. At this stage
we can't say ifthis is to [CU$,II)GT]~' or [CU#I,II)GT]~'.
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Table 3D-2

ElectroEhemiul data for [Cu2GTI”

The electrochemical behaviour of ICUZ(I)NGT]” on a glassy carbon electrode is
comparable to that of the analogous [CUZ(I)GT]~+.
Using a 0.2 mM soiution W O. 1 M NaN@
at a scan rate of 10 mV/s, the complex bas a reversibfe couple centred at + 150 mV.
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rate = 1O m V/s
However, the situation shows interesting differences when using a gold electrode. For
a CV starting at O V (all Vs S C E ) and scamiing to the positive direction, there is a peak at +
200 rnV and another one at + 320 mV. For the reverse scan there is apeak at + 110 rnV. The

peak heights for the forward ones were f o d to vary with scan rates. At high scan rates the
more positive oxidation peak is of larger amplitude. At higher scan rate (such as 500 rnV/s), a
new hump at + 240 rnV is discernible in the r e v e p scan. The hump may be the reduction
signal corresponding to the oxidation peak at + i20 mV. However, at low s a n rates i.e. 10, 5
and 2 rnV/s, the reduction component of the second couple is gone and the second oxidation
component becomes less visible. There is only one couple centred at ca. 150 mV which
presumably corresponds to a reversible one-electron process, (Figure 3D.5).
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Proposals for the Observed Electrochernieal behaviour of [Cu:GT]'+
(1)

scan rate

and [Cu: NGT]"

As we saw in Chapter 3 4 the X-raystructural data shows that there is a contraction of

0.5 Å on going 60x11the reduced dicopper(I) NGT to the oxidised average valence form. On

the basis of these structural findings, one suggestion is that the least positive couple (+ 180
mv) is due to the oxidation of [CU~ONGT]
to [CuzCu%G'T13+. This localised mixed-valence

complex is electroactive and its oxidation gives rise to the + 320 mV wave. There are two
possibilities for the second transient couple :
(a) For fast scan rates, before the oxidised species 'shrink' to form the average valence
complex, further oxidation of the mixed valence species to [CU~(II,II)(NGT)]~'can be
observed. This is not stable hence the reverse signai (+ 240 mv) only shows up at higher scan
rate. That the further oxidation of the (I, iI) mixed valence species to the electrochemically
unfavourable (U, II) state is not very endergonic may suggest some degree of bond formation
(perhaps bond order) in the @, 11) state, insufficient however to compete with overall stability
in the (I, Ii) state, (Figure 3D.5~).
(b) At slow speeds the effective concerted process Cui@, I)

-+

CUz(1.5) is directly

observed i.e. &er the fist electron transfer, the localised mixed valence transient species has
enough time to rearrange its geomety and thus undergoes Cu-Cu bond contraction, leading to
the formation of the average species [CU;%GT]~'.

This delocalised product cannot be
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oxidised at an accessible potential (i.e. it is not electroactive) and hence no second couple is
observed, (Figure 3D.5a).
Table 3D.4

X-ray crystal data of Cu-Cu bond distances (A) in GT and NGT.

[CuIWl"
ICU2~G'I'I*

2.45

[Cu,"G'I'I*+.

2.93

2.36

[CYLSNC~Y

2.42

0.11

Ad C.X.

Ad crc.

0.49

It must be emphasised that this proposal cannot explain why the second wave shows up
at low complex concentrations (Figure 3D.6a) and it cannot account for the fact that the GT
system also exhibits similar electrochemistry, (Figure 3D.6b). However, in the case of GT, it

is also important to note that the complex is not stable during electrochemical measurement. It

has been found that [CUZ'GT]~'and the mononuclear complex [Cu(n)GTI2+are formed ftom a
disproportionation reaction

(2)

Another suggestion is that a two-electron oxidation is occurring producing

[Cu2%GT14'.

This species subsequently undergoes conproportionation with [ C U ~ ~ G T ]in"

the bulk solution resuiting in the more stable average-valence complex. This couple is the
typical shape for a cataiytic wave providing further evidence towards a conproportionation
reaction.
[CUZ'NGT]"

+ (CU~'NGT]~+
+ Z[Cu~%GT]"

The second wave is less signiñcant for [Cu,' GT]" than [Cu,'NGTI*+. It appears that
the conproportionation process between the highly reactive species [CUZ%,]" and [CuZL)l2+in
the buik solution is much efficient for the GT complex than the NGT counterpart.
Unlike the first suggestion this proposal accounts for the fact that the second wave only
shows up at low concentrations of the complex and at high s c rates.
~
These results have
stimulated much interest in understanding the mechanism occurring and further studies are in
progress.
M e r considering the behaviour of the analogous NGT complex, it is also proposed that
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the couple at + 190 mV Vs. S.C.E. can be assigned to the oxidation of [CU'~(GT)]*' to
[CuU2(GT)]"'. This redox reaction is diaision-controlied. The two-electron oxidation product,
[CuU2(GT)]", is unstable and decomposes readily forming a mixture of products.
3D.3.4 [C~~(l.s)RGTl(Cl0~)3
investigations with this system revealed that behaviour of this compound is dependent
on both the electrode swface used and also the pH (as befits the more basic ligand). (Figures

3D.7 and 3D.8).
Above pH 7 the cyclic voltammograms show little dependence on pH, whilst below pH
7, a sharp oxidation peak at

- - 50 mV is seen.

The peak grows as the pH is lowered and has

been found to be due to a strongly adsorbed species. When a glassy carbon electrode is used
the couple is present without prior reduction of [Cu2(i.5)RGT13'.

Using a glassy carbon electrode a prominent couple with a mid-point potential of - 380
mV and a smaller couple at - 110 mV are observed. The couple at the more positive potential
is stili obscured when the potential is maintained above that necessary for the second reduction.
This implies that the couple is not due to a product of the redox process at - 380 mV but is

most likely due to the oxidation of a second component - perhaps a protonated mononuclear
copper cryptate. Neither of the couples are

result of the adsorption of species on the

electrode surface.
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Using a gold electrode the couple at - 380 mV is again observed but a second
component is observed at higher potential, 120 mV, which is now comparable in intensity to
the - 380 mV one, (Figure 3D.8).
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This second couple seems to be a product ofthe reduction of [Cu2(l.5)RGT13’ as it can
only be seen if the potential is swept below

- 380 mV.

The species appears to be weakly

adsorbed onto the electrode although it has completely desorbed after two successive scans. It
seems that the second couple (120 mv) is due to the two-electron oxidation of adsorbed
[Cuz(I)RGT]” to [Cu2@)RGT]“.

The -380 mV near-reversible couple is attriiuted to the

+2/+3 redox process.

The sharp reduction peak at cu 0.4 mV only appears when the potential is scanned
below - 380 mV. This may be due to a decomposition product of [CU’ZRGT]~~
which has oniy

a transient existence on the electrode.
3D.4 Comparison of Imine versus Amine Azacrypîates
The imine hosts, GT and NGT, favour enhaaced thermodynamic stability of the +1
oxidation state in the encapsulated copper ion, while the amine host, RGT, shows an enhanced
stabiiity of the +2 redox state.
Where thermodynamic considerations permit access to both the +2 or mixed valence
state of copper encapsulated within the imine cryptates, kinetic factors must be responsible for
stabilising the dicopper(I) state in aqueous media under aerobic conditions. (E” values
[Cu?GT]*+ = 195 mV ,[Cu,”GT]“
H

=

- 150 mV (Vs Ag/AgCl), Vs 02/HZO pH 7 = 1230 (Vs

m mV in aqueous media).
The implication is that [Cu2GTIz‘ and [CU,”CT]~’ in aqueous media are

thermodynamically capable of being oxidised by atmospheric oxygen. These cryptates are
stable in air, as judged by the absence of d o u r change or development of ESR spectra on
exposure to air or dioxygen. As the redox potential of the 02/H20couple under neutral
conditions is close to that of Ag/Ag’, examination of the response to &+

oxidation can give

information on the existence of kinetic barriers to air oxidation.

As previously discussed treatment of [Cu,’GT]’+ and [ C U ~ ~ G T with
] ~ ’ Ag’, k t d y
generates the average valence intensely blue [Cu:GTl3+ and [Cu;NGTl3+ species, respectively.
Although a blue colour can be observed in aqueous solutions of [Cu,’ GT]*’ exposed to an
oxygen atmosphere &er a period of weeks - WNis spectra show that this is not the average
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valence product. In an aqueous solution of [CUZNGT]~’no blue colour develops within a
period of weeks.

3D.5 Conclusion
In summary, none of the dicopper(I) cryptates of the azacryptand series studied by
Nelson (Figure 3A.1) react with atmospheric oxygen in aqueous solution, despite the
favourable thermodynamics evident in many cases.
The ease of reduction of the average-valence GT to a Cu(I) complex results &om a coordination environment that favours tetrahedral geometry. The a-diimine goups of the GT
and NGT cryptands are Likely to contribute to the elevation of the Cu (i,I)/ Cu(I,Ii) redox
potential since they can exert effective withdrawal of electron density fiom the metal through
the x system. This stabüisation of low oxidation studies also extends even to a (0,O)
redox
state. Reversible reduction of [CuiGT]” in CH&N to a Cu(0) species has been observed in
Belfast some t h e ago. Further investigation of the reduction in imine systems will be canied
out usiig acetonitriie as the solvent.
The transient peaks corresponding to the Cu(It,II) state on a gold electrode are very
interesting in a bioinorganic context and suggest the possibüity of a bonding interaction in
sterically constrained Cu@í,II) which warrants further investigation. Further, the
electrochemistry of [CU~GT]~’
and [Cuz’NGT) 1’ are being undertaken using a rotating disk
and ring disk electrode. if these experiments support the hypothesis of Cua-Cuu bonding, rapid
spectroscopic monitoring of the redox process would be of considerable interest.
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NIMR of Azacryptates

3E.1.0 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)Jo
A proton has the spin quantum number I = . -. which generates, in a magnetic field, (21 +
1) two energy states. These are characterised by the nuclear spin quantum number MI = + ?h

and W = - '/2 and are separated by the amount AE which is field dependent.

Equation 3E. 1
AE = hyBJ2z

In the absence of a magnetic field these states are desenerate A d therefore equally
populated. However, on application of a magnetic field, B, they become non degenerate with
the lower energy level parallel to the applied field and corresponding to Mi = + ?h and labelled

a. The upper state with MI = - % in which the magnetic moment is anti-parallel to Bo is
labelled ß.

Bo

A

Figure 3E.1

These states are unequally populated, the ratio of the population being given by the
Boltzmann equation:-

Equation 3E.2
N ß N a = exp (-AEkT)
Nß = the population of the lower state, N a = the population of the upper state.
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The bulk magnetisation, h4, which is the sum of the individuai spins, is aligned with the

:i.

applied field and can be conveniently described using vector diagrams as the Z direction,
(Figure 3E.2).

Bo
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Figure 3E.2 The behaviour of the bulk magnetkaiion, M (A) at equilibrium and (B) aftm
perturbation by the pulse.

The N M R phenomenon occurs when nuclei aligned with the applied field are induced to
absorb energy and change their spin orientation with respect to their applied field. Irradiation
at an appropriate radiofrequency B, (which is applied along the x axis perpendicular to B.)
causes displacement or preturbation of the induced magnetisation from the applied field which
in turn causes a torque force to be generated by Bo on M which results in precission of M about
B. at a frequency yBoradiandsecond. This motion is known as the Lamour precession. As
can be seen from the vector diagram Figure 3E.2B, a component of the precessing
magnitisation has now been introduced in the xy plane.

After perturbation the system will behave like any other physical system and return to
equilibrium i.e. the population of the states will return to a Boítzmann distribution and
magnetisation will again be aligned along the field axis and have an equilibrium value W. The
return to equilibrium i.e. the population of the states will return to a Boltzmann distribution and
magnetisation will again be aligned along the field axis and have an equilibrium value W. The
return to equilibrium is not instantaneous but usually occurs with a first order rate constant, R,
via spin-lattice and spin-spin relawtion.
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3E.l.l Spin - lattice Relaxation (TI)
The M, component of the magnetisation can return to equilibrium when an interaction
between the spin nuclei and the random magnetic fields of the surroundings or lattice occurs
which originate in the rotations and the translations (but not vibrations which are too high in
frequency) of the neighbouring molecules.

A number of mechanisms contribute to the

exchange of energy between the spin system and its surroundings (e.g. dipole-dipole
interactions with other nuclei) and additively result in what is known as spin - lattice relaxation.

This is responsible for maintaining the unequal distribution of spin states and is given a ñrst
order rate constant Ri. Since relaxation phenomena are usually studied by time dependence
measurements, it is common to see the relaxation time constant TI (which in effect is equal to
half life time required for a perturbed system of a nucleus to reach equilibrium conditions) used
rather than the relaxation constant.

Equation 3E.3

Ri = 1/Ti
For the 'H or "C nuclei in diamagnetic molecules in solution Ri is of the order of a few

s-' or less and will therefore require a time of the order of a few seconds for spin system to
return to equilibrium. (TI can be measured using the inversion recovery technique in NMR).

-

3E.l.t Spin spin relaxation (Tz)
The xy component of magnetisation will also relax to equilibrium, however the xy
magnetisation can also be lost by an additional contribution to relaxation which involves the
upper state transfemng its energy to neighbouring identical nuclei by mutual exchange of spin
(scalar interactions) causing the components of the xy magnetisation to fan out or dephase
producing a net xy magnetisation of zero. The relaxation rate constant in the xy plane is
described by R2,while the relaxation time constant is denoted by T2and are related as follows:-

Equation 3E.4
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if the signal decays rapidly (i.e. large RZor short Tz) the line in the spectrum is broad;
conversely ifthe line is sharp, R2 is small and Tz is long resulting in the spin - spin relaxation to
be slow. (T2 can also be measured by the Hahn 's spzn echo technique). The resonance line
width can be determined by Equation 3E.S.

Equation 3E.5

AV,,? = the full width at half the height of the peak
These additional processes do not necessarily require any change in energy and result in
a Ti 2 TZrelationship being adhered to.
The rate of absorption (resonance) is consequently governed by the rate of relaxation of
the H'to the ground state which in turn relates to the intensity of signal. Water protons have a
naturally fast relaxation rate and this can be enhanced or catalysed by the close proximity of a
paramagnetic ion such as Mnz', Fe3', Cr 3r, Czr" or Gd".
3E.2.0 Solid state N M R

The major difficulties of solid state NMR are all associated with the immobility of the
nuclei in solids. The fust major difficulty with solids is that dipolar couplings are not averaged
to zero by molecular tumbling and that long range couplings are also important because the
material is not fluid. The combined effect of these couplings is to give very broad resonances.
Secondly, the chemical shift of a nucleus depends on the orientation of the molecule with
respect to the magnetic field, and in solids the effect of this chemical shift anisotropy is not
averaged out by molecular tumbling, and so leads to line broadening. Finally, because of the
immobility of the nuclei, the relaxation time TI is very long leading to spectra with poor signalto-noise ratios.
However, these very large linewidths can be reduced.

The effects of chemical

anisotropy can be averaged out by a technique known as Magic Angle sample Spinning (MAS).
If a sample is rotated rapidly about an axis inclined at an angie 0 to the magnetic field, the
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expression describing the line broadening due to chemical shift anisotropy includes a term
(3cosz0 -1). When 0 is 54.7(i.e. the magic angle) this t e m vanishes, and so the anisotropy
effects can be eliminated providing the rotation is rapid enough. This will reveal fine structure
which was previously obscured.
In practice the rotation rate is limited by the mechanical strength of sample containers.
Modem materials enable rotation rates sufficient for the removal of line broadening due to

' to be achieved but for some other nuclei,
chemical shift anisotropy for nuclei such as C
particularly those of heavy elements, the rotation is not fast enough. Consequently each single
resonance in a specmim is replaced by a central line and a series of uniformly spaced spinning
sidebands.
Provided the rotation rate is greater than the linewidths, dipolar couplings are also
averaged by magic angle spinning, just as they are for molecules tumbhg in solution. The
problem of long relaxation times remains. This is particularly important for dilute spin,
insensitive nuclei, but it may be overcome for dilute nuclei with spin % in the presence of
abundant spins, by a technique known as cross-polarisation (CP). The effect of this is to
transfer magnetisation from the abundant spin (usually 'H) to the dilute spin such as "C or '"N.
Using one or more of these methods (the combination of magic angle spinning with
cross polarisation is often referred to as the CP-MAS technique), high resolution spectra of
solids may be obtained.
Many examples in the literature show how solid phase NMR studies can be used to
investigate interactions between

molecule^.^' In

addition, this technique can be used in

conjunction with solution N M R studies and will also show up any major changes in structure
within a molecule on going from solution to solid phase.
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3E.3. NMR Study of Azacryptates

N M R spectroscopy can provide valuable data on the rates of dynamic processes, and as
the dicopper(1) cryptates are diamagnetic, we can look at how the NMR solution spectra may
vary with temperature. A study of the free ligand GT was also undertaken. For comparison,
the MAS solid state spectra of these complexes and the parent ligand have also been studied.

3E.4. Solution NMR

3E.4.1." and "C Solution NMR of Free ligand GT

The good solubility of GT in non-polar solvents allowed observation of both 'H NMR
and 13C NMR spectra in CDC13 solution. A sharp singlet at 6 7.75 ppm is observed at all
temperatures in the 'H NMR spectra. The fluxionality of the methylene bond at ambient
temperature is evident from the observation of only three signals in the high field region of the
spectra; these are broad and thus near coalescence. By lowering the temperature the signals
broaden further, then gradually sharpen until at 218 K each of the methylene groups are frozen
out into a well resolved triplets and doublets set i.e. AA'BB' spectrum. In these systems, as
previously reported by N. Martin", the more shielded upfield methylene group

is

assigned to the CHZgroup a to the bridge N while that of the CHZgroup (Hb,J a to the imine

N is assigned to the lower field signals. This is a result of the local anisotropic field from the
imine group deshielding the Hb,c protons relative to the H& protons. Again the geminal
coupling splits the signal from the equatorial proton into a doublet and further splitting
resulting from the small vicinal coupling is not resolved. The triplet feature arises from the
accidental equality of unrelated couplings i.e. axial protons which are split firstly by geminal
coupling to the equatorial proton and then further split by vicinal coupling to the axial proton
on the adjacent carbon both have coupling constants in the order of J

=

10-12 Hz. Vicinal

axialíaxial coupling is efficient compared to that between axialíequatorial components which is
therefore usually not resolved.

In the I3C NMR spectrum a simple three line spectrum corresponding to equivalence of
the three strands and both ends is observed at 300 K, (Figure 3E.3~).
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'HMMR dataforfree ligand GT
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33.4.2 ‘H NMR of [Cu”Gq’’
The presence of only one imine and two methylene sets of protons shows symmetric
placement of two copper ions in the cavity. The ‘H NMR spectrum of [CU:GT[(CIO~)~in d3MeCN at ambient temperature is shown in Figure 3E.4b The spectrum is simpler than its
parent ligand but is well resolved (similar to those reported by J Hunter” and N. Martin’*).
Two sets of unresolved triplets arise due to vicinal coupling of the methylene protons a to the
imine with the pair adjacent to the N bridgehead and vice versa. The appearance of just two
sets of triplets in the methylene region shows that axial and equatorial protons are not
differentiated i.e. these protons are rapidly exchanging. This is due to some dynamic process
taking place faster than the NMR timescale which allows their interchange, so a time-averaged
chemical shift and coupling are seen.
There is no evidence of lability in this case - on addition of 6ee GT the broad spectrum
of both the Cu(1) cryptate and the 6ee cryptand can be seen independent of one another,
Figure 33.4~. The unresolved triplet pattern for the methylene protons may arise because the
donor disposition necessary for dinuclearity in this small cryptate necessitates a more open
conformation of the methylene cap, thus generating greater mobility of conformation.
33.4.3 ‘H N M R spectrum of [Cu;’GqB’,
I

[CU~GT]~++,[CU’RG~’+
and [Cu,’.kGTI*

H N M R spectroscopy is not viewed as a viable solution characterisation technique for

paramagnetic Cu(I1) complexes because slow electronic relaxation leads to broad and often
unobservable resonances. However, ’H NMR spectroscopy has been shown to be applicable to
characterisation of the structure of binuclear Cu(II) complexes with magnetic coupling that
ranges from weakiy ferromagnetic to strongly antiferromagnetic.“
Because there is limited information on average valence species in the literature ’H

NMR of all complexes was attempted. Average-valence dicopper complexes show broadness
underneath the ‘H MAR peak positions of the free ligand. The position of this resonance is in
the same region but is broadened beyond recognition. Both ‘H NMR and 2D COSY spectra in

D20 were recorded and the downñeld region to 100 ppm examined, (Figure 3E.5).
It seems that the dicopper(1) species is always present, to some extent, in a solution of
[CU~’.~GT]~’,
therefore the observation of broad peaks at dicopper(1) resonance positions could
have been due to the diamagnetic complex being broadened by the paramagnetic average
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valence complex. The observation of similar broadening in the average valence dicopper
cryptate of the amine host, RGT, where a dicopper(1) species is unlikely, leads us to assume
that average valence species cause only broadening of the proton resonance but does not
appreciably shift them. Figure 3E.6 shows how the average valence product decays over a
period of days leaving a dicopper(1) cryptate and an unknown Cu(II) complex which is
undetectable by 'H NMR.

'H N M R spectrum of [CU;NGTI'+

33.4.4.1

Proton 'H N M R spectra for [CUZ'NGT]" recorded at room temperature in d3-MeCN
exhibit more complex 'H NMR spectra than the analogous tren-capped dicopper azacryptates.
This suggests solvolysis andor the existence of more than one solution conformation of this
complex. The ability to recover the original [Cu2NGT](C10& from the solvent suggests that if
solvolysis exists it is reversible.
Despite the bamers to full assignment caused by substantial overlapping of signals in
d3-MeCN, especially in the methylene region, valuable conformational information could be
obtained from DzO solution spectra. Because [CUZNGT]~'is more flexible than the trencapped analogue, [Cu&T]*', the NGT ligand can be more tightly co-ordinated, and thus shows
differentiation of axial and equatorial methylene protons at ambient temperatures.

In D2O the copper cryptate exists in just one dinuclear conformation in solution. There
is only one imine signal and a set of resonances in the methylene region that can be attributed to
the CHi groups. The presence of more than one imine resonance would indicate asymmetry in
the siting of the copper ions. The pair of copper ions are held securely in the cavity and do not
exchange very fast, nor is any other rapid dynamic process in operation. The DzO experiment
seems to show, on first sighting, a simple coupling pattern suggesting, as in the case of &ee
GT, the existence of accidental equivalent geminal, axidequatorial and axidaxial vicinal
coupling which can be confirmed by decoupling experiments, (Figure 3E.7).

33.4.4.2.

Decoupling Experiment of [CU'~NGT~"
in D20

On first glance at the methylene region a doublet, triplet, triplet, multiplet, doublet
pattern is seen. The simplicity of the pattern is similar to that reported for the free cryptands
with the expected additional signals due to the extra methylene group. The axial proton which
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is between two methylene neighbours, appears as the multiplet while the equatorial signal for
this central methylene remains a doublet. However, further investigation is needed in order to
determine which doublet couples to which triplet. A decoupling experiment as well as 2D
COSY was canied out in order to assign the accidental equality of peaks. As discussed for GT

a doublet/triplet/triplet/doublet pattern arises for each extreme methylene due to geminal
coupling occumng within each methylene, with vicinal coupling to axial protons on adjacent
carbon atoms, (Figure 3E.8).

Assignment of HdH, and H a ,

The protons fi and H, are next to an imine group and as a result of deshielding will
occur downfield relative to the protons on the remaining methylenes @id, H,, Hf and HA.
Irradiation of the doublet at 6 3.67 ppm causes the triplet at 6 3.54 ppm to become a doublet (J
=

10.70 Hz), (Figure 3E.8a). This is because geminal coupling of the axial and equatorial

protons is lost and only axiaiíaxial coupling with the neighbouring methylene proton @id) is

occurring. The same pattern is seen when the doublet of Hfat 6 2.07 ppm is irradiated - the
triplet at 6 3.30 ppm becomes a doublet (J = 10.70 Hz),(Figure 3E.8b).
Irradiation of the triplet at 6 3.54 ppm, (Figure 3E.8c), causes the doublet at 6 3.64
ppm to become a singlet as axiaiíequatorial geminal coupling is lost. This is expected and the
same pattern arises when irradiating the triplet at 6 3.30 ppm - this doublet hidden within the
multiplet at 6 2 - 2.2 ppm becomes a singlet, (Figure 3E.8d).
Assignment of Hd/He

When the triplets at 6 3.54 and 6 3.30 ppm are irradiated, (Figures 3 E . 8 ~and 3E.8d),
the multiplet at 6 2.1 ppm resembles a doublet of doublets indicating that the triplets arise from
coupling hy accidentally equivalent axiaiíaxial vicinal and axidequatorial geminal coupling.
The doublet at 6 1.90 ppm is unaffected as it arises only from geminal coupling of

m.

Figure 3E.8e shows that decoupling of the multiplet at 6 2.1 ppm causes the triplets to become

doublets. They have lost axiaiíaxial coupling of vicinal protons. The doublet at 6 1.90 ppm,
arising from geminal axiaiíequatorial coupling, becomes a singlet confirming the assignment of
this doublet and the multiplet as due to proton
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The 2D COSY spectrum resolves the relationship between the doublet and triplets and

,
confirms the assignments of protons. Table 3E.3 summarises the assignments of protons H

Proton

E.

Hda.

WE

&4

Chemical shift

8.05 (s)

3.67(d)

l.W[d)

2.07(d)

3.54(t)

2.1 (m)

3.30 (t)

(P)

3E.5

Solid state NMR
Comparison with spectra obtained in the solid state should establish the presence or

absence of decomplexation equilibria in solution. However, this comparison poses difficulty in
some cases, as proton spectra are unmanageably broad and complex in the solid state, while the
solubility required for "C spectra is often lacking in the cryptate systems.

3E.5.1 Free ligand, GT

The I3C spectrum of the free ligand, [GT.H*O], is broad and appears less well resolved
than for other free cryptates, (Figure 3E.9a). There are two imino-carbon signals separated by
around 100 Hz. The methylene resonances, partly because of increased breadth of signal but

also in consequence of

"

co-ordination" shifts which move the CD and CE resonances in

opposite directions, are spread over nearly 500 Hz in place of the

- 200-250 Hz se& for the

cadmium and mercury c s r p t a t e ~ . Compared
~~
to the CDC13 solution spectrum of GT, the
higher frequency resonance of each pair appears close to the chemical shift seen in the solution
spectrum (which is simpler and has just three 13C resonances at 6 163.058, 59.061 and 52.953
PPm).
The CP-MAS I5N spectrum of GT is weak but shows the usual N-bridgehead signal
centred around 6 -347 ppm, together with an imino-N resonance which takes the form of three
lines in the 6 18-21 ppm region, [Figure 3E.9b).

This demonstrates, firstly, that the

bridgehead-N resonance is relatively unaffected by change from divergent to convergent
conformation, and secondly that the imino-N shift is, in contrast, sensitive to conformational
and co-ordination effects in the co-ordinated ligand. As the X-ray structure of GT shows no
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difference between the strands or ends of the cryptand, the splitting of the imino -N resonance

in GT may derive from H-bonding effects in this hydrated form of the free ligand.
Solid State NMR data for free ligand GT

Table 3E.4

33.5.2 Cu'tGT(CIO&
This spectra is of interest because the simplicity of its 'H solution spectra initially
suggests the possibility of dissociation in solution, which could have generated ligand spectra
time-averaged between the co-ordinated and uncoordinated situations. In the case of the
dicopper(1) complex, the I3C CP-MAS spectrum is simple and similar to the CD3CN solution
spectrum, showing in this case that the solution conformation is no different from that revealed

in the X-ray crystallographic structure. In both solid state and CD3CN solution spectra, just
one sharp imino-C signal at 6

- 61.5 ppm

- 155 ppm and a pair of methylene resonances at 6 - 5 1 - 52 and

are observed, confirming the X-ray finding that the two ends and three strands of

the cryptand are equivalent, (Figure 3E.10a).
The '% spectrum is more complex however, and the origin of this complexity can be
unambiguously attributed by running the spectrum at two different frequencies. The '%
spectrum ofthe imino-N, (Figure 3E.l0b), at both 30.4and 20.3 M H z takes the form of a well
deñned four-line resonance centred near 100 ppm. The different chemical shifts of the four
resonances at these two frequencies, together with insensititivity to spectrometer frequency of
the spacing in Hz of the four-lie pattern, means that they must be attributed to coupling of '5

to the I

=

312 copper nuclei.35 There is no previously reported observation of '%, 63,65Cu

coupling with which our observed coupling may be compared, but the solid state N M R spectra
recorded on selected Cu(1) podates (Chapter 2) indicates that '%, 63,65Cucouplings of the
order of 120-180 Hz are general in Cu(1) imino complexes, The Nbrs i - 4 appears as a singlet
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at 6 -348 ppm in both the 20 and 30 MHz spectra providing a good check on consistency of
instrumental parameters. This value is very close to those (6 -347 ppm) seen in the free
cryptand, confirming that co-ordination of the Nh in CuzGT has had little effect on its chemical

shift. In contrast, the '3chemical shift of the imino-N is significantly more negative in this
cryptate than in any other GT derivatives so far examined, suggesting that back bonding from

Cu(I) cations to the imino-n system has increased electron density on the N-donor.
This well resolved coupling between "N and encapsulated Cu(r) points to high
symmetry and strong interaction which also show the largest '%
co-ordination
I
shifts.

Table 3E.5

Solid State NMR data for [CwGTJ(CIO&

-88.3, -93.6, -100.9,

-

in conclusion, the I5N MAS study illustrates the potential value of this technique in
funiishing information on structure and bonding in co-ordination compounds. The experiments
confirm the X-ray findings that the two ends and three strands of the GT cryptand are
equivalent.
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3F.1.0 Introduction to Electron Self-Exchange

There are two s p e s of reaction pathway for electron transfer (or redox) reactions as
first put forth by Taube: 43
1. Outer sphere mechanism: There is no covalently linked intermediate and the electron just

'hops' from one centre to the next, Figure 3F.lA.

Figure 3F.IA The outer-sphere mechanism for an electron transfer reaction between two
complexes.
2 . Inner sphere mechanism: This mechanism involves the formation of a covalent bridge
through which the electron is passed in the electron transfer process. It is restricted to those
complexes containing at least one ligand which can bridge between two metal centres.
Examples of such ligands are the halides, hydoxy or oxo groups, thiocyanate as well as a
variety of conjugated organic ligands, Figure 3F.lB.
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to 10" sec-'. Although no

information about mechanism is directly obtained from the rate constant or the rate equation,
some quantitative interpretations of the rates of outer-sphere reactions can be made. It is
possible to determine the rate constant, k12, for the reaction of two complex ions. Marcus and
Hush have developed a theory which bears their names that relates the value of kiz to the rates
(kll

and k22) of the 'Self-Exchange' reactions of the two

3F.l.l Copper Proteins in Electron Transfer
Cupropmteins involved in biological redox chemistry have recently stimulated interest
in deciphering relationships between the structural and electron-transfer properties of
Cu(Ii)/Cu(I) couples at active sites. For blue copper proteins only the outer sphere mechanism
is possible. In particular, plastocyanin and azurin have been extensively studied.6 While
these blue copper sites are expected to have relatively small co-ordination sphere
reorganisation energies during the outer-sphere Cu(iI)-Cu(i) electron transfer process, their
rates of electron self-exchange vary significantly from 2 2 x IO4 hi's-' for French bean
plastocyanin to 1.3 x IO6 Mis-' for Pseudomonas uerugznosa a ~ r i n . ~ ' Owing to the
complicated nature of electron self-exchange for metalloproteins, and the lack of information

on precise geometric change, it is impossible to determine how the rates of electron transfer
may be influenced by the near invariance of the active site geometries to changes in valence

tat te.^',^^
In general, electron transfer reactions in copper complexes are associated with a drastic

change in co-ordination geometry which imposes a large reorganisational Franck Condon
barrier on the redox process and can hinder facile electron transfer.
One approach toward further understanding of biological electron-transfer processes is
to study small molecule copper compounds of related structure and/or íùnction.

Small-

molecule model compounds for copper protein electron-transfer dynamics should ideally
demonstrate co-ordination number invariance and an outer sphere mechanism of electron
tran~fer.~
There are very few cases in the literature of copper complexes which meet both
criteria. The high kinetic lability of copper and its tendency to adopt different co-ordination
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numbers and geometries in the +1 and +2 oxidation state pose formidable obstacles in the
design and synthesis of appropriate small molecule systems.48,50
Table 3F.1 Electron Self-Exchange Rate Constants of Selected [CULI,I(L)]~"'couples

Examples of Cuf/Cuu redox couples with equivalent ligation are rare. Recently, Garner
and

coworkers

showed

that

in

the

complexes,

[Cu'(birndpk)~][PFs]

and

[Cuu(bimdpk)~]~F~J,54
the geometry is intermediate between tetrahedral and square planar.
As a consequence the redox process Cug/)Cu(Ii) was found to be reversible (0.59 V, vs SCE)

and the electron self-exchange rate constant in acetonitrile was reported to be 1.9 x IO4 M's-'.
Figure 3F.3 displays the ligands for which self-exchange rate constant data are

available and X-ray structural data have been determined for both the +1 and +2 oxidation

state^.^^^^'

This section reports the technique of 'H N M R line-broadening for the determination of
the electron self-exchange rate constant of the couple [Cu2(GT)J2+ f [CU~~-'(GT)J~
CI
[CUZ'.'(GT)]~+ [CuZ'(GT)]'-

.

As these compounds are potential models for the CUAsite it

enhances the importance of investigating such electron transfer reactions.
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3F.2.0 NMR Line Broadening
One of the earliest observations in N M R spectroscopy was, that on addition of a
paramagnetic species, significant broadening of the 'H NMR resonance of the diamagnetic
species was observed. The degree of broadening reflects the extent of the interaction between
the unpaired electron and the nucleus in question. Fast relaxing unpaired electrons provide
efficient pathways for nuclear relaxation. The nuclear relaxation rate enhancement involves
the two mechanisms referred to as T1 and T2 (spin - lattice and spin-spin, respectively) as
described previously in Chapter 3E.
3F.2.l Bloch Equation*
In determining the relaxation times for interconversion between diamagnetic and
paramagnetic species McConnell and Berger derived the following expression f?om the Bloch
equations, Equation 3F.1.

Equation 3F.1

where (T& is the transverse relaxation time of 'H for a solution containing only the
diamagnetic species and (TZ)DPis the corresponding quantity for a solution containing both the
diamagnetic and paramagnetic species, [PI being the concentration of added paramagnetic
species.
In the derivation of this equation the following conditions are assumed:
((60)7&)2 > 1, (Tz)D2

TD,

where

TD

and

5,

TD

> T,,,

are the mean lifetimes of the diamagnetic and

paramagnetic species, respectively. Following electron transfer,

7,

is the paramagnetic spin-

lattice relaxation time, 60 is the hyperfine splitting of the electron resonance of the
paramagnetic species, due to the proton and (Tz)D is the spin-spin relaxation time for the
diamagnetic species.
In the present investigation, it was determined that all the foregoing conditions were
met, thus a modified equation (Equation 3F.2) is valid for the system reported here.
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Equntion 3F.2

1rrz

=

XAViiz

1/Tz can be determined from the line width (Avin) by using the relationship in
Equation 3F.2. vuz is equal to the width at half height of the broadened resonance in the 'H

NMR spectrum. The self-exchange rate constant, kx,may then be obtained as the slope of a
plot of lîïzvs. concentration of added [Cu(II)L].
Equntion 3F.3

49,51,52

Our experiment is adapted fkom literature reports

,with the paramagnetic average

valence dicopper ligand [CUZ'.'GT]~' being used to investigate line broadening on the
diamagnetic [CU:GT]~'.

The GT ligand was used as its oxidised and reduced forms are

isomorphous, therefore displaying co-ordination number invariance and low reorganisation
energy. The encapsulated complex also possess an imine peak for which the 'H NMR
resonance is both intense and well separated from the remainder of the

As shown

in Figure 3F.3, the signal of the imine proton, at 6 8.15 ppm, broadens upon addition of the
paramagnetic average valence complex. The complete 'H N M R spectrum of [CUZ'GT]~'and
[CuZ'GT]'+has previously been discussed in Section 3E.

3F.3

Determination of Self-Exchange Rate Constant at 25' C, without Constant Ionic

strength.
Experimental
The self-exchange electron transfer constant, kx( I d s - ' ) for the [ C U ~ ' " ~ ' G Tcouple
]~~
and [CuzGT](C104)~were prepared as
has been determined in DzO at 300 K. [CUZGT](C~O~)~
described in Chapter 3G. The various samples for 'H NMR were prepared by gradually

Electron Se~-&change
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increasing the concentration of the paramagnetic component [Cu2GT](C104)3 from I .63 x IO4

M to 15.1 x IO4 M in a 0.5 ml solution of [CuzGT](C104)z.
1 . A stock solution of [Cu'~GT](C10~)~was
prepared in a 10 ml volumetric flask by dissolving

10.3 mg [Cu1zGT](C104)2 (1.5 mM) in 10 ml &O.

2. 0.1 (0.06mg, 7.64 x

mol), 0.5 (0.291~18,3.70 x

mol), 0.3 (0.17mg, 2.16 x

0.7 (0.41mg, 0.522 x lo-' mol) and 0.9 (0.52mg, 6.6 x

mol),
mol) equivalents of

[CUZ'.~GT](CIO&
were carefully weighed into the labelled N M R tubes.
3. 0.5 ml of [Cu1~GT](C1O~)2
in DzOwas syringed into each N M R tube and shaken to ensure

complete solvation. The 'H NMR spectrum was immediately recorded at 300 K.
4. A 'HNMR spectrum was recorded of [CU'ZGT](C~O~)Z
only.

5. A typical plot for this experiment shows increasing broadness of the imine peak upon
addition of paramagnetic species [CU~'.'GT]~',(Figure 3F.3).
The paramagnetic contribution to the spin-spin relaxation was evaluated by calculating
peak width at half height (WE3HM) of each imine peak and subtracting the WHHM of the
diamagnetic [CulzGT]".

Line widths of DzO were checked to be constant at 3 I 1 Hz

throughout the course of the experiment.
Values of I/Tz are listed in Table 3F.2 and a typical plot of l f ï z versus added
[CuZ'"GT]''

is illustrated in Figure 3F.4

It can be seen that the extent of broadening is

LS 3LI . This linear relationship affords
linearly dependent on the concentration of [CUZ

the slope and

Table 3F.2

as the intercept.

NMR experiment at 300 K in D 2 0

[Cu2(l.5)GTf+

3.0

6.3

9.3

12.3

15.1

10.1

15.2

25.3

27.8

32.9

(x lo1) M
kobJS-'

'

A plot of this data gives; it, = 2.1 x 10 M%' at T = 300 K.
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3F.4.1 Determination of Self-Exchange Rate Constant at 25' C corrected to 0.1 M Ionic
Strength.
The effect of constant ionic strength was investigated. This experiment was essentially
the same as that described in 3F.3 except NaN03 (0.1 M) was added to the stock solution of

[Cu12GTJ2'. Figure 3F.3 shows the broadening of the imine signal for this experiment. The
calculated values of k d s d are shown in Table 3F.3.
Table3F.3

NMR experiment at 300K in &O. (I = 0.1 M NaN03), cone. of

[Cu$)GTj*+= 1.5 mM
íCW.5)GTly
(x 10) M

1.6

3.0

4.7

6.3

9.3

10.8

12.3

13.7

15.1

kobds-'

13.2

17.6

39.6

52.8

70.4

88.0

96.8

118.8

127.6

A plot of this data gives; 14%= 8.4 x 10'M'i' at p = O. 1M NaNOl and T = 300 K.
3F.5.1 Variable Temperature Studies
These experiments were repeated at 278 K and 288 K in order that the en..ialpic and
entropic contribution to electron transfer could be determined from an Eying Plot. The
results of the variable temperature studies are given in Tables 3F.4 and 3F.5. All values are
corrected to O. 10 M ionic strength.
Table3F.4

NMR experiment at 278 K in Dz0.

(I

=

0.1 M NaNOs), cone of

[Cuz&)GTf' = 1.5 mM

A plot of this data gives; k,= 3.6 x 10'M"i' at .u = O. 1 M NaN03 and T = 278 K.
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NMR experiment at 288 K in DzO, (I = 0.1 M NaNOs), cone. o f

[ C U ~ J ) G T=~ 1.5mM
+

[ C U ~ ( ~ . S ) C T ~ +4.6
(a 1 0 3 M
18.5

6.4

7.9

9.7

11.0

12.3

27.8

33.3

46.25

51.8

61.05

A plot of this data gives; b. = 4.8 x lO'M-'i' at p = O. 1 M NaNO, and T = 288 K.

3F.5.2 Activation Parameters

For the experiments recorded at 278,288 and 300 K, variable-temperature data were
plotted according to Equation 3F.4. The Eyring plot is shown in Figure 3F.5.

Equation 3F.4

K

-

(kTh)e~AGmT

Where K is the Boltzmann constant, h is Plancks constant and R is the Universal gas constant.
The values of AH and AS were then calculated using the data in Table 3F.6.

Table 3F.6

Electron Self-Exchange data at 300,288 and 278 K for Eynng Plot
Inkm

T'(K-1)

k er (M's-')

0.0033

8.4 Y IO4

5.64

0.0035

4.8 x IO4

5.12

0.0036

3.6 Y IO'

4.86

Electron Seff-lhhanee
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Figure 3F.5 An Eyringplot to determine activation parameters
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Calculation of Activation Enthalpy, AH

3F.5.2.1

hk/h

AH

=

R x Slope

AH

-

8.314 K'mol-'

-

24.7 Idmol-'

-

8.314 K'mol-' x 478 K'

-

3.9

=

25 f 4 kJ mol-'

AH Error

AH
3F.5.t.Z

+

-

In k R

ASIR

-AH/RT

x -2968 K'

moï'

Calculation of Activation Entropy, AS
AS

Error

=

R(int - inkIh)

=

8.314Q5.497

-

8.314 (15.497 - 23.76)

-

8.314 x - 8.263

-

- 68.698

-

8.314 x 1.659 = 13.8

b = 15.497 C 1.659

-

I n ( 1 . 3 8 ~10-"/6.63x IO"')

As = - 69 f-14JK-'rnoi-'
3F.6

Discussion
Large rate constants are favoured by several factors including; short internuclear

distance, approximate orbital overlap (to provide an electronic pathway for the exchange) and
similar co-ordination geometries for the reduced and oxidised species (to minimise ligand and
solvent reorganisation). Ligand loss or exchange adds an additional complication that can
affect observed rates.
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Most reports on copper complexes pertain to outer-sphere reactions, which often

-

appear to proceed with rates on the order of lo3 lo4 MIS-',(Table 3F.1). A complicating
factor in the analysis is that the copper co-ordination geometry may change with the oxidation
state and that the solvent is often involved in the co-ordination of the metal.
Of various copper complexes of these azacryptates discussed, this specific system was
chosen for the current study on the basis of its several advantageous properties including:
1 . A simple [ C UILJ
~ 2+ 1H NMR spectrum with a sharp singlet peak for the imine resonance

2. Good stability of the Cu(i) complex with respect to air oxidation.
3 . Reasonable thermodynamic stability of the [CU~~.'GT]~+.
4. Simple electrochemical behaviour (as discussed in Chapter 3E).

3F.7

Conclusion
in conclusion the results indicate a fast rate of electron transfer for our model system,

although not as fast as reported for azurin. Marcus cross relationship experiments were
attempted using the amine complex [Cu2RGT](CIO& as the paramagnetic line broadening
reagent. However, these experiments were not successful, no broadening was observed as
relaxation for this system is not fast enough on the N M R time scale. Future experiments will
concentrate on the NGT system where we expect both a Marcus cross relationship with GT
and a standard experiment as described in this section to be successful.
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Chapter 3G Experimental Procedures for the Synthesis of Complexes Described in
Chapter 3
36.1 Generai Procedures.

Unless otherwise stated, the organic starting materials (Aidrich, Lancaster and Acros)
and the metal salts (Aidrich) were obtained from the afore named chemical suppliers and used
without further purification. Unless dried solvents were specified solvents of general purpose
reagent standard were used directly in synthesis.
Solvents were dried as foUows:1. Methanol and industrial methanol were dried using the Grignard method.

(5mg magnesium turnings, 60 ml alcohol and one crystal of iodine were refluxed until al the
magnesium was converted to the (m)ethoxide. Then (900 mi) alcohol was added and refluxed
for a further hour before being distilled and stored in an air tight flask over 4

A molecular

sieves.
2. Acetonitrile : Acetonitrile was stirred over CaH until gas evolution ceased and then

distilied from PzOs (5 g/L) in all glass apparatus. The distillate was refluxed over CaH (5

a)

for at least one hour, distilled and stored over 4 Å molecular sieves.
5. DMF was brought from Aidrich Chemical Company as analytical grade.

N.B. Extreme care must be exercised when working with perchlorate salts as they may be
violently explosive when scratched or warmed in the solid state.

3G.2

Instruments

NMR spectra were recorded on General Electric QE30 or GN-Q500 instruments at
QüB. The chemical shifts in the proton spectra are recorded in parts per million (ppm 6) using
tetramethylsilane (TMS) as an internal standard.
Data for single crystal X-ray diffraction studies were collected on a Siemens P3N2000
diaactometer. Structures were solved using direct methods with the SHELXL 86 program
and refined by full matrix least squares method using SHELXL 93.5.

ESR were recorded at the Open University, Milton Keynes on a Varian E109
spectrometer and ESR plus ENDOR spectra were recorded at the National ESR and ENDOR
centre at Cardiff University
Magnetic measurements (sample size between 20 and 30 mg) were determined using an
Oxford Instruments Faraday Magnetic Susceptibility Balance with a resistive electromagnet and
an Oxford Instruments cryostat was employed as a temperature control down to 80 K.
FAB mass spectroscopy was carried out by EPSRC MS service at the University of
Swansea. Mass spectra were recorded on an AEI-MSS 902 instrument updated by VG
instruments
operating at 70 eV using a heated inlet system at QUB
Microanalyses were canied out on a Perkin-Elmer PE240 automatic CHN analyser.
Inüared (KBr discs) and UvNis spectra were recorded on a BioRad FTS 185 FTiR
spectrometer and a Perkin Elmer Lamda 9 Uv/vis/near I
R spectrometer, respectively.

3G.3 GT: Free lieand svnthesis."

A 40% (by weight) aqueous solution of glyoxal (log) was added slowly to isopropanol
(200ml). This alcoholic solution was added dropwise over a period of 6 hours to an ice cold
solution of tren (6.8g, 0.047mol) in isopropanol (100ml). Mer addition was complete the
solution was stirred at room temperature for a further 2 hours. The solvent was removed
under vacuum yielding an orange jeüy-like solid.

This polymeric solid was stirred in

dichloromethane for two hours and was reduced in volume. Celite was added to the filtrate
and the solid was pumped to dryness. The solid material was transferred to a soxhlet thimble
and extracted with a 4:l mixture hexaneheptane over a period of 60 hours. The resulting
cloudy solution was clarified by vacuum filtration and a crystalline white ciyptand precipitated.
(Yield = 40 %). A crystalline sample was obtained by recrystallisation fiom MeCNKHC13.

C H N analvsk-

[CisH3oNsl
C%

H%

N%

calc.

60.33

8.38

3 1.28

Found

60.40

8.52

30.78

Infrared suectrum:-

Inter alia (an-')C-H 2843,2879, C=N 1633
Mass suectrum:de'

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

WI'

358

85

36.4 Template Synthesis of GT
JSrCTIíBPh4h.2H2O1'
- ---Glyoxal (1.748, 0.03mol) and Sr(C104)2 (2.87g, 0.Olmol) were refluxed gently in
methanol (20014

for 15 minutes. Tren (2.928, 0.02mol) in methanol (400ml) was added

dropwise and the reaction mixture was refluxed gently for 30 minutes. The mixture was
filtered into a solution of NaJ3Ph (4.8% 0.014mol) in 80ml of methanol with swirling as
precipitation took place "his was filtered by suction yielding a cream coloured solid, (Yield =

58%).

C H N anahis:-

[CI~H;ON&](BP~~)~.~HZO

c%

H%

N%

calc.

70.74

6.66

10.00

Found

69.99

6.76

10.23

Idtared soectrum:-

Inter alia (cm-') C-H 2843, C=N 1616; BPL- 1580, 1480, 1428,
735,707, OH 3510.

FAB mass spectrum:d Z

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

[SrGT]"

446

100

36.5 Preparation of Dinuclear Copper(I) Cryptates using Free GT.

ICU~{DG'II(C~O~)~'~
The reaction was carried out under nitrogen and dry deoxygenated solvents were used
throughout.
GT (130mg, 3.6 x 10" mol) was dissolved in chloroform (lomi) and filtered onto a
(200mg, 6.1 x lo4) in an acetonitriie/ethanoi (5mV5ml)
stirring solution of [CU(M~CN)~]CIO~
mixture. The resultant brown solution was reduced in volume and an intensely coloured dark
greedbrown solid precipitated. This was recrystallised from acetonitrile in air and left to
evaporate yielding large brown hexagonal crystals.

C H N analvsis:-

[C ~sH~oNsCU~~(C~OJ)Z.
C%

H ?6

N%

calc.

31.59

4.39

16.37

Found

31.83

4.33

16.16

I&ared spectrum:-

Inter alia (cm-') C-H 2860, C=N 1599; Cl04 1096,623, OH 343 1

FAB mass spectnm-

d z

36.6

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

[CU,GT]~'

486

85

[CU~GT(CIOA,)]'

585

1O0

Preparation of Mononuclear Copper (ZT)Cryptates using Free GT.

JCU~GTUCIO~)~.H~O
[CUZ(OZCCH;),(HZO)Z]
(55mg, 2.7x104mol) was dissolved in ethanol (15ml) and added
to a stimng solution of GT (100mg, 2.7x104mol) in methanol (20ml) at.. room temperature.
The resulting brown solution was stirred at room temperature for twenty minutes. A methanol
solution of LiC104 was added and a yellow solid product precipitated.

This could be

recrystailised f?om a 50:50 acetonitrile/ethanol solvent mixture yieldmg a light yellow-brown
crystalline product. (Yield = 85 Yo)

C H N analvsis:-

[C isHjoNsC~l(C104)2.HzO
C%

H%

N Yo

calc.

33.80

5.01

17.50

Found

33.87

4.81

17.26

In6ared suectrum:-

Inter alia (cm-') C-H 2860,2916, C=N 1617; CIO; 1085, 622

FAB mass spectrum:d Z

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

[CuGT]"

42 1

1O0

[CuGT(C104)]+

520

15

[(CuGT)z(cIo~)jl'

1141

3

36.7

Mixed Valence Copper Complexes of GT

36.7.1 Mixed Valence Copper Complexes of GT by Insertion

JCUZGTI(CIO&
GT (128mg, 3.6x104mol) in chloroform (IOnd) was stirred with Cu*(MeCN)4C104
(153mg, 4.7x104mol) in an acetonitrildethanol (1:2) mixture.

The yellow solution was

reduced to halfvolume and Ag(C104) (55mg, 2.7x104mol) was added. A blueígreen solid was
immediately retrieved by filtration.
and
~ )C
~ U ~ G T ( B Fusing
~ ) ~ the
The procedure was also attempted for C U ~ G T ( C F ~ S O
appropriate template.
All products were blue/green soli&.

Owing to the higher solubility of these

counterions and the solution instability of this cyptate, satisfactory analysis was obtained

onhfor the perchlorate salts synthesised by this method.

C H N analvsk-

[C~~~ONXCUZ~(C~O~);.~HZO

c Yo

H%

N%

calc.

26.34

4.14

13.65

Found

26.60

4.00

13.30

Infrared sr>ectrum:Inter alia (cm-') C-H 2885, C=N 1629; CIO; 1091,624, OH 3433

FAB mass soectrum:d z

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

[CUZGT]~'

484

80

[Cu~GT(C104)1~'

585

100

[CUZGT(CIOJ)
1'

684

IO
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36.7.2 Mixed Valence Copper Complexes of GT by Transmetailation.

JCII~GTII~(CIO&'~.~~

SrGT(BPh& (510mg, 4.7xlO"mol) in acetonitnle (50ml) and AgC104 (187mg, hc 104

mol ) in EtOH (30ml) were stirred together at room temperature for 10 minutes. The solution

1xlO"mol) in methanol
was then filtered to remove Ag(BPh4). [C~~(O~CCH;)~(H20)2](199mg
(30ml) was added and the dark green solution was refluxed for 10 minutes. The heat was

removed and excess LiC104 (0.3g) was added. The solution was reduced in volume and then
cooled to give a bludgreen solid product which was isolated by filtration.

The preparations of [CuzGT(CF;SO;); and [CUZGT](BF&were the same as above but
using Ag(CF;SO;), Li(CF;SO;) and Ag(BF4), Na(BF.,), respectively.

Satisfactory elemental analysis was not obtained by this method.

Infrared spectrum:-

Inter alia (cm-') C-H 2848, C=N v.weak ;CIO%1090,623

FAB mass spectrum:d z

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

[CU~GT]~'

484

75

[CU~GT(CIO~)]*+ 585

1O0

[CU~GT(CIO~)]'

684

10

[CuzGTI

42 1

27

Satisfactory elemental analysis was not obtained for this counterion by this method.

îhaoter 3G
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Infrared silectrum:-

Inter alia (cm") C-H 2870, C=N v. weak; BFL 1054,670

FAB mass soectrum:d z

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

[Cu2GT13'

484

40

[CU~GT(SF~)]*'

571

52

[Cu2GT(C104)1'

658

9

[CuGT]

42 1

27

3G.8 Experimental Procedures for the Synthesis of RGT and its Copper Complexes.
The preparation followed that of GT until the jelly like solid was formed on reducing in
volume. This solid was dissolved in methanol, then filtered to leave an orange solution.

The remaining synthesis was performed under nitrogen atmosphere.
The orange solution was heated to reflux and then NaB& was added in small amounts
with stining until the solution was white and cloudy. The solution was stirred for a further
hour and then reduced in volume to give a white waxy product. Boric acid residues were
removed by dissolving the waxy solid with an aqueous solution of NaOH. This cloudy solution
was extracted with chloroform. After reducing in volume the oily product was crystallised
from a minimum amount of water yielding a white powder. This could be crystallised From
H20. (Yield = 75 %)
C H N analysis:-

[CiStLi~N8].4H20
- crystalline sample
C%

H Yo

N%

calc.

48.87

11.32

24.82

Found

48.75

11.39

24.94

Infrared spectrum:-

Inter alia (cm-') C-H 2805, 2891,2960, NH 3259
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Mass suectrum:de'

Formula

Peak

'YOof base peak

IRGTI'

370

15

[RGT/2]'

185

82

3G.9 Mixed Valence Copper Complexes of RGT.

RGT (149mg 4.05x104mol) was dissolved in chloroform (5mi)/ethanol (ismi).
[ C U ~ ( O ~ C C H ~ ) ~(240mg,
( H ~ O ~I.2~lO-~mol)
]
was added and the deep blue mixture was stirred

for 10 minutes at room temperature. Li(C104) (excess) was added and the solution turned
bright blue as the product precipitated. This was filtered and reduced in volume to give a royal
blue solid product.

Synthesis of [Cu2RGT](CF;SO;); and [Cu2RGT](BF4); was the same as above but
using the appropriate Li(CF3S03) and Na(BF4), respectively, as counterions.

C H N analvsis-

[CI~ZNSCUZ~(C~O~)~.~HZO

c Yo

H Yo

N Yo

calc.

26.04

5.63

13.51

Found

26.11

5.28

13.57

Infrared suectmm:-

Inter ulzu (cm-') C-H 2882,2927; CIO; 1097, 624, NH 3256, OH 3468
FAB mass suectmm:d Z

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

[CU~RGT(CIO~)]~'

595

45

[CUZRGT(CIO~)Z]'

696

45

[Cu2RGT(C104)2]'

796

1O0

C H N ana1vsis:-

[CIS~~N~CU~](CF~SO~)~.~HZO

c ?Lo

H Yo

N Yo

calc.

25.70

4.69

11.42

Found

25.30

4.63

10.90

infrared spectrum:-

Inter alia (cm-’) C-H 2882, 2927; CF3SOq 1267, 1226, 1167, 1031,
638, N H 3236, 1587, OH 3447
FAB mass spectrum:d Z

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

[CU~RGT]”

495

20

[CUZRGT(CF~SO;)]”

642

1O0

36.10 ICU(IDRGTI(BP~~)~.~H~O

RGT (IOOmg, 2.7x10Jmol) was dissolved in MeCN(l0ml) and filtered into a stirring
solution of [Cu2(02CCHj),@i~0)~](54mg, 2.7x104mol) in EtOH. The blue solution was stirred

for 10 minutes before adding a solution of Na(BPh4) (185mg, 5.4 x 10Jmol) in MeCN. A
green solution resulted and upon slow evaporation in air green cuboidal crystals were
produced. These analysed as the monocopper cryptate.
When the solvent was water, a green powder immediately precipitated and was also
found to be the monocopper RGT species.
C H N analvsis:-

[CIS&ZNSCU]@P~~)Z-~H~O

Satisfactory elemental analysis was not achieved owing to the possible presence of a
protonated cryptate in the bulk.

Inffared sDectrum:-
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Infer alia (cm-') C-H 2882,2927; BPhi 1582, 1481,1425,737, 708,

NH 3256, OH 3468
FAB mass spectrum:d Z

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

[CURGT]~'

433

60

[CU~RGT(SP~)T 752

5

3G.11 Experimental Procedures for the Synthesis of NGT and its Complexes.

-

~ ~ ~ 1 1 . 5 6

Acrylonitrile (40.25g, 0.76mol) was slowly dripped in over a period of 8 hours to a
35% aqueous ammonia solution (17g, 0.30mol) while stirring at 30°C on an oil bath. This
mixture was stirred at 30°C for a further 2 hours before water (32ml) was added and a further
quantity of acrylonitrile (40.258, 0.76mol) was dripped in overnight. After addition was
completed the mixture was heated to 80°C and refluxed for a further 60 hours. The excess
acrylonitrile and water were distilled off under reduced pressure and the remaining white liquid
was placed in a freezer until a hard waxy solid formed. This was recrystallised from ethanol to
yield white needle-like crystals, (Yield = 85%).

Hydrogenation
Tris 2(cyanoethyl)amine (12.268, 0.07mol) and Rainey nickel slurry (log) in EtOH
were added to a 1 L hydrogenation vessel containing a solution of NaOH (4.668, 0.12mol) in
EtOH (142ml) and water (8ml).

The mixture was placed under hydrogen (4Opsi) in a

hydrogenation apparatus and shaken until hydrogen uptake was complete. The catalyst was
vacuum filtered over high flow super cell with EtOY before being washed with water to
deactivate. EtOH was removed under reduced pressure and the oily residue was taken up in
dichloromethane causing precipitation of excess NaOH which was removed by filtration. The
filtrate was dried with sodium sulfate, filtered and distilled to yield tris-3-aminopropylamine.
(Yield = 61%)

Chanter 3G
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tC9H2Jbl
C%

H Yo

N Yo

calc.

57.45

12.76

29.79

Found

57.33

12.54

29.43

Infrared suectrum:-

Inier alia (cm-') C-H 3 110, nitrile CN 2550, OH 3330.
Mass suectrum:de'

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

[Trpnl'

188

1O0

Dry distilled solvents were used and an argon atmosphere was maintained throughout.
Glyoxal (0.52g, 0.009mol) was dissolved in a minimum amount of EtOH (lomi).
Acetonitrile (30Oml) was added and the solution was stirred to ensure complete dissolution of
glyoxal. [CU(M~CN)~]CIO~
(1.92g, 0.006moi) was added as solid and the solution was
warmed to 60-70°C.

Trpn (1.14g, 0.006rnol) was dissolved in the minimum amount of

degassed EtOWMeCN and added dropwise to the stirring solution. The solution instantly
became blue but then quickiy turned dark brown. The reacting solution was kept at 60-70°C
and stirred €or 30 minutes. Li(C104) was added and the solution reduced in volume by bubbling
with argon. A brown solid precipitated and this was collected by frit filtration under a nitrogen
atmosphere. (Yield = 16%)

H Yo

N%

5.7

13.9

5.3

13.8

Infrared spectrum:Inter alia (cm"), C=N 1644; CIO; 1103,623, N H 3268
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FAB mass spectrumd z

Formula

Peak

YOof base peak

[CUZNGT]~'.HZO

586

so

[CU~NGT(CIO~)I'.H~O

685

62

[CU~NGT]'~

568

12

ICu,(lS)NGTIíClO& by Ag' Oxidation
1. For X-ray Quality Crystals

[CU~NGTI(CIO~)~.~H~O
(IlOmg, 1.4 x loJ mol) was dissolved in acetonitrile. The
solution was filtered onto a solution of Ag(CIO4) in EtOK w m e d gently, and any excess
silver was removed by ñitration. Silver precipitated over a period of a week and at this stage it
was possible to pick out green crystals of the mixed valence complex although the mixture was
predominately the dicopper(1) cryptate.

2. For Physical Measurements.

[CU~NGT](CIO&~H~O
(I lOmg, 1.4 x IO-' mol) was dissolved in distilled water.
There was no evidence of disproportionation occurring. Ag(C104) was added and a pale blue
colour was immediately seen. Dark greedblack cubed shaped crystals appeared after a period

of weeks. The average valence complex was characterised by its electronic spectrum. ,Suitable
analysis was not achieved due to lack of sufficient sample.
C H N analvsis:-

[CZ&JLNSCU~](CIO&.~H~O:
Insufficient solid sample for analysis

Infrared spectrum:Inter alia (cm-'), C=N 1636; CIOL 1090, 622,
FAB mass spectrum:d z

Formula
([CU~NGT](CIO~)Z)'.H~O

Peak

% of base peak

788

1s
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Isotopically labelled Mixed Valence Complexes for Resonance Raman.

3G.12

As the only available source of %u was as the 6sCu(II)(N03)2 salt a new method of
synthesising [Cu2( 1.5)GT](C104); was required.
GT (0.2 g 5.6 x loJ mol) was dissolved in water and two equivalents of ascorbic acid
were added to the stimng solution. 65Cu(NO;)2 (0.2 g, 1.1 x 10" mol) was added to this
solution and the colour changed fiom blue to yellow, [CUZGT]". Ag(CIO4) was added to the
yellow solution, causing the immediate appearance of the blue colour associated with the mixed
valence complex. The mixed valence nature was confirmed by UvNis spectroscopy prior to
resonance Raman spectroscopic studies.

J65Cu2(l.5~RGTlíC10&
RGT (0.149g, 4.05x10"mol) was dissc e in chloroform (5ml)/ethanol (15d), an a
few drops of triethylamine were added to provide basic conditions. Upon addition of

6 s c u ~ (0.227g,
~ 3 ) 21.2xlO-'mol) a light blue solution was formed.

This was stirred overnight,

at room temperature, until the solution became bright blue. Li(C104) (excess) was added, the
solution was then filtered and reduced in volume to give a royal blue solid product. (Yield = 68
%). The mixed valence nature was confirmed by UvíVis spectroscopy prior to resonance

Raman.
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The Development of Thiolate Azacryptates.

3Th;The Thiolate Cryptate

Research into the synthesis, structure and properties of copper complexes of thiolatecontaining ligands might shed light on the structure and mechanism of action of thiolatecontaining metalloproteins such as those discussed for the CUAsite of cytochrome c oxidase.’
The development of a thiolate-based cryptand, 3Th, has been our long term goal. It is
envisaged that such a cryptate would have a similar capacity for metal induced deprotonation
as the phenolate-based ligands developed by Nelson et d.*The resulting cryptate would
therefore have two sites available for the formation of a dinuclear complex, in which the ‘soft’
S-donor group could act as a bridging unit between pairs of soft metal cations. In addition, the
properties of these complexes are expected to provide an interesting contrast to those of
complexes of the widely used phenol and pyridine ‘head units’ which provide much harder
donors.’

4.2

Synthesis of S(2,6-diformyl-4-methylphenyl)d¡methyithiocarbomate
My predecessor N. Martin spent much time developing a reproducible synthesis of the

thiolate-containing ligand precursor S-(2,6-diformyl-4-methylphenyl) dimethylthiocarbomate.4
The route followed a slightly modified synthesis to that employed by Newman and Kames, who
reported a synthetic route to S-aryl dialkylthiocarbomates in high yield via pyrolytic
Although the synthesis of S-(2,6-diformyl-4rearrangement of o-aryl dialkylthiocarb~rnates.~
methylphenyl) dimethylthiocarbomate by N. Martin was successful in achieving a very pure
product, the yield was very small and unforeseen problems in removing the protecting group
have since been encountered.
N. Martin’s report gives a good spectroscopic characterisation of both the intermediate
and final products. The spectra clearly indicate how the protected thiolate-containing
dialdehyde can be distinguished from its phenolate precursor, (Figure 4.1 and 4.2).
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Figure 4.la

Infrared spectrum of 2,6 diiformyl-4-methyl phenol
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Infared specirum of O-(2,6 diformyl-4methylphenyr)

dimethylthioearbamcrie

Figure 4. IC Infrared spectrum of S-(2,6 diformyl-4-methylphenyl)
dimethylthimrarbmate
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DFMP ;2,6-diformyl-4-methyIphenol
Recent research has found that the starting m a t e d , DHMP (2,6-dimethanol-4-methyl

phenol) should be freshly synthesised for the whole reaction to be successful. DHMP bought
from Aldrich was found to give poor yields and an inferior product. Oxidation of DHMP with

MnOI gives the dialdehyde, DFMP (2,6-diformyl-4-methylphenol). Synthesis of; 2,6-diformyl4-methylphenol from 4-methylphenol (p-cresol) is shown in Scheme 4.1.

-
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O
'

E

E

OH

ON.

OH

08

OH

08

O

OH

O

Scheme 4.1

4.2.2 0-(2,6-diformyl-4-methylphenyl)d¡methylth¡ocarhamate

(Scheme 4.2)

The synthesis of S-(2,6 diformyl-4-methylpheny1)dimethylthiocarbamate by N. Martin
involved the reaction of NaOH with 2,6 diformyl-4-methylphenol and isolation of the sodium
complex prior to reaction of dmethylthiocarbomoyl. However, it was found that if NaH was
substituted for NaOH the dimethylthiocarbomyl could be added to the reaction mixture without
the need to isolate the sodium complex, (Scheme 4.2). It was important that the product 0-

(2,6-diformyl-4-methyIphenyl)dimethylthiocarbamate was pure and that all traces of 2,6diformyl-4-methylphenol were removed. Dissolving the product in dichloromethane, while
washing with water, ensured removal of the sodium complex. Very pure product was obtained
d e r several washings with a weak acid, water, and a weak basic solution followed by drying
over MgS04. The product must be dried overnight in a dessicator prior to use.
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Scheme 4.2
The infrared spectrum of the pale yellow solid shows strong absorption bands at 1548
and 1193 cm-'which are characteristic of O-aryldialkythiocarbamates, (Figure 4.lb). In the 'H

NMR spectrum the N-methyl protons appear as two signals superimposed on one another at
approximately 6 3.5 ppm, (Figure 4.2b).

4.2.3 Thermal Rearrangement

Thermal rearrangement (Scheme 4.3) was best performed in 2g portions. A study by
S. Brooker found that the optimum temperature was 180"C.6 If the temperature was lower

than this rearrangement did not fully occur and temperatures above 180°C caused degradation
of the dialdehyde.

S-(2,6-diformyl-4-methylphenyl)dmethylthiocarbamate was obtained in

very pure form by washing the melt with ether and ethanol.

-4
O

0

1

O

1

0

O

S

I

Scheme 4.3
Successful thermolysis was confirmed by inspection of the infrared and 'H NMR
spectra, (Figure 4.lc and 4 . 2 ~ ) .The infrared spectra shows that the bands at 1548 and 1193
cm-', characteristic of O-aryldiallcythiocarbamates, had disappeared. The methylene region of
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the ‘HN M R spectrum significantly different - the two superimposed signals observed for the

N-methyl groups in the 0-(2,6-diformyl-4-methylphenyl)dimethylthiocarbamate compound are
observed to separate into two individual signals. The downfield shift is due to deshielding of
the protons on one methyl group as a result of interaction with the circulating 7[ electrons of the
carbonyl group.

4.3

Cryptate Synthesis

Although the thiolate-containing dialdehyde has successfully been incorporated into
macrocycles, to date, the successful synthesis of a thiolate-based cryptate has not been
repoited. The problems in obtaining the starting dialdehyde make the synthesis even more
difficult as only smaü scale approach is feasible. Sulphur can also be difficult to handle due to
the tendency to form disulphides.’
Failure to produce the free ligand, L1, under a variety of temperature and high dilution
conditions in alcoholic solvents, prompted a template synthesis approach. The products
obtained from attempted template synthesis on silver, copper, zinc, cadmium and lead seem to
indicate that a variety of products with similar solubilities can be produced. The most success
seems to come when using silver as a template ion although the presence of other impurities
such as pendant arm macrocycles make complete characterisation impossible. Characterisation
of the products was very dependent on FAI3 and ES mass spectrometries, as polymeric
products often exhibited similar solubilities, infra red spectral features and elemental analysis.

4.3.1

Template Synthesis with Copper (I)

Copper(1) is often successful as a metal template for cryptates.* Therefore it was
hoped, that owing to its ‘soft’nature, this cation would be an ideal template for the thiolatecontaining cryptate.
The infrared spectrum of the product gives peaks that can be assigned to imine and
amine stretches. This aided our assignment of the FAE3 mass spectrum which also indicates
that a variety of products are formed. The olive green colour of the solid product obtained
suggests a degree of oxidation of Cu(1). Acetonitrile was used and a nitrogen atmosphere
maintained but the products were often green. This was unsurpnsing since possible products
are pendant arms with amine donors which favour the +2 oxidation state.
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FAB mass spec. of Copper Thiolare System indicating dipendant

ligand complex is forme4 [CuLtJ

Figure 4.4
isformed
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The FAB mass spectmm shows peaks that can be assigned to [Cu(Tren)12'. This byproduct would account for the amine stretches in the infrared. A peak is observable at 722
(6%) which could be assigned to protonated ligand.

However, due to the supposed

combination of complexes present in the mixture, it is impossible to say if this is protonation of
the sulphur or imine groups.

The most prominent peaks observed are those of copper

complexes of the dipendant ligand, L2, (Scheme 4.4). Peaks at 561 (loo%), 662 (90%) and
76 1(40%) are attributable to [CU~L~]",[(Cu~L2)C104]' and [(Cu~L2)(Cl04)2], respectively,
(Figure 4.3). However, peaks were present that could be assigned to [(CuLl)(CIO,).MeCNI

at 924 (40%), [(CuLl).MeCw' at 824 (25%) and [(Cu2Ll)(CIO&.MeC~+at 1186 (15 %),
(Figure 4.4).

If the FAB mass spectrum analysis is correct it would seem that by optimising the
conditions, by changing either solvent, temperature andor reaction time, a pure product may
be attainable. Recrystallisation was not successful probably due to similar solubilities of the
products.

4.3.2

Template Synthesis with Silver

Silver has successfully been used as a template ion in the formation of the trpn-capped
cryptate series prepared by G. Morgang The ability of silver to readily co-ordinate to the four
available nitrogen donors makes it promising as a template ion.
Silver(1) nitrate was chosen as the template ion but in most cases Li(CIO4) was added to
precipitate the metal complex. As a result of this the i&ared spectrum showed peaks that
could be attributed to both counterions being present. This observation and the lack of any
amine stretches aided assignment of the FAB mass spectrum.
The dominant peak in the electrospray mass spectrum at 1100 (100%) could be
attributed to [(Ag~Ll)(ìV03)(ClO~)]or [(Ag2Ll)(NOj)2].2H20, (Figure 4.5a). The existence
of a peak at 997 in the FAB mass spectmm which may be assigned to [(Ag2LI)(NO;)]' makes
the former product most likely responsible for the peak at 1100, (Figure 4.5b). There is also a

strong signal at 1062 (100%) which could be assigned to [(Ag2L1)(NOj)~],however Figure
4 5 also shows a peak at 830 (35%) which can be assigned to the mononuclear complex,

[AgLl]. This is plausible as the FAB mass spectrum of X-ray structurally characterised
dinuclear silver trpn-capped cryptates often shows the mononuclear complex as the dominant
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Figure 4.5b

FAB mass spec of Silver niiolate System confirming intad ligand
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peak. There are several peaks which can he assigned to mononuclear and dinuclear complexes,
where the protecting group has either associated with the complex or has not been fully
removed, e.g. peaks a 1281 (60%) and 1109 (100%) could possibly be assigned to
[(Ag2Ll)(ClO&].2CONMe2, and to [(Ag2L1)(C104)].CONMe2respectively, while peaks at
903 (65%) and 1103 (40%) to [(AgLl]’.CONMe2 and [(AgL1)(C104)].CONMe2, respectively.
The complex formed was soluble in acetonitrile. The ‘HN M R spectrum in da-MeCN is
difficult to interpret owing to overlapping in the methylene region, (Figure 4.6).

This is

unsurprising if the protecting group is still in place. There is also no evidence of aldehyde
protons further downñeld leading us to believe that a Schiffbase condensation has occurred. A
promising result is that the aromatic region and imine region integrate for the correct amount of
protons and also that they are related by NOE (irradiation of the imine proton, gves
enhancement of the aromatic and of a methylene doublet, presumably €L(,>).

4.3.3

Template Synthesis with Cadmium and Lead.
Both cadmium(ii) and lead(I1) have an afñnity for soft donors such as sulfur and have

been used on a number of occasions in the template formation of cryptates and therefore may
be ideal as a template ion.
N. Martin‘ found that when templating with cadmium and lead, the products were of
the phenolate cryptate even though the starting thiolate-containing dialdehyde was found to be
pure and most definitely the rearranged ligand. The synthesis, at this stage, had been attempted
without any attempt at cleavage of the protecting subunit of the thiol group. Recent reports by
Brooker’ suggested that for macrocyclic (and therefore probably macrobicyclic) formation,
removal, e.g. by nucleophilic base hydrolysis, of the dimethylcarbamoyl protecting group prior
to attempts at ligand formation was essential.
The possibility also arises that when templating with Cd2’, the cryptate is not composed
of three thiolate groups but a combination of phenolate and thiolate head groups. This would
account for the low percentage of sulphur in the elemental analysis and the presence of N E
stretches in the infrared spectrum.
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Figure 4.512 Electrospray mass spec. of Silver Thiolate System suggesting
mononuclear complex is formed, [AgLlJ.

Figure 4.6

' H NMR and NOE of [Ag2LII
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4.3.3.1 Lead

For the lead complex it is most probable that the majority of the product is polymeric as
the complex was almost insoluble. Peaks in the FAB mass spectrum at 1138 (3O%)and 1442
(8%) can be assigned to Ipb2L1l4' and Ipb;L1]6L respectively. However it is unlikely that the

cryptate could host more than one lead ion and this makes the possibility of polymerisation
more likely.

4.3.3.2

Cadmium
The infrared spectrum of the product gives peaks that can be assigned to imine

(1637 cm-') and amine (3423 cm-') stretches. Characteristic absorbances for the perchlorate
counterion were visible at 1099 and 623 cm-'. This infrared spectrum has aided our assignment
of the FAB mass spectmm which also suggests that a variety of products are formed.
Peaks in the FAB mass spectrum at 930 (loo%), 946 (68%), and 1260 (42%) may be
assigned to [CdL1(C104)]T,[Cd2L1I4' and [C~ZLI(CIOJ);]'.H~O,respectively, (Figure 4.7a).
However, the peak at 930 (100%) can also be assigned to [CdzW]'*,(Scheme 4.4). This is a
strong possibility as a peak at 913 (loo%), in the electrospray mass spectrum, may be assigned

to [Cd2L5l4+indicating that one or two phenolate head groups can be incorporated, (Figure
4.7b).

This would also account for the low percentage of sulphur (3.22%) found in the

elemental analysis. Peaks at 695 (55%) and 795 (35%) suggest the existence of the phenolatecontaining pendent arms ligand [CdL6I2'.2Hz0 and [CdL6(C104)]'.2H~0,(Scheme 4.4).

4.3.4

Template Synthesis with Zinc
The infrared spectrum of the product gives peaks that can be assigned to imine (1636

cm-') and amine (3281 and 3333 cm-') stretches, (Figure 4.8). Characteristic absorbances for
the perchlorate counterion were visible at 1098 and 625 cm-'.
Evidence for the intact cryptate, L1, comes from the presence of peaks in the
electrospray mass spectrum at 1053 (loo%), 1149 (70%) and 1187 (35%) which correspond to
[Zn23HLI(CIOJ)2]2', [Zn2Ll(C104);]' and [Zn~Ll(Cl0+)~]'.2H~0,
respectively, (Figure 4.9a).
However, the dominant product appears to be the mononuclear pendant arm complexes
of the ligand L4, (Scheme 4.4). Proposed mononuclear complexes include [Zn,2HL4].Hz0
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Figure 4.7a

FAB mass spec of Cadmium Thiolate system indicating intact

thiolaie ligand isformed, [CdJlJ
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Figure 4.76

Electrospray mass spec of Cadmium Thioíaie system indicating that

phenolate head groups may be incorporated
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Infrared Spectrum of Zinc Thioiate System

Figure 4.9a

Eiectrospray mass spec of Zinc Thiolate System ina5cating intact

cryptate isformed
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( d z ' 663,95%), [Zn.2HL4].C104.H20 ( d z ' 765, loo%), [ZnL4]*'.2H20 (míz' 679,

loo%),

Chapter4

~

and [Zn.2HL4].3HzO ( d z + 699, loo%), (Figure 4.9b).
Whether protonation of the thiolate sulphur has occurred as opposed to protonation of

the imine group cannot be deduced. The existence of characteristic absorptions due to
perchlorate are evident in the infrared spectrum so it would seem that protonation of the
sulphur group is most likely. However, the complex nature of the solid product makes this
only a possibility and not a certainty.

4.4

Conclusion

At least in the case of the disilver product and in several other metal (e.g. dizinc)
products there is evidence for the formation of the intact thiolate cryptate. In the future these
promising experiments can be followed up with investigations into the effect of e.g. different
countenonsísolvent and reaction conditions. Altering these parameters may hopefully result in
isolation of a pure intact thiolate cryptate.
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Experimental

4.5.1. Synthesis of 2,6-diformyl-4-methylthiophenol

4-methylphenol (p-cresol) (108g, lmol) was added to a solution ofNaOH (40g, lmol)
in H 2 0 (160ml). The mixture was stirred for up to 20 minutes until a golden brown solution
had formed. Formaldehyde (35% solution in water, 2moi) was added to the stirring solution
and then the mixture was leí? to stand for up to 2 days until an off white solid had precipitated.
This solid was collected by filtration and the filtrate was left to stand to obtain a second crop of
off-white solid. After washing the solid with saturated NaC1 solution (lOOd), it was fully
dissolved in water (10OOmi) and then acidified to pH -5 with acetic acid causing a fine white
powder (2,6-dihydroxy-methyl-4-methylphenol,
DHMP) to precipitate. After stimng for 10
minutes the white powder was collected by filtration and dried in a vacuum dessicator
overnight. (Yield = 60%).

MnOi (1OOg) (supplied by ACROS) was activated in a íùmace at 15OOC overnight. It
was then cooled to room temperature and added to a sluny of 50g of 2,6-dihydroxy-methyl-4methylphenol

@HMP) in toluene (70ml). This mixture was refluxed overnight during which

time a bright yellow colour developed. The solution was then filtered and dried over MgSOJ.
After removing the MgSO4, the solution was reduced in volume and pumped to dryness.
(Yield = 73%).

C H N analysis:-

[CSHsO,l
C%

H%

calc.

65.85

4.88

Found.

65.92

4.59

Infrared sDectmm:Inter diu (em") C-H 2932,2677; C=O 1680, phenol 1648

Mass s!Jectmm:de'

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

[C8H8031+

165

1O0
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0-(2,6-diformyl-4-methylphenyl)dimethylth~ocarbomate
60 % NaH (l.6g, 0.67 mol ) in mineral oil was added to a stirring suspension of DFMP

(9g, 0.61 mol) in dry DMF on an ice bath. This was stirred for 15 minutes during which time
hydrogen gas evolved and at hick yellow/orange slurry developed.

A solution of

dimethylthiocarbomyl (log, 0.8lmol) in dry DMF (20ml) was slowly added to the slurry. The
ice bath was removed and the resulting mixture was stirred at 4OoC for one and a half hours
during which time a b r o d r e d solid precipitated. The mixture was washed with ice cold water
(200ml) and the solid was collected by filtration. The solid was dissolved in dichloromethane,

washed with water, dilute HC1, water, weak Nazcoj solution and finally water to remove
unreacted DFMP.

The deep red dichloromethane layer was dried over MgSOG then

evaporated to dryness producing a pale brown solid. (Yield = 75%).

C H N analvsis:-

[CLZHI~NOSI

c%

H ?Lo

N Ya

calc.

57.37

5.18

5.57

Found

57.55

5.30

5.66

Infrared soectrum:-

Inter dia (cm-') C-H 2927,2887, O-aryl dialkylthiocarbomate
1549, 1193.
Mass soectmm:-

de'

4.5.3

Formula

Peak

YOof base peak

[CIZHI;SNO;I'

25 1

10

[C izHd'QI+

218

90

S(2,6-diformyl-4-methylphenyl)dimethylthiocarbomate; thermal rearrangement
The pale brown precipitate of 2,6-difonnyl-4-N,N-dethylthiocarbamoylphenolwas

thermally rearranged in 2g portions.

2,6-diformyl-4-N,N-dimethylthiocarbamoylphenol
was placed in a quickñt finger with
an attached condenser and N2 filled balloon. The finger was placed in a flask of refluxing
ethanolamine (or benzaldeyde) and heated at -180OC for 20 minutes. The melt was cooled to
room temperature and then dissolved with a smali amount of dichloromethane. The process
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was repeated for all 2 g portions. All the dichloromethane portions were added together and
evaporated to dryness. The thick red liquid was allowed to solidiS. and a few drops of ethanol
were added. Washing the viscous red liquid with ether produced a cream powder which could
be isolated by filtration. (Yield = 40 Y ) .
CHN

analVSiS:-

[CiiHi;NO;Sl

c Yo

H Yo

N%

calc.

57.31

5.18

5.57

Found

57.85

5.22

5.68

Infrared spectrum:Inter alia (cm-I) C-H 2925,2840, I549 peak is absent
Mass spectrum:de’

Formula

Peak

YOof base peak

[CI~HIISNO:]’

25 1

IO

Attempts at Synthesis of Thiolate-Containing Cryptates using S-(2,ó-diformyl-4-

methylphenyl)dimethyIthiocarbomate as Dialdehyde Spacer

4.5.4

General procedure 1
A nitrogen atmosphere was rnait~iaitiedthroughmi ihefollowing experiments

S-(2,6-difomyl-4-methylphenyl)

dimethylthiocarbomate (O. 125g, O. 5mmol)

was

dissolved in isopropanol (401111) and brought to reflux. Ground NaOH (0.20g, 0.5mmol) was
added to the yellow solution and there was an immediate colour chanse to bright orange. The
solution was refluxed for 4 hours until deprotonation was complete (the reaction was
monitored by TLC at resular intervals to determine when deprotonation was complete). A
solution of the appropriate metal salt (0.5mmol) was added and a colour change to yellow was
noted. Tren (0.48g, 0.33mmol) in deoxygenated ethanol was added dropwise over a period of

one hour to the solution. After stimng for a further one hour LiCIO, in ethanol (iomi) was
added slowly causing a precipitate to form. The Bask was placed in an ice bath and the
solution was stirred for 15 minutes before filtering. The solid product was washed with ice
cold methanol before recrystallisation was attempted.
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For all metal complexes attempted CHN analysis was unacceptable owing to the dijìculty in
obtaining a single pure product. FAB mass spec. indicated the presence of a mixture of
products iti vayitig yielcls including: intact thiolate cryplate, p e n h i t arm macrocycles and
phenolate-containing complexes.

4.5.5

Attempted Synthesis of Copper Cryptate

[CU(I)(M~CN)~]CIO~
(O. l63g, O.5mmol) was reacted with tren (O.O49g, 0.33mol) and S-

(2,6-diformyl-4-methyIphenyl)dirnethylthioc~bomate
(O. 125g, 0.5mmol) according to generai
procedure 1. The solid products kom this reaction vaned between olive green and yellow in
colour, even under an inert atmosphere. (Yield = 66 YO).

Infrared sDectrum:-

Ititer alia (cm-') C=N 1638, CH 2963, CIO; 1100,623, N H 3431:
3348
The infrared spectrum was inconclusive in determining ctyptate formation as peaks exist for
both imine and v M I r . This indicates that the reaction produces a mixture of products.

Evidence for intact crvotate LI
F.AB mass soectrum:dZ-

Formula

Peak

YOof base peak

[CuL 1]CIO,.MeCN

921

45

[CUL1]C104

821

25

[Ell

722

6

[CuzLI]CI04.MeCN

986

trace

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

[CUZL21

561

1O0

Evidence for thiolate-containine dioendent arm, LZ

FAB mass sr>ectrum:dZ-
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[CU2L2]C104

662

90

[CU2L21(C104)2

76 1

40
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Attempted Synthesis of Silver Cryptate.

Ag(N0;) (O.OSg, 0.33mmoi) was reacted with tren (O.O49g, 0.33mmol) and S-(2,6-diformyl-4-

methylpheny1)dimethyIthiocarbomate (O. 1253, O Smmol) according to generai procedure 1. A
crystalline brown product precipitated over a period of hours. Recrystaliisation was attempted

in MeCN. (Yield = 56 YO).

Infrared suectrum:-

Inter alia (cm") C=N 1635, CH 2963, CIO; 1091, 626,
NO?., 1384, 1146

Evidence for intact cryotate L1

Electrosurav mass suectrumm/z-

Formula

Peak

EA&11

83 O

35

[AgLl].CONMe2

903

65

[AgLI] (ClO,) CONMe2

1003

40

[Ag2L 1].(N03)2.2H20

1100

1O0

[Ag2L 1].(NO:)2.

1062

1O0

[Ag2L 1] .(C10,)2.2CONMe2

1281

60

[Ag2L i].(CIO,). CONMe2

1109

1O0

997

1O0

922

50

[AgLl].CONMe2.H20

YOof base peak
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Attempted Synthesis of Cadmium Cryptate.

Cd(CI04)z.3H20 (O. 12g, 0.33mmol) was reacted with tren (O.O49g, 0.33mmol) and S-(2,6-

diformyl-4-methylphenyl)dirnethylthiocarbomate (O.l25g, 0.5mmol) according to general
procedure 1. A yellow product precipitated. (Yield = 73 %).

Infrared suectrUm:Inter alza (cm") C=N 1637, CH 2963, CIO; 1099, 673, NH 3423,

The infrared spectrum is inconclusive in determining cryptate formation as FAB mass spec.
peaks exist for both imine and amine complexes. This indicates that the reaction produces a
mixture of products
Evidence for intact crvotate L1

Electrosuray mass suectrum:m/z-

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

[CdLl]'*

830

30

[CdLl ]-(CIO,)

930

15

Formula

Peak

YOof base peak

[CdzLI](C104);.HzO

1260

40

[Cd2LIl

946

65

[CdL 1I .(CIO4)z

1146

5

[CdLI]

834

10

[CdL i].C o m e z

903

10

FAB mass spectrum:m/z-

Evidence for ohenolate-containe dbendent macrocvcle L6

EiectrosDrav mass suectrurn:dZ+

Formula

Peak

YOof base peak

[CdL6].2H20

695

55
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[CdL6](Cl0,).2HzO

795

234

35

Evidence for mixed thiolate/ohenolateconta¡n¡ns crvgtate U

FAB mass spectrum:-

miz'

Formula

Peak

YOof base peak

[CdzL;]

930

1O0

Evidence for mixed thiolate/ghenolate-conta¡n¡n~ crvutate L5

FAB mass suectrum:-

m/z'

45.8

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

[CdzLSl

913

1O0

Attempted Synthesis of Lead Cryptate.

Pb(C104)2.3H20(O. 152g, 0.33mmol) was reacted with tren (0.499, 0.3>rnmol) and S-(2,6-

diformyl-4-methyiphenyl)dimethyIthiocarbomate (O. 125g, 0.5mmol) according to general
procedure 1 . An insoluble yellow product precipitated. (Yield = 76%).

InFrared spectrum:Ititer

alia (cm-') C=N 1627, CH 2963, Cio; 1095, 622

Evidence for intact crvutate L1
Electrosurav mass spectrum: -

miz-

Formula

Peak

% of base peak

P b L I](CIO&CONMe2

1095

5

Formula

Peak

Yoof base peak

PbZLI

1138

30

[Pbr;L]

1442

6

FAB mass spectrum:miz-
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The presence of di and trinuclear lead complexes is not really considered to be possible unless
alternative 'exclusive' sites are used.. The presence of the FAB mass spectrum peaks and the
broad nature of the infrared spectrum, together with insolubility may indicate polymerisation.
4.5.9

Attempted Synthesis of Zinc Cryptate

Zn(ClO& 6Hz0 (O 1238, O 33mmoi) was reacted with tren (O 0499, O 33mmol) and S-(2,6-

diformyl-4-methylphenyl)dimethylthiocarbamate (O 125g, O 5mmol) according to general
procedure 1

A yellow product precipitated

Recrystallisation from MeCN resulted in

colourless, needle-like crystals (Yield = 45%)
Infrared soectrurn:-

Infer alia (cm-') C=N 1636, CH 2967, CIO; 1098,623, NH 3281,
3333
FAB mass spec. indicates that the reaction produces a mixture of products.

Evidence for intact crvDtate L l

FAB mass suectrum:-

m'z-

Formula

Peak

YOof base peak

[ZnL ll(CIO&

1053

1O0

[Zn2Ll](CIO&

1149

70

[ZnzL 1l(Cl0,)~.2Hz0

1187

35

Formula

Peak

% base peak

[ZnL4].H20

663

95

[ZnL4].2H20

6 79

1O0

[ZnL4] .3H20

699

52

[ZnL4].(CIO~).HzO

765

1O0

[ZnzL4] H20

727

10

Evidence for thioiate-containinp dioendent arm. L4
FAI3 mass soectrum:m/Z7
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The Mixed Valence Phenomenon in EPR Spectroscopy’
Mixed valence theory is applied to a d9,d IO [CuíJ) Cu@)] dimer. In 5.1 the basic

theory is introduced, in 5.2 the system g and metal hyperfine tensors of mixed valence dimers
are derived.

5.1

Mixed Valence Theory.

I i,o\ describes the

basis state where the extra electron is localised on site i of M

available sites with spin a(a= ?,J). This set of basis functions is assumed to be complete
and orthonormal. The Hamiltonian used is similar to those described in references 2 and 3.

Ei describes the energy of the zero order states in absence of any intersite interaction
whereas V describes the interaction between pairs of subsystems. C< and Ci are creation and
annihilation operators for the extra electron at site i. The eigenstates for a twosite system are
given by:
Equation 5.2

The energies Wl.z and W J , ofthe
~
two Kramers doublets described by Equation 5.2 are given
by
Equation 5.3:W1.2

% F . 4 + EB)

W3.4~
% (E.d+

Where A = EB- E.;

- % dAz + 41 VI

EB) + ?4dAz + 41 d *
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The mixing parameter a is given by Equation 5.4:-

a=&
2

The energies Wi.2 and

W3.4

A +d

~ +' 4 vi 2

d ( +~4 vi~ A ~ ( A+ 4
~ vi '))
and a depend on the nuclear configuration through vibronic

coupling; a harmonic dependence of the energies Ei on the totally symmetric stretching mode
of each site is assumed.'''

k represents the harmonic force constants of the totally symmetric vibrations, i determines
the change in bond length upon reduction. Assuming that V does not depend on the coordinate q = (q.4 - qB) h 2 the equations for W1.2 and

W3.1 are

rewritten :

Equation 5.6
W,,z = % QZ- %

Where A,,

=

AO + 2XQ)'

+.V/
i/

E4"YO) - El'd (O) + EBd(0) - EBOY(O), h

=

l d h d 2 k and Q

=

dk/ hoq is the

energy ofthe vibration corresponding to the q co-ordinate. For a symmetrical dimer with Ao
=O

a is given by Equation 5.7.a(Q)=&
2

V
d(4 q Z+ 41?Q2+ hQ d(4h2Q2+ 4

'))

1 a(Q)I ' is the probability of finding the system in one of the states I Go\ when the nuclear
configuration is at position Q. The energies correspond to the Bom-Oppenheimer potential
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energy surfaces for the four states possible. It is reasonable to assume that the mixed valence
dimer will choose the nuclear configuration with the lowest total energy Q The minima of the
surfaces described by W1.z and

W3.4

occur at :

Equation 5.8
Q =?

For h2

h" d(h'

- LT2)

V / there are two minima at Q = k A. ;the probability of finding the system in one of

the states I A , G ~is

I CY(-^)/^ - O and 1 a(-h)lz-1,

i.e. at Q

=

-h the unpaired electron is on

subsystem A and at Q = + A. the electron is localised on subsystem B. For 1 VI >> h'there is

only one minimum (Q = O) on the surface corresponding to W1.2 (Q) and 1 a(0) 1 = % ; i.e. the
electron is delocalised over the two subsystems. For hz » [ V / equations(5.1)-(5.7) imply a
spontaneous breaking of the molecular symmetry into a point group of lower symmetry.

5.2

EPR Spectra of Mixed Valence Dimers
Application of a magnetic field H will split the degeneracy of the two doublets, the

Zeeman frequencies for the two doublets are given by Equation 5.9:-

The two Kramers doublets are given by i (=1,2).

To calculate the time evolution of an

ensemble of identical systems under the influence of a linearly polarized microwave field the
equation of motion for the density operator must be solved:

Equation 5.10

ih&i

=

[ H, p]

dt
Through random phase assumption the initial conditions for this system of differential
equations are given by4:

M i d Valence Theory
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Equation 5.11
pi, (Q, t=O) = 6.Z-l exp (-lkT{(Q) + W,C"(Q)})

where the density matrix is formulated in the basis of definite e n e r g states, and Z is the
partition function given by:

Equation 5.12

Z = Eexp (-lkT(Wi(Q) + W,("(Q)})dQ
where WZ2) are the Zeeman energies for the four states, and the nuclear motion is treated
classically. The continuous wave absorption spectrum is calculated as described.*

Equation 5.13
S(o)

= Im(Tr(S+p))

Note that to a good approximation the microwave will introduce no coherences
between states of different Kramers doublets. Thus the expected spectrum will be the sum of
the individual subspectra from the two doublets. The main difference is that the populations of
the two doublets are coupled via the initial conditions and that the subspectra are integrated
over the co-ordinate Q.
The final expression for the EPR spectrum of the mixed valence dimer as a function of
frequency is:

Equation 5.14

Ti and TZ are the electronic relaxation times,

oli =

Y&

("ßH1are the transition moments for

transitions within the two doublets, and Dio (Q) are the weighted population differences given

MuCed Valence Theoq
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by:
Equation 5.15

Dio(Q) = 2.' (exp(- -I/kT {W,(Q) + %hoz.(')))- exp (- - l k T {Wi(Q) - %hoze(?
DZo(Q) = Z-' {exp(- -l/kT (W4(Q) + %hoze ("1)- exp (- -1kT {W3(Q) - %hazd (*)}
These equations describe the extreme cases of fully localised or fully delocalised
dimers.

In the case of partial localisation they fail to predict the correct temperature

dependence of the spectrum (delocrlisation at higher temperatures). This is probably because
an inhomogenous nuclear process ('hopping' over the barrier) has been neglected.
Furthermore, the Bom-Oppenheimer assumption may be no longer valid in the 'class Ii' limit.

5.3

T h e System g and Metal Hyperfine Tensors
The [Cu(I) Cu(II)] dimer is divided into two hypothetical subsystems CU.\Iand CUU

the odd electron resides in turn on each of the subsystems. It is assumed that in the local
frame ofthe two subsystems the corresponding g and A tensors are collinear; it will be shown,
however, that this assumption is not true in general for the system g-tensor and the two
individual hyperfine tensors.
The system g tensor is found by building the matrices of the magnetic moment
operator of the two doublets. and by comparing those to the equivalent matrices formed by the
application of a spin Hamilton operator. The basis states are assumed to be corrected for spinorbit coupling, i.e. the states are no true eigenfùnctions of the S2 and

s,, operators but contain

small admixtures of singly excited states with opposite spin quantum numbers. If overlap
between functions on different subsystems is neglected which is consistent with the initial
assumptions of orthogonal basis states - the result is essentially a delocalization weighted sum

of the hypothetical monomer g-tensors of the two subsystems:
Equation 5.16
g(') (Q) = a'(Q)g'"' +(i
g"'

- aZ(Q))g'B'

( Q ) = a'(Q)g'") +(i- a2(Q))gcA)

Note that the individual tensors g'.&') must be expressed in the same co-ordinate frame.
This is arbitrarily taken to be the frame where g"') is diagonal; g(B'is rotated in the frame of
g'"' using the three Euler angles a,ß, y through the rotation matrix T(a, ß, :/).

Equation 5.17

g'" (Q) = az(Q)g'"' +( 1 - a2(Q))Tg'B)TT
g(') (Q) = c ~ ' ( Q ) T ~ ' ~ ) T1~- +az(Q))g'AJ
(
Clearly, the system g-tensor is not diagonal in this frame unless the principal axes of
g'.4'and g'"' coincide.
It is known that in square-planar Cu(I1) complexes the largest component of g is
normal to the plane defined by the ligands.' A symmetrical dimer is made from two squareplanar Cu sites, with the two planes forming an angle ß. A deloca!ised mixed valence

a
complex is assumed, i.e. '

= '/?

for all values of Q. With a = y

=O

and ß = 180"-O the non-

diagonal system g-tensor is obtained. Upon diagonalisation of the non-diagonal system gtensor the principal values are found to be those given by Equation 5.18.

Evaluation o f the local hyperfine tensors, with respect to the orientation o f the system gtensor, results in tilting of the A-tensors at angles k 'h ß with respect to the global reference
frame:
Equation 5.19

A

= % R (O,

- % ß,0)AcA'RT(O, - % ß,O)

A ()' = % R (O, - % ß,O)A'B' RT (O,

f

% ß,O)
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R is the usual Euler angle rotation matrix A"' are the hyperfine tensors and A"' the hyperfine

tensors in the frame of the diagonal system g-tensor. Furthermore, the hyperfine values are
reduced to -50 % of the value observed for the monomeric copper site. A seven line
hyperfine structure in a mixed-valence copper dimer is only possible in the completely
delocalised case, i.e.

(1

V / >> h2 ). Since h2 is in the order of magnitude of a vibration

(hundreds of wavenumbers) V must be in the order of magnitude of thousands of
wavenumbers to ensure a delocalised class 111 mixed-valence dimer as observed in the CuA
center of COX and N20R.

APPENDM 2

CRYSTALLOGRAPEW DATA

X-ray Data Collection and Refinement Parameters for X-ray Crystal Structures
described in Chapters 2 and 3.
Below is a full description of the X-ray experiment for [CuL5](BF4). The X-ray data
collection and refinement parameters for remaining crystal structures can be written in the same
manner, but for simplicity are summarised in tabular form.

Crystal data: [CuW](BF& Ct?H,,BrC?ICuF+N, yellow thin plate, crystal dimensions
0.68 x 0.56 x 0.08 mm3, monoclinic, a = 25.208(5), b = 11.531 (2), c = 20.820 (3) Å, U = 5760
(2) Å3, u = 1.088 nun-', space group CUc, 2 = 8, F (000) 2704.
Data was collected at 293 (2) K on a Siemens P4 four circle difractometer using
graphite monochrornated Mo-Ka radiation ( h

=

0.71073).

Unit cell parameters were

determined by non-linear least squares refinement of35 actually centered reflections (9 < 20
25"). Using 1.4' w-scans at Smin-', 3857 reflections were coliected in the range (2.09 < 20 <
45O), 3385 unique reflections ht= 0.0189) were used in the refinement. Crystal stability was
monitored by recording three check reflections every 97 reflections and no significant variation
was observed. The data were corrected for Lorentz and polarisation effects and an empirical
absorption correction was applied based on q-scan data (T,

= 0.900. T.,

= 0.612).

The structure was solved by direct methods', which revealed all the non-hydrogen atoms.
Hydrogen atoms were inserted at calculated positions with isotropic temperature factors 1.2
times the equivalent isotropic U of their carrier atoms. All the data were used for refinement

on F2 which converged with R1 = 0.0823, wR2 = 0,1369, GOOF = 1.044[ and conventional R
= O

0500 (I
> 2 0 (I))] for 361 parameters. The &al difference map showed no significant

residual electron density. All programs used in the structure refinement are contained in the
SHELXL-932package.
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Data Collection and Refinement Parameters for X-ray structures of Cum

Table 1

Podates described in Chapter 2

crystal

[CuLq(CIO4)

[CuL17](CIO4)

Temperature

163 (2)

163 (2)

Wavelength (A)

0.71073

0.71073

Crystal system

Triclinic

Rhombohedrai

Space group

P- 1

R3

a(Å)

11.5825 (5)

12.1567 (4)

b (A)

12.9374 (6)

Unit celi

c (A) 23.2581 (11)

18.1039(11)

18.4325 (10)

I 80.970 (4)

21.4731 (13)

1 19.0640 (i 1)

80.7930 (10)

90

90

77.0170 (IO)

90

103.863 (IO)

Y ("1 71.450 (10)

90

90

(A)'

6823.1 (7)

ß (")
Volume

12.1567 (4)
I

I 3238.6 (3)

Z
Absorption coeff.

(m.9
Reflections

11308

23671

8893

9024

0.0377

0.0512

O. 1076

0.0577

0.2506

0.1637

18388

24532

collected
Independent
reflections

---F.4363

1

0.1054

I 0.0706

Auvendix 2

Table 2

X-ravDaîa

Data Collection and Refinement Parameters for X-ray structures of Cum

Podates described in Chapter 2

I

Volume

245

(A)'

I 1801 (4)

I

1 3322.0 (3)

i

I 5760 (2)

i

I2611.9(18)

X-mvData
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Data Coiiection and Refinement Parameters for X-ray structures of Cu

Azacryptates described in Chapter 3

0.0755

0.2274
I

I

I 0.2048
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